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+ Cruising the Baltic

London Calling

Bik ing through FrancE

The World’s Best
Mediterranean Voyages
are now All Inclusive.

©2012 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

Experience all-inclusive luxury aboard the World’s Best.
Enjoy award-winning service, unparalleled choices, extraordinary luxury plus the
convenience of new All-Inclusive voyages. To learn more about all of our exciting
Mediterranean itineraries, and to book your voyage, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

• Book by February 28, 2012, for best available Book Now fares
• Free Economy or Business Class air
• All Inclusive: complimentary gratuities, ﬁne wines, premium spirits,
specialty dining from chefs like Nobu Matsuhisa and so much more

E u r o p e | A u s t r a l ia | N e w E n g l an d & C ana d a | Panama C ana l | S o u t h A me r ica | T r o p ic s | W o r l d C r u i s e

Stunning destinations. Summer value. It’s all included.
Europe beckons with All-Inclusive sailings, Book Now Fares and more.

Once-in-a-lifetime adventures await: Take a cooking lesson from a Countess in Venice; explore the Crimean Forest by horseback from Yalta;
learn the secrets of Mt. Etna by helicopter. Exceptional values also are yours: Book your 2012 Europe cruise by February 28, 2012, and you will
receive up to $1,400 per couple in additional savings.
							
2012							
Voyage
Days
Date
Destination
Itinerary
Theme
Ship

2214
2312
2313
2314
2218
2219
2318

11
12
12
12
11
11
12

Jun 16
Jun 19
Jul 1
Jul 13
Aug 3
Aug 14
Aug 25

Baltic Sea & Russia
Med. & Black Sea
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Baltic Sea & Russia
Baltic Sea & Russia
Mediterranean

Hamburg to Stockholm		
Venice to Istanbul
EA
Istanbul to Monte Carlo		
Monte Carlo to Lisbon
G
Copenhagen to Stockholm		
Stockholm to London
WF
Barcelona to Athens		

Crystal Symphony
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Symphony
Crystal Serenity

Brochure
Per Person
Fare From

Book Now
Fare From
(Book by 2/28/12)

$11,780
$16,170
$15,020
$15,020
$12,810
$12,260
$13,290

$5,890
$7,385
$6,810
$6,810
$5,905
$5,630
$6,145

The World’s Best sets new standards for luxury and value with All-Inclusive cruising. Sail to Europe in 2012 and you will enjoy complimentary amenities
such as gratuities, fine wines and premium spirits, specialty restaurant dining and more. Plus, choose from over 1,500 optional Crystal Adventures®
Shore Excursions or, for a chance to indulge in your dream excursion, let us create Crystal Private Adventures® shore experience just for you.
Experiences of Discovery®: CS Crystal Society

EA Emerging Artists

G Golf

WF Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Book Now Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made between 11/1/2011 and 2/28/2012 and do
not include port, security and handling charges. Economy Class air is included for categories E-CP or a cruise-only air credit is available. Business Class air is included for categories PH-CP on Europe voyages 2310-2324 (on Trans-Atlantic flight
only) or a cruise-only air credit is available. Free Air is available from the following gateways only: BOS, JFK, EWR, BWI, IAD, PHL, YUL, YYZ, ATL, MCO, MIA, TPA, DTW, MSP, ORD, DEN, DFW, IAH, SEA, YVR, LAX, PHX, SFO, HNL. Air add-ons for other
gateways are available from Crystal Cruises’ designated gateway cities in the U.S. and Canada. Air routing, scheduling, and carrier selection are at the discretion of Crystal Cruises. Fuel surcharges may be added at any time to defray fuel cost
increases, even if the fare has been paid in full. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed
at any time without notice. All itineraries, fares, programs and policies are subject to change. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change
without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyager Club Group to be eligible for
Voyager Club amenities. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2012 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

Fall sailings. Real savings.

Book Now Fares, Free Air and All-Inclusive voyages make the World’s Best the perfect choice.
Experience the abundant richness of the Mediterranean: Sip tea and watch the world-renowned Whirling Dervishes in Istanbul; explore
ancient empires by mountain bike on the island of Corfu; hop aboard a catamaran and gaze at stunning pilot whales as you cruise the
coast of Tenerife. And take a moment to consider the value of Crystal Cruises, with Book Now Fares, Free Air and more.
							
2012							
Voyage Days
Date
Destination
Itinerary
Theme
Ship

2320
2322
2323
2324
2326

12
12
12
12
11

Sep 18
Oct 12
Oct 24
Nov 5
Nov 28

Mediterranean
Med. & Holy Land
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Med. & Canary Islands

Istanbul to Venice
WF
Athens to Venice		
CS
Venice to Istanbul
Istanbul to Barcelona		
Lisbon to Barcelona		

Brochure
Per Person
Fare From

Book Now
Fare From
(Book by 2/28/12)

$13,940
$13,940
$12,140
$11,560
$10,980

$6,470
$6,470
$5,570
$5,280
$4,990

Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity
Crystal Serenity

What could be more enchanting than a discovery of the Mediterranean with Crystal Cruises, the cruise line that offers All-Inclusive cruising
with amenities such as open bar service at all lounges, complimentary gratuities and dining at all specialty restaurants. Book today to
indulge in the incredible luxury and savings of the World’s Best.

Book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on all 2012 sailings, including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Personable onboard host
• Onboard welcome reception

• Full day shore event or shipboard credit on select categories/sailings
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

tastic locations

tastic spas

tastic restaurants

tastic suites

The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Come Aboard...
and create memories that will last a lifetime!
Discover the unique experience of traveling by train in Europe
with breathtaking views and unparalleled comfort. Leave behind
the hassles of airports and roadmaps and welcome the smooth
high-speed journeys of rail travel, which offer first-class luxury,
reliability and peace of mind.
Train travel is more than getting from one place to another –
it’s a destination in itself.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to
make your reservation.

©Disney
GS2012-6426

Welcome to a new dream destination in Hawai‘i: Aulani.
At this remarkable oceanfront Resort, kids, teens and adults can enjoy a world of
magic—whether together as a family or off on their own amazing adventures. From
a watery wonderland of twisting slides, sunset whirlpools and a lazy river to a relaxing
spa, Aulani offers different kinds of fun for Guests of every age. Plus, discover Hawai‘i
through exciting excursions—learn to surf, ride horseback through lush valleys, set sail
on a catamaran or kayak through protected offshore islets. Adventures by Disney ®
excursions, created especially for Aulani guests, offer something for everyone all
surrounded by the incredible culture and tradition that is Hawai‘i.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Exclusive for Virtuoso Travelers, Experience South California’s Coastal Riviera in Style.
Stay at any of Orange County’s four acclaimed virtuoso resorts:
Montage Laguna Beach, pelican hill, the ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel or the St. regis Monarch Beach
and receive a $50 South Coast plaza Gift Certificate in addition to other fabulous virtuoso amenities.

Located in Orange County, CA 800.782.8888 southcoastplaza.com/traveler
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Where Next?

S

o many places to go, so lit-

tle time. But that’s the beauty of
a new year – it’s a fresh calendar,
and the months stretch out ahead
with possibilities. There are family vacations to plan, upcoming milestones to celebrate, and new destinations to check off
your must-visit list.
That list will get a little longer with this
issue of Virtuoso Life. Maybe you’ll want to
spend a week in London before – or during – the Olympics (page 96). Or set sail
with your extended family on a Baltic
cruise (page 104). Perhaps you’ll head outdoors for an adventure in Alaska (page 114),
skiing in Whistler (page 124), or biking
through France (page 130).
The world awaits, so we asked Virtuoso’s
top travel advisors to tell us what’s hot

for 2012 – the destinations and trips they’re
recommending clients book now, and why.
(Find out on page 84.)
And though we asked advisors for their
opinions, we also want yours: Where do
you want to go next? Tell us by taking our
Travel Dreams Survey. It’s fast, fun,
and will surely inspire you with a world of
destinations and experiences, from island
escapes and romantic getaways to outdoor
adventures and trips of a lifetime.
In fact, the grand prize is a trip of a
lifetime itself: a 12-day, all-inclusive Mediterranean cruise for two on Crystal Cruises’
Serenity from Venice to Athens, in a penthouse suite (but of course). The grand
prize also includes the perks of Voyager
Club, an exclusive program available only
through Virtuoso.
F ive ot her luck y
entrants will each win
$1,000 in cash. The survey
begins January 5 and ends
March 31, so please go
to www.virtuoso.com
and take our survey for a
chance to win.
Whatever’s on the
horizon for your year
ahead, may it include
more than a few new
passport stamps. Happy
travels – and good luck
with the survey!

That’s me on the Great Wall of China. Read about my trip
there with Virtuoso’s top advisors on page 20.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
esrnka@virtuoso.com

➥ Tell us what you think about the magazine, why you like working with your travel advisor, or your favorite
travel experiences – we’d love to hear from you.
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(NECKLACE) CHRIS PLAVIDAL

Read the latest issue of
Virtuoso Life wherever you
are by downloading our
iPad and iPhone apps at
www.virtuoso.com/VLapps.

indulge…
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 700 Guests
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CONTRIBUTORS
“I love having Whistler as my local mountain,” says Vancouverbased writer NEAL MCLENNAN (“Something to Whistle About,”
page 124). “But it’s easy to take for granted – that’s why I was
excited to experience it like a visitor and discover some things
hidden in plain view.” McLennan is Western Living’s food and
travel editor and a contributor to Cooking Light, enRoute, and
other magazines. ON mY LIST FOR 2012: “Laucala Island, Fiji.
Red Bull’s billionaire founder turned Malcolm Forbes’ former
private retreat into an ultra-exclusive playground. Can’t wait.”
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RAYMOND PATRICK (“Party
across the Pond,” page 96) took
his first photography class at
age 14. By 15 he was a Pepsi
Skateboard Team photographer.
“I’ve visited London three or four
times and have traveled around
the world, but the London Eye is
one of the coolest things I’ve ever
done,” he says. “It’s like being
in a spaceship – go at dusk and
be prepare to be blown away.”
Patrick is based in New York and
has shot in more than 30 countries for the likes of Travel +
Leisure, Condé Nast Traveller
(UK), and Germany’s GQ.
ON mY LIST FOR 2012: “Tokyo,
Bhutan, the South Pacific, and
my dream location, Nepal.”

“If you want to truly experience a city, consider staying at
more than one hotel,” says Atlanta-based writer JILL BECKER,
who stayed in three of London’s finest during a birthday blowout
in the city (“Party across the Pond,” page 96). “You’ll get to know
different neighborhoods – as well as a variety of amenities, spa
treatments, restaurants, and even levels of service you wouldn’t
have otherwise if you
stayed in the same place
your entire trip.” Becker
pens a hotel column
for Examiner.com and
contributes to publications
including American Way,
Spirit, and Private Clubs.
ON mY LIST FOR 2012:

“Bali – really anywhere I
can stretch out under a
palm tree with a cocktail
in my hand.”

“The upside to the recession and unrest in parts of the
world is a lot of great travel deals and fewer tourists to contend with” says AARON GULLEY (“Where Now,” page 84). In
addition to his work for Virtuoso
Life, Gulley writes about travel
and adventure for Outside, Men’s
Journal, and Destin-Asian. ON mY
LIST FOR 2012: “A bike adventure
from San Pedro de Atacama,
Chile, to Bolivia’s Uyuni salt flats.
Also Japan: It’s one of my favorite
places, and it feels like the money
I’ll spend will help with the posttsunami morale and economy.”

For “All Hands on Deck” (page 104), contributing writer ELAINE
GLUSAC cruised the Baltic with seven family members and lost
several Danish kroner in a multigenerational poolside poker game.
“The trip felt like a party every night,” she says. “We got to dress up,
and no one had to do the dishes.” Glusac contributes regularly to the
New York Times travel section and is currently working on stories for
Afar, National Geographic Traveler, and Smithsonian.com.
ON mY LIST FOR 2012: “Ecuador’s cloud forests and Australia –
as soon as I can figure out which part.”
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savor…
IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 700 Guests
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extraordinary
Nothing makes a cruise more

than the enhancements of
Virtuoso Voyager Club

Book your cruise through a Virtuoso travel advisor and
receive the following benefits at no additional cost:
Choice of Exclusive Private Shore Event or Shipboard Credit
A Personable, Dedicated Onboard Host
Get-acquainted, Onboard Cocktail Reception
The Camaraderie of Fellow Voyager Club Travelers
Choose from more than 400 Voyager Club departures
aboard these Virtuoso preferred cruise lines:
AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES • Crystal Cruises • Cunard Line • OCEANIA CRUISES
PAUL GAUGUIN CRUISES • Regent Seven Seas Cruises
Seabourn • Silversea Cruises

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today to broaden your cruise horizons.
Virtuoso amenities vary by cruise line and cabin category booked, may not all be available on all sailings, and may change without notice. Restrictions apply.

All inclusive cruising.
The choice is Crystal clear.
Voyager Club amenities are available on every single Crystal Cruises
sailing. From world-class cuisine to awe-inspiring excursions to spectacular
entertainment, exceeding your expectations is our pleasure.
• Jul 23, 11-nights, Stockholm to Copenhagen, Crystal Symphony
• Aug 13, 12-nights, Venice to Barcelona, Crystal Serenity
• Dec 20, 16-nights, Auckland to Melbourne, Crystal Symphony

Enjoy... It’s all included.
Here are just a few of Regent Seven Seas Cruises exciting voyages to the world’s
most longed for locations, all with every luxury you can imagine including
unmatched onboard amenities. Plus, 2-for-1 Fares, FREE Roundtrip Air, FREE
Unlimited Shore Excursions and the newly added FREE Luxury Hotel Package.
Enjoy...it’s all included.
•
•
•
•

Jul 12, 10-nights, Copenhagen to Stockholm, Seven Seas Voyager
Jul 22, 7-nights, Stockholm to Copenhagen, Seven Seas Voyager
Aug 15, 10-nights, Copenhagen to Stockholm, Seven Seas Voyager
Aug 25, 12-nights, Stockholm to London, Seven Seas Voyager

The height of luxury. The utmost value.
While Seabourn certainly calls upon the world’s must-see cities, we’re better
known for exploring the secret gems and hidden harbors where larger ships
cannot go. Experience Voyager Club amenities on these select dates:
•
•
•
•

Jun 5, 10-nights, Hamburg to Copenhagen, Seabourn Sojourn
Jun 23, 14-nights, Venice to Istanbul, Seabourn Odyssey
Jul 14, 10-nights, Roundtrip Venice, Seabourn Spirit
Aug 6, 10-nights, Rome to Monte Carlo, Seabourn Legend

More overnights, late-night stays - live
your destination like never before.
On Azamara Club Cruises, we know it takes time to fall in love with a
destination. So we offer more overnights, longer stays, and night touring
to let you truly experience the culture. Enjoy Azamara’s inclusive value
coupled with Voyager Club benefits on these select dates:
•
•
•
•

Jun 27, 11-nights, Rome to Athens, Azamara Quest
Jul 6, 11-nights, Copenhagen to Amsterdam, Azamara Journey
Jul 28, 12-nights, Edinburgh to Southampton, Azamara Journey
Aug 9, 11-nights, Southampton to Lisbon,
Azamara Journey
SM

SM
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China
Connection
Following a VIP trip to the country, Virtuoso’s top travel agency executives share advice
and insight on visiting this dynamic destination. By Elaine Srnka

I

t was an exceptional fall day in Beijing, with clear

blue skies and crisp temperatures. As the sounds of clinking
glasses, laughter, and live music filled the air, guests at a private outdoor luncheon surveyed the surroundings with awe:
The Great Wall of China spread around them in every direction, a
ribbon of stonework marching up the mountains and through the
valleys as far as the eye could see.

If visiting the Great Wall of China ranks as an experience of a lifetime, then a party on the Great Wall is off the charts, even for this
savvy group of top travel agency executives, invited by Virtuoso to
experience the country firsthand.
“Touristy as it may sound, I just had to pinch myself that I was actually there after having seen hundreds of pictures of it since I was a child,”
says Gwen DeWalt, who owns a travel agency in Savannah, Georgia.

Lunch of a lifetime: Private dining
on the Great Wall of China.
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Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey at these Virtuoso preferred properties.
Europe Arion Resort & Spa · Blue Palace Resort & Spa · Convento do Espinheiro Hotel & Spa · Hotel Bristol · Hotel Cala di Volpe
Hotel Danieli · Hotel Goldener Hirsch · Hotel Grande Bretagne · Hotel Gritti Palace · Hotel Imperial · Hotel Marqués de Riscal · Hotel Pitrizza
Hotel President Wilson · Hotel Pulitzer · Hotel Romazzino · Mystique · Santa Marina Resort & Villas · Schloss Fuschl Resort & Spa
The Romanos · Turnberry Resort · Vedema Resort North America Hacienda Temozon · SLS Hotel at Beverly Hills · The Ballantyne
The Canyon Suites at The Phoenician · The Chatwal · The Joule · the Nines · The Phoenician · The Royal Hawaiian · THE US GRANT
South America Hotel Paracas · San Cristobal Tower · Tambo del Inka Resort & Spa Middle East Al Maha Desert Resort & Spa

©2011 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Luxury Collection and its logo are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.
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Attendees and their guests at Virtuoso’s
Chairman’s Event recognition trip represented 65 of the best-performing agencies
from around the world.
“Exploring the world creates unequaled
opportunities to refocus travelers on what’s
important: the ability to create shared experiences and memories,” says Virtuoso
CEO Matthew Upchurch. “Our Chairman’s
Event serves to inspire our top-performing
travel advisors, and ultimately their clientele, by providing a rare look at the best
ways to experience all that a destination has
to offer.”
Virtuoso on-site tour companies Imperial
Tours and Abercrombie & Kent Hong Kong
collaborated with preferred hotels to create
an itinerary that showcased luxury tourism
in China. The trip began in Beijing, where
we stayed at the historic Raffles Hotel. With
its ancient sites and avant-garde architecture, the city (population 20 million) truly
epitomizes the juxtaposition of old and
new. Private tours of the Forbidden City
(the Imperial Palace is now a UNESCO

World Heritage site), strolls in crowded
Tiananmen Square, tai chi lessons in the
Temple of Heaven, and visits to traditional
hutongs (neighborhoods) all reminded us
of China’s historical and cultural roots (as
did the visible police presence in the city
and limited Internet – and Facebook! – access online). But Beijing – and China – is
quickly moving forward. Contemporary art
thrives in 798 Art District, and we marveled
at amazing structures such as the National
Aquatics Center – the “Water Cube” where
Michael Phelps won eight gold medals at
the 2008 Olympics and where we enjoyed a
memorable night of dinner and dancing.
Cosmopolitan Shanghai has undergone
an enormous transformation in the last decade. We stayed at The Ritz-Carlton Shanghai, Pudong, with eye-popping views of the
city’s skyline. In the bustling city of 23 million, we cruised the Bund, toured museums,
and visited a water village outside of town.
ALThough Tourism is A Top prioriTy

for China, it’s still not an easy destination

Beijing’s picturesque
Temple of Heaven.
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to visit on your own. Here, travel agency
executives share advice, tips, and insight
garnered on this trip.

GETTING AROuND
“Travel with a reliable tour operator – they know
the ins and outs and make efficient use of your
time, which is the most valuable commodity
when traveling.”
– Nancy Stein, St. Louis, Missouri
“Learn some basic phrases in Chinese, bargain
like crazy, and don’t go anywhere without a
hotel card showing where you’re staying so you
can get back safely!”
– Larry and Elaine Bouligny, La Jolla, California
“Get a great guide. It’s a wonderful experience,
and their behind-the-scenes knowledge makes
all the difference.”
– Alfred Volden, Albuquerque, New Mexico
“Traffic in China is a problem – something to
keep in mind if you’re planning to visit several
sights in one day.”
– Jaime Leon, Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic

A swimming scene: Shangri-La Hotels hosted a dinner at the National Aquatics Center in Beijing –
also known as the Water Cube, where the 2008 Olympic swimming events were held.

Think of it as your Vitamin D supplement.
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For immediate relief of stress, tension, anxiety or boredom, try The Florida Keys & Key West.
Side effects may include laughter, romantic interludes and a strong desire to jump
in the ocean. For reservations, call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
fla-keys.com
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Communication
“Surprisingly, many service personnel do not
speak English. If you have an iPhone, an app
called Translation can convert your English
question to Chinese.”
– Bob Watson, New York
“To access Facebook and Twitter, download a
VPN service before departing the United States.
I used Strong VPN and also a web-based service,
SecuriTales (www.securitales.com).”
– Barbara King, Leawood, Kansas

Beijing TIPS
“If you have any interest in the cultural development of China, a visit to 798 Art District is
a must.”
– Priscilla Alexander, New York
“It’s best to visit the Forbidden City early; gates
open at 8:30 am.”
– Andi von Zeppelin, Queensland, Australia

Shanghai Sights
“Visit one of the local parks (I recommend
Yu Gardens or Fuxing Park), where you’ll see
people dancing, singing, doing tai chi, and even
matchmaking.”
– Karen Ensign, Santa Barbara, California
“Shanghai Sideways is an incredibly fun way to
see the city. Guests are taken around Shanghai
(and Beijing and Xi’an also) by WWII motorcycles with sidecars for a wonderful city tour.”
– Amanda Klimak, Waterbury, Connecticut

24

Drummer girls: Entertainment at the Great Wall of China event, hosted by The St. Regis Beijing.

“It’s not the Chairman’s China. The evolution in
the cities, not just Beijing and Shanghai, must be
seen to be believed.”
– Leslie Shaw, Palm Beach, Florida

Attendees model custom-tailored Mao jackets at
the gala dinner at The Peninsula Shanghai.

Valerie Wilson, Park Hyatt Shanghai’s Christophe Sadones, and Virtuoso’s Kristi Jones.

VIRTUOSO LIFE

Virtuoso’s Matthew Upchurch with Swire Hotels’
Brian Williams at The Opposite House.

(DRUMMERS AND SHANGHAI) GARY PARENT

Observations

A river cruise along the Bund
reveals Shanghai’s stunning skyline.

Playful sculpture at Beijing’s 798 Art District.

GO Imperial Tours’ eight-day expert-led
itinerary begins in Beijing, where you’ll practice
tai chi at the Temple of Heaven, enjoy lunch on
the Great Wall with a historian, and have cocktails at the Summer Palace. In Shanghai, visit
Yu Gardens, the Shanghai Museum, and more.
Departure: Any day through 2012; from $14,570.

Attend a stunning open-air theater production and see the famed terra-cotta warriors
with Abercrombie & Kent’s 14-day tour that
calls on both Beijing and Shanghai as well
as Zhongdian, Lijiang, and Xi’an. Departures:
April 14, May 12, and October 13; from $7,190.
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Clockwise from top left: A group gathering at the Great Wall; Jaime Leon and Laura Asilis at the Water
Cube; and Priscilla Alexander, Tova Fink, and Peter Bates enjoy alfresco cocktails.

China’s ChiCest hotels
Special thanks to the hotels in China that hosted various events, including Aman at Summer
Palace, Grand Hyatt Shanghai, The Opposite House, the Park Hyatt hotels in Beijing and
Shanghai, The Peninsula Shanghai, Shangri-La’s China World Summit Wing, The St. Regis
Beijing, and The Swatch Art Peace Hotel.
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With Access America, you can enjoy cultural immersion without
getting in over
head.
Your investment is protected. Medical coverage is available. And no matter where you go,
Access America’s luxury concierge and assistance services are there to help. So while
you try your hand at an ancient art, we’ll be on hand if your trip takes an unexpected turn.
Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor about Access America today.

© 2011 World Access Service Corp.

What are Your

travel Dreams

?

Tell us and you might just win an amazing 12-day
Crystal cruise or one of five $1,000 cash prizes.
Open your mind to the endless possibilities when you take the VIRTUOSO LIFE® Travel Dreams Survey.
It takes only minutes to complete, but leaves you with inspiration to last a lifetime. Plus, once
you submit the survey you’ll automatically be entered for a chance to win a travel dream of
your own. One Grand Prize winner will set sail on an incredible, all-inclusive 12-day cruise
from Venice to Athens aboard Crystal Serenity in a penthouse while enjoying all the perks
of Virtuoso Voyager Club. Five lucky First Prize winners will each take home $1,000 cash.

Go to www.virtuoso.com to take the survey today.
Opens January 5, 2012. Deadline to enter is March 31, 2012.
Grand Prize
courtesy of

If outside of the U.S., sweepstakes does not apply. Non-U.S. residents are invited to take the survey at www.virtuoso.com/traveldreams.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Only one entry per person. Sweepstakes offered only in the 50 United States (including the District of Columbia), and is open only to natural persons who, at the time of entry: (i) are legal residents of the 50 United States or the District of Columbia, (ii) have pre-existing internet access, and (iii) are 21
years of age or older. The winners will be selected by random drawing on or about April 21, 2012. Employees and agents of Virtuoso, Ltd., Crystal Cruises, Inc., any other prize provider designated by Virtuoso, and their respective parents, affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotional agencies, distributors, wholesalers and retailers (collectively
referred to as “Associated Persons”), members of such Associated Persons’ immediate families, and individuals living in the same household with such Associated Persons are not eligible to win. Entries must be received between 9:00 a.m. Central Time (“CT”) on January 5, 2012, and 11:59 p.m. CT on March 31, 2012. Odds of winning depend
upon the number of eligible entries received. The prizes are as follows: One (1) Grand Prize of one (1) Crystal Cruises twelve (12) day all-inclusive cruise for two (2) in a Penthouse PH category (double occupancy) aboard Crystal Serenity sailing from Venice, Italy to Athens, Greece on September 30, 2012, which has an approximate retail value
(“ARV”) of $17,140.00, and five (5) cash First Prizes of $1,000 each. The prizes have a total combined ARV of $22,140.00. Void in Puerto Rico and where prohibited or restricted. Entrants release Virtuoso, Ltd. and all applicable parties identified in the Sweepstakes Official Rules from any and all claims, liabilities, damages or losses arising from
participation in the Sweepstakes or the acceptance or use of any prize. Prize terms, conditions, and exclusions may apply. For entry information and complete Sweepstakes Official Rules by which all entrants are bound, go to www.virtuoso.com. Sponsored by Virtuoso, Ltd. © 2012 Virtuoso, Ltd. The trademarks VIRTUOSO, VIRTUOSO LIFE, the Globe
Swirl Logo and SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. All rights reserved.

Discovery
An AFFORdABLE LUxURy

Discover the allure of the Old World and splendor
of the New. With more time in port, immerse
yourself in the vibrant history, culture and cuisine
of more than 300 global destinations. Your
Oceania Cruises’ home away from home awaits
you with a refined yet relaxed ambiance that
ensures your absolute comfort. Our staff warmly
welcomes you as you savor the culinary creations
of Master Chef Jacques Pépin or simply relax with
a massage in our Canyon Ranch SpaClub®.

*Pre-paid Gratuities offer and Virtuoso Voyager Club Host, Shore Event and Welcome Reception on select sailings offers do not expire, but all other offers expire March 31, 2012. All advertised fares, offers and any special amenities shown are per person based on double occupancy unless
otherwise indicated, are subject to availability at time of booking, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn without prior notice or remain in effect after the expiration date. All fares listed are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double
occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. Cruise-related Government Fees and Taxes of up to $19.50 per guest per day are additional. For itineraries shown with multiple departures, sailing prices may vary and any “Fares From” pricing is based on Category G unless otherwise
indicated. Single rates and rates for 3rd and 4th guests are available upon request; call for details. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania Cruises. 2 for 1, Early Booking Savings, Back to Back and Special Offer fares are based on
published Full Brochure Fares. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories, may not have been in effect during the last 90 days and do not include Personal Charges and Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and Conditions
of the Guest Ticket Contract which may be viewed at OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares are cruise only. “Free Airfare” promotion does not include ground transfers and applies to economy, round-trip flights only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS,
ORD, DEN, DFW, EWR, IAH, LAX, MIA, IAD, JFK, MCO, PHL, PHX, SAN, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YYC, YYZ, YVR. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional charge. Any advertised fares that include the “Free Airfare” promotion include airline fees, surcharges
and government taxes. Some airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding and special seating, may apply. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time.
Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. JAN121329

2012 EUROpEAn COLLECtiOn
n

2 FOR 1 CRUisE FAREs*

n

FREE AiRFARE*

n

up to

n

ViRtUOsO BOnUs FREE pRE-pAid gRAtUitiEs*

n

$3,000 BOnUs sAVings per stateroom*

ViRtUOsO VOyAgER CLUB HOst,
sHORE EVEnt & WELCOME RECEptiOn
on select sailings*

pEARLs OF tHE AEgEAn | VEniCE to AtHEns
marina - ApR 22 | riviera - OCt 4 VC | 10-dAy VOyAgE
veranda STaTerOOm
FULL BROCHURE FAREs
FROM

veranda STaTerOOm

Special Offer fareS

15,198 pER gUEst*

$

FROM

3,599 per guest*

$

WiTH free airfare

MEditERRAnEAn tApEstRy | AtHEns to BARCELOnA
marina - MAy 2 VC | nautica - OCt 26 | 10-dAy VOyAgE
Special Offer fareS

FULL BROCHURE FAREs
FROM

8,598 pER gUEst*

$

FROM

2,799 per guest*

$

WiTH free airfare

gREEK gLORy | istAnBUL to VEniCE
riviera - MAy 6 & AUg 3 | 10-dAy VOyAgE
Special Offer fareS

FULL BROCHURE FAREs
FROM

8,998 pER gUEst*

$

FROM

3,249 per guest*

$

WiTH free airfare

AzURE COAsts | ROME to BARCELOnA
riviera - AUg 23 | nautica - OCt 16 | 10-dAy VOyAgE
Special Offer fareS

FULL BROCHURE FAREs
FROM

8,598 pER gUEst*

$

FROM

3,299 per guest*

$

WiTH free airfare

MEditERRAnEAn spLEndORs | istAnBUL to LisBOn
regatta - AUg 30 VC | 12-dAy VOyAgE
Special Offer fareS

FULL BROCHURE FAREs
FROM

9,998 pER gUEst*

$

FROM

3,749 per guest*

$

WiTH free airfare

Discover a world of

Value

without compromise.

VC

Includes Virtuoso Voyager Club Host,
shore event and Welcome reception

THE PREMIER CRUISE ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM

A friendship that began blossoming

100 years ago.

Announcing the 2012 “Gift of Trees” Centennial.
There are actually two symbols here of the friendship
between Japan and America. The first, of course, is the
bridge between our cultures. The second is the magnificent
cherry blossom tree. One hundred years ago, Japan presented America with several thousand of them as a
gesture of our growing friendship. Japan is a truly
spectacular country. Why not come see it for yourself?

US: www.japantravelinfo.com / Canada: www.ilovejapan.ca

Shipboard Hideaways

48 | Armani hotel Milano 54 | Winter Fashion 56 | Singapore 58 | Bourbon 64 | COFFEE 68 | CashmerE 78

PASSPORT
dESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE

For Dashers and Vixens

Fact: There’s more to reindeer than aerial navigation and sketchy roof landings. Adventurers commune with the herds and
learn about their role in native culture during Travcoa’s new Lapland safari. The 15-day trip from Stockholm to Helsinki
features dogsled and snowmobile outings, lunch in an igloo and a night in an ice hotel, northern lights viewing, and a lesson in lassoing reindeer and driving a sleigh. Think you have skills? While visiting the Arctic Circle’s Santa Claus Village,
you can tell old Nick his flying days are up – jollily, of course. Departure: March 20, 2012; from $16,180.
Passport is reported by: Costas christ, Michael Frank, Elaine Glusac, Fran Golden, and Lisa Wogan
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PASSPORT
The STYLISH TRAVELER

Second Helping
Designed exclusively for Aqua Expeditions, the
C42 Amazon from Swiss watchmaker Enigma can
withstand underwater depths to 100 meters and
features luminescent hands to read in rain forests
and urban jungles alike. Best of all, ten percent of
proceeds from the limited-edition timepieces go to
the Amazonian communities in which the cruise line
operates. $4,775 on board the Aqua and Aria.

Art & Culture

Analyze This

British painter Lucian Freud crafted thickly layered portraits reflecting hundreds of hours spent with a subject.
His last, a nude left unfinished at his death last July,
will be part of the 100-work Lucian Freud Portraits at
London’s National Portrait Gallery (February 9 to May
27). Before his death, Freud collaborated on the exhibit,
which includes revealing pieces ranging from the artist’s
mother to fellow painters David Hockney and Francis
Bacon. www.npg.org.uk.

Lucian
Freud’s
Man with
a Feather.

PLANE TALK

Runway Ready

Want to vacation with the
beautiful people – and with
personalized meals and entertainment, no airport hassles,
and the utmost in privacy and
convenience? A seasonal look
at private-jet hot spots, as seen
through the country’s top charter service, Sentient Jet.

Boothbay Harbor
May through September

Cape Cod
Martha’s Vineyard
The Hamptons
December through March

Aspen/Snowmass
Travelers aboard Delta Air Lines
can now stream movies and TV
shows on demand at 30,000 feet.
The carrier’s in-flight Internet
provider, Gogo, recently launched
the multimedia platform on 16
Boeing 757-300 aircraft, offering
TV shows for a buck each and
movies for $4.

Ask the
Advisor
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VIRTUOSO LIFE

November through March

Palm Beach

Virtuoso spa and fitness gurus’ picks for a 2012 tune-up: “The sunny Viceroy Anguilla extinguishes any January blahs. Start

each day with the rigorous Butts and Guts workout, followed by power yoga on the beach. Reward yourself with a two-therapist Heaven
and Earth treatment.” – Shawna Huffman Owen »

(ILLUSTRATION) CHRIS PHILPOT
(LUCIAN FREUD) LUCIAN FREUD ARCHIVE

Showtime

GO GREEN

Making the world a better place, one trip at a time.

Virgin
Atlantic has
partnered with LanzaTech to recycle waste gas from steel mills
into jet fuel. The world’s first lowcarbon aviation fuel cuts flights’
carbon emissions in half and will
be introduced on Shanghai- and
Delhi-to-London routes within
three years.
Looking to escape
the winter blues?
Tourism Cares
is helping restore and repair

Spa Essentials

historic Pensacola Lighthouse,
a beacon on Florida’s beautiful
Pensacola Bay since 1859. Interested volunteers can find out
more at www.tourismcares.org.
Soneva Fushi’s sustainable efforts include a ban on plastic
water bottles. The
Maldives resort now purifies
its water and donates the savings to charities providing safe
drinking water to over 200,000
rural people in need.

Eight Caribbean countries
have banded
together to
protect 20 percent of their marine habitat. (No country in the
world has yet achieved such an
ambitious marine conservation
goal.) Show your support by
booking your next Caribbean
vacation at one of the green
gang of eight – Antigua and
Barbuda, the Bahamas, the
Dominican Republic, Grenada,
Jamaica, Saint Kitts-Nevis,

Saint Lucia, and Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines.
Under the guidance of
anthropologist Louis
Leakey, Biruté Galdikas
forever changed our
understanding of orangutans.
Starting in February, Orion
Expedition Cruises will offer five
departures with Galdikas that visit
her research camp in Borneo to
learn firsthand about orangutans,
with a portion of the proceeds going to support their protection.

Parting
Get
The new B|Africa line of spa
products from the 70-room
Twelve Apostles Hotel and Spa
draws on ingredients from the
surrounding Cape Town landscape, including baobab tree
oil, avocado butter, mongongo
nut, Atlantic sea salt, rooibos,
and dried arnica flowers. Gift
packs include body scrub and
balm, a massage candle, and
bath milk. $50 at the hotel.
Bring back a little Miami ambience with a sweet mango
candle – the signature scent
at the 450-room Ritz-Carlton
Key Biscayne, Miami’s spa,
and the boutique’s best seller.
$20 at the hotel and 305/365-4500.

“To start off the new year, there’s nothing more sublime than a four-night rejuvenation at Thailand’s Mandarin Oriental Dhara Dhevi, Chiang Mai. An
array of therapies and a healthy diet regime – not to mention the unforgettable surroundings of this resort village – will soon make any toxins and worries
of the past year a distant memory.” – John Oberacker »
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Go like a pro

BOOKS
AN UNCOMMON HISTORY OF COMMON COURTESY:
HOW MANNERS SHAPED THE WORLD BY BETHANNE PATRICK (National
Geographic, $40) Sit up straight and pay attention: From Hawaiians’ thumb-and-pinkie
“shaka” wave to Shanghai residents’ public pajama wearing to the fact that not all cultures appreciate a thank-you, Bethanne Patrick’s short, breezy descriptions provide
a global survey of etiquette and protocol you may encounter. Stories of how customs
originated, tales of epic gaffes, and advice offer real insights that can grease interactions in unfamiliar places and provoke a fresh look at traditions we take for granted.

AFRICAN METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE BY DAVID ADJAYE
(Rizzoli, $100) Tanzania-born (now London-based) architect David Adjaye looks
beyond the pastoral landscapes that dominate our ideas of Africa to examine its 53
capitals. But you won’t find spreads of monumental structures here. Instead, he assembles small shots of everything from shanties to villas to alleyways to rooftops that,
along with concise histories and context, provide an exciting and nuanced introduction to Africa’s underappreciated cityscapes.

NOMAD: A GLOBAL APPROACH TO INTERIOR STYLE BY SIBELLA
COURT (Chronicle Books, $40) Anthropologie designer and creator of gypsy-jet set
(gypset) style, Sibella Court provides instruction and inspiration for shopping, photo
taking, and creative observation while on the road.

Olivier Maillard

Veteran Butterfield & Robinson bike guide
in France and Morocco.
Favorite bike trip:

Burgundy – the world’s most prestigious
vineyards, the ridges of the Hautes-Côtes
de Beaune, and the flat Ouche River valley
on a web of traffic-free roads.

THE TAJ AT APOLLO BUNDER BY CHARLES ALLEN AND SHARADA
DWIVEDI (Pictor, $250) The last century or so of Mumbai’s history is set in the
distinctive gray stone of the Taj Mahal Palace, a majestic landmark hotel that opened
in then-Bombay in 1903. Thoroughly researched, richly illustrated, and written with
an elegance in tune with its subject, The Taj at Apollo Bunder spans from the British
Raj to today – concluding with a page-turner retelling of the staff’s heroic response to
a terrorist attack on November 26, 2008. All proceeds benefit the Taj Public Service
Welfare Trust to aid victims of terror, natural calamities, and other tragedies.
Where to refuel:

Ferme de la Ruchotte, an organic farm near
Bligny sur Ouche, feels like eating in chef
Frédéric Ménager’s home rather than a
restaurant.
Town to linger in:

Packing essentials:

➥ Look inside The Taj at Apollo Bunder.

For serious cyclists: your pedals and shoes.
For everyone: a corkscrew!
For more on Burgundy biking, turn to page 130.

Ask the
Advisor
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“Replace what’s lost through poor diet, erratic lifestyle, pollution, or emotional stress at Ananda in the Himalayas. The combination
of spiritual and ancient India, the mystic Himalayas, and a blend of spa therapies and wellness and balancing rituals makes it a perfect
place to restore and rejuvenate. Try the 7- to 21-day Ananda Detox program.” – Theresa Tyo »

(Côtes de beaune vineyard) guichaoua/Alamy,
(BEAUNE OLD TOWN) Ian Dagnall/Alamy, (books) Iridio seattle

Small medieval Beaune has incredible cafés
and cosmopolitan locals because of the
wine business.
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Virtuoso invites you to exclusively discover cruises with Compagnie du Ponant, the
world’s only ﬁve-star French cruise line.
For over 20 years COMPAGNIE DU PONANT has been reinventing the cruise concept to make their
voyages uniquely authentic experiences where the emotions of magical moments stay with you forever.
The itineraries have been ﬁnely honed by people who love the sea, in a company where the spirit of
yachting prevails. From the small size of the ships to the intimate ambiance of sophistication, adventure
and personal freedom that are the hallmarks of this company, every day is one to remember and cherish.

COMPAGNIE DU PONANT offers
the promise of rare and awe-inspiring
moments, inviting passengers to experience
the intensity of an “expedition” in ﬁve-star
comfort, to enter into the heart of a culture
and to wake each morning under a new sky.
Whether you have the soul of a discerning
explorer, a meditative spirit or simply love
wide open spaces, these voyages are an
invitation to cast off and discover another
way of being - that little extra ‘soul’ which
make some journeys the experience of a
lifetime.

YACHT CRUISES: EXPERIENCE CRUISING ANOTHER WAY
COMPAGNIE DU PONANT is an integral part of France’s maritime tradition, each day reinventing the ‘Art of Travel’ by
sea. Every guest is free to go at their own pace, while visiting secluded harbors only accessible to small ships, beneﬁting from
knowledgeable experts and naturalists, or pampering themselves in the Spa. Intimate size ships, an elegantly sophisticated
decor, attentive service and haute cuisine: this is their concept of luxury, to experience cruising another way.
LE BORÉAL has been awarded the “Best Newcomer of the Year” and the “Best Cruise Design of 2011” by the European
Cruiser Association. Both LE BORÉAL and L’AUSTRAL have been awarded a 5-star rating by the Koehler’s Guide.
SMALL INTIMATE SHIPS TO SEE
NATURE’S GRANDEUR
From 32 to 132 staterooms, the
hallmark
of
COMPAGNIE
DU
PONANT is the distinct size and high
level of sophisticated comfort on all
their vessels. This gives these cruises an
unrivalled air of intimacy, authenticity
and proximity to the crew, while
discovering new cultures and having
access to remote destinations such as
Antarctica, Spitsbergen, Maldives,
Orinoco River, Patagonia or the Bafﬁn
Sea.

LE BORÉAL & L’AUSTRAL
(132 staterooms & suites)

TRAVELING IN STYLE

RESPECT FOR ENVIRONMENT

Offering a one-to-two crew to guest
ratio, every moment is dedicated to
the wellbeing of our guests. A discreet
service, where no attention to detail
is spared, provides a distinctively
personal touch.

Thoughtfully
selected
itineraries,
cruising under sail on LE PONANT,
using eco-friendly coatings, respecting
the local culture and raising awareness
among guests and crew; everything is
done at COMPAGNIE DU PONANT to
reduce the impact on the environment.

In a setting worthy of the world’s
ﬁnest
restaurants,
French-inspired
cuisine takes center stage, with
entrées meticulously prepared by
talented chefs and accompanied by a
selection of ﬁne wines. The varied and
sophisticated menus will delight even
the most discerning gourmet.

LE PONANT
(32 staterooms)

LE BORÉAL and L’AUSTRAL offer eco-friendly
features including dynamic positioning,
a quiet electric propulsion system, and
a sophisticated onboard wastewater
treatment. Both ships were the ﬁrst to
receive the international Cleanship label.

LE LEVANT
(45 staterooms)

LE DIAMANT
(113 staterooms & suites)
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EXCLUSIVE DESTINATIONS
ANTARCTICA, THE ARCTIC & GREAT NORTH
Aboard LE BORÉAL or L’AUSTRAL, set sail on an
extraordinary journey with a team of naturalists who are
passionate about their subject. Enjoy a taste of adventure
on zodiac outings approaching wildlife as abundant as
it is exceptional in a majestic setting of tabular icebergs.

NORTHERN EUROPE & THE BALTIC
Head north to discover the great Baltic capitals and their
extraordinary architectural heritage: Copenhagen, Riga, Helsinki
and Saint Petersburg. Aboard LE BORÉAL experience the opulent
pomp of the Tsars and marvel at the grandeur of fjords, mountains
and glaciers where Nature has been preserved in all her wild
beauty.
GREENLAND & CANADA
On LE BORÉAL, experience immense landscapes of the Great North
where you will observe pods of narwhals, right whales, polar bears
and the hunting ground of the Inuit. Autumn is the ideal season to
appreciate the red-gold colors of Canada or to visit the Nunavut
glaciers along the Saint Lawrence estuary.

AUSTRALIA & THE PACIFIC
On L’AUSTRAL, encounter magical islands of extraordinary beauty,
and tropical jungles bordering coral reefs: Bora Bora, Easter Island,
Tahiti and others await you. Discover Australia’s fascinating mix of
untouched nature and modern civilization, with pristine locales like
the Great Barrier Reef, rain forests, canyons and waterfalls waiting
to be explored.
CENTRAL AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN
LE BORÉAL or LE LEVANT will take you to the Caribbean’s sandy
beaches, turquoise seas, coral reefs, mountains and an exceptional
eco-system at sea and on land.Nearby Costa Rica unveils national
parks, nature reserves and active volcanoes.

EUROPE & THE MEDITERRANEAN
From the renowned Italian dolce vita to the sunny coves of the French
Riviera, sail LE PONANT where you feel as if you are on your own
yacht! On LE LEVANT, explore the Greek islands with bleached white
houses and blue domes. Or take a trip on L’AUSTRAL to the Adriatic and
be immersed in the wild beauty of this ancient region of thousand-yearold architectural wonders.

VIRTUOSO

EXCLUSIV

E
$200 on
board cre (1)
dit

Unique destinations, hidden coves, extraordinary itineraries: COMPAGNIE DU PONANT presents a sampling of their
Cruise Collection.
A subtle blend of elegance, intimacy, ﬁne dining, attentive service, all personalized for your comfort: Experience the 5 yachts
of Compagnie du Ponant, international cruising with a French touch.

ANTARCTICA

DALMATIAN COAST

GREEK ISLANDS

SOUTH AMERICA

ARCTIC

NORTH AMERICA

LE BORÉAL & L’AUSTRAL
November 2012 to February 2013
From $4,527

LE BORÉAL and L’AUSTRAL
November 2012 and February 2013
From $3,012

L’AUSTRAL
May to September 2012
From $2,609

LE BORÉAL
July and August 2012
From $3,263

LE LEVANT
May to September 2012
From $2,940

LE BORÉAL
September 2012
From $4,358

Book early for BEST AVAILABLE RATES
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
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EXPERIENCE CRUISING A
A DIFFERENT
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WAY

PASSPORT
GEAR TO GO
Four ways to get more from your iPhone and iPad around the world.

1

1 Plug the tiny iFlash into the base
of either an iPad or iPhone for a
powerful little flashlight. Sure, there
are flashlight apps that turn screens
into white beacons, but iFlash faces
out, away from the screen, so you can
frame and shoot video or stills in much
lower-light situations. When combined
with your phone’s flash, it delivers
enough light to shoot faces at night,
something that’s nearly impossible to
do when relying on the built-in flashes.
$13 at www.cyanics.net.

2 The portable Jawbone Jambox
speaker is just the size of an eyeglass
case, yet delivers rich crisp sound
to an entire hotel suite. It streams
wirelessly via Bluetooth and ran for
hours in our tests without recharging.
Even better: The Jambox also works
as a speakerphone when you want to
Skype friends back home. People will
wonder where the music is coming
from – and won’t believe you when you
tell them. $199 at www.jawbone.com.

3 SealLine’s iSeries cases protect
Apple phones and tablets while still allowing you to shoot through the plastic
windows up to three feet underwater
(you’ll lose some crispness). Shells
are touch-sensitive, and you can hear
the phone through the case or plug in
headphones to communicate without
exposing delicate electronics to water,
sand, and other harsh elements. $35
at www.cascadedesigns.com/sealline.

4 Pack the slim Showwx+ projector
(about the same size and weight as
an iPhone) and suddenly you can
turn any blank wall into a monitor;
add in the Jambox as the audio from
your phone and you’ve got a portable
home (or away) theater. Limitations?
You need a dark room; the projector
cannot outshine daylight. $319 at
www.microvision.com.

3

2

4

OuT & AbOuT

Make Tracks

Skip the lift line – actually, skip the lift altogether – during the inaugural ski season
at southern Wyoming’s all-inclusive Lodge and Spa at Three Forks Ranch. Skiers
at the 15-room outpost ride snowcats up Three Forks Mountain and schuss down
1,000 vertical feet of untracked meadows, moguls, and glades blanketed by more
than 350 inches of annual snowfall. The sweetest part: no more than 16 skiers on
the slopes at one time. Doubles from $4,100 per person, including three nights’ accommodations; a $100 premium wine credit; meals, beverages, winter activities, and spa treatments; and round-trip coach airfare from anywhere in the world.

Rest Assured
Wyoming’s Lodge and Spa
at Three Forks Ranch.

Ask the
Advisor
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Designed for travelers seeking guides’ access and expertise but with time for solo
explorations, Trafalgar’s new At Leisure trips feature a minimum of two nights in
each destination and no departure days that start before 9 am. After launching in
15 European destinations, the 7- to 15-day itineraries will double this year with
options in South America, Australia, the U.S., and Canada.

“I can’t think of a better way to start the new year than an escape to Como Shambhala Retreat at Parrot Cay in the Turks and
Caicos. Slip into the rhythm of this slice of Caribbean paradise while working off holiday calories with complimentary yoga and
Pilates classes or an intensive weeklong health retreat.” – Luke Breaux »

Travel to Egypt at Unprecedented Savings with A&K
Save up to 50% off journeys to this timeless destination

©2011 Abercrombie & Kent, USA, LLC CST #2007274-20

With few crowds and a sense of optimism in the air, there has
never been a better time to visit Egypt — or a better opportunity.
Save up to 50% on A&K’s most popular Egypt journeys or
experience the new Egypt: A Moment in History, all
including multi-day luxury cruising on the legendary Nile.
Discover — or rediscover — this land of ancient majesty and
newfound freedom and enjoy unbeatable savings.
Prices are based on double occupancy, subject to availability and are not
combinable with other discounts or promotions. Offers are valid for new
bookings only. Other restrictions may apply.

NEW! Egypt: A Moment in History — 11 days; $1,725
Egypt Unveiled — 11 days; $2,595 (was $5,195)
Splendors of the Nile — 11 days; $3,435 (was $6,870)
Pharaohs & Pyramids — 14 days; $4,415 (was $8,830)
Pyramids, Mummies & Temples — 9 days; $2,335 (was $4,670)

For reservations, please contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

®

PASSPORT
Food & Spirits

Pound for Pound
Beverly Hills’ latest hot spot offers two nightly seatings, by reservation only,
and it’s not even a restaurant. The 35-seat £10 (“ten pound”) bar in the 201room Montage Beverly Hills takes socializing seriously, from its woodpaneled walls’ Lalique light fixtures to its mini lobster rolls and a $64,000
shot of 64-year-old Macallan. 225 N. Canon Drive; 310/860-5808.
Speaking of highfalutin Scotch: Staff at Perthshire’s clubby new Blue Bar
at the 232-room Gleneagles Hotel extend invites to individual guests “at
their discretion.” Located in an interior courtyard within the golf course
clubhouse, the bar features a central fireplace surrounded by heated leather
sofas and cozy confines devoted to Cuban cigars, single malts, and molecular
cocktails featuring Johnnie Walker Blue. Auchterarder; 866/881-9525.

Gleneagles’ new
Blue Bar.

Carry-On
Is that a banana – and an
iPhone, a passport, a camera, a water bottle, and a
pen – in your pocket? Scottevest’s Fleece 5.0 Jacket is
a winter wardrobe weapon
ready to conquer the world
with zip-off sleves and 24 hidden stash spots custom-sized
for travel needs. Just don’t wear
it through TSA screening. $80 at
www.scottevest.com.

Ask the
Advisor
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Zip It
Designed to minimize earphone
tangles, Zipbuds
zip together wayward cords. The
cleverly designed
kit, lighter and
more flexible than
a standard zipper,
comes with three
earbud sizes for
custom fits. $40 at
www.zipbuds.com.

“Miraval’s hot stone massage is the best I’ve found anywhere in the world. Reserve it in one of their new outdoor treatment rooms
for a wonderful way to ease into the new year.” – Stephanie Durst

(ZIPBUDS) CHRIS PLAVIDAL

Gear to Go

Adventure Awaits You In Costa Rica

Home to more than 5% of the entire world’s biodiversity, this small Central American
oasis enchants with stunning natural landscapes and the endearing “Tico” hospitality.
Escape to a world where you can watch brilliant volcano eruptions, slip into steaming
hot springs, amble through a cloud forest, watch sea turtles make their nests, and dive
among hammerhead sharks – all without leaving your own footprints.
Costa Rica - 5-star

FROM

$1429*

INCLUDES 4 nights, Hotel Punta Islita & hotel transfers. FEATURES Arenal Volcano & Coter
Rainforest Walk.

Costa Rica - 5-star

FROM

$1625*

INCLUDES 5 nights, Four Seasons Resort Costa Rica at Peninsula Papagayo & hotel transfers.
FEATURES Canopy Tour. EXCLUSIVE 5th night free.
Prices do not include airfare. Ask about special air-inclusive rates from your city.

*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Tour and land packages do not include
meals unless otherwise indicated. Savings reflect land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Resort credits are not redeemable for cash. Availability is limited. Rates are subject to holiday blackouts, peak
period surcharges, and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price paid depending on the package and when it is cancelled. Government imposed hotel and resort taxes and fees may not be
reflected in the advertised price and may be payable directly to the hotel and resort. Other restrictions may apply and vary by resort. Costa Rica valid for travel 1/3-12/17/12. CST#2088177 ADV#614 SS 11/11

FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

PASSPORT
VIRGIN GALACTIC NEWS

Spatial Ability
New contender for hub of the universe: Las Cruces,
New Mexico, which on October 17 officially dedicated the “Virgin Galactic Gateway to Space”
at the world’s first purpose-built spaceport. More
than 800 guests, including 150 of Virgin Galactic’s
450-plus future astronauts, turned up to watch Sir
Richard Branson rappel down the building, stopping
midair to christen it. The environmentally friendly
hangar/concourse complex will eventually support
two mother ships and five spaceships, as well as
mission control, astronaut prep facilities, and space
for friends and families to celebrate upon return.
In further developments, Virgin Galactic recently
announced its first commercial astronaut pilot,
Keith Colmer. The former U.S. Air Force test pilot
was selected from more than 500 applicants and
joins chief test pilot David Mackay as they put
SpaceShipTwo through its paces.

Virtuoso’s accredited space agents were on hand for the dedication.
A few thoughts on the big event:

• “Being involved with Virgin Galactic has stoked my passion for what’s possible
in travel and where it can go. Standing between this otherworldly spaceport and
its runway as WhiteKnightTwo and SpaceShipTwo lifted off drove home the point
that this is no longer a dream or aspiration – commercial space travel is here,
and it is now.” – Craig Curran
• “I was overwhelmed to witness WhiteKnightTwo and SpaceShipTwo fly overhead,
knowing that soon these aircraft will make history carrying my fellow observers into
space.” – Jeannie Cartier Sauleau
• “This was an amazing event for anyone not totally used to the celebrity circuit –
Sir Richard Branson and his children hanging off the side of the building while
dedicating it with Champagne, Kate Winslet enjoying the crowds and mingling
with us all. It was a blast.
When I first got interested in Virgin Galactic, I wasn’t sure it was ever really going
to happen. Looking back, it’s been a steady progression toward the commercialization of space. Future generations will view Virgin Galactic as a real pioneer and the
astronauts as the people who made it all possible.” – Michael Broadhurst

• “The building is unique – so inconspicuous from the road, yet so grand, with almost
180 degrees of floor-to-ceiling windows. Seeing the spaceship in their reflection
allowed us to reflect that we are that much closer to liftoff!” – Didi Johnson

Futuristic flyby: SpaceShipTwo and guests await
the crack of Champagne at Spaceport America.
➥ Watch the dedication.
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THE Chic

Outlet Shopping

®

VILLAGES

The nine Chic Outlet Shopping® Villages offer the authentic previous seasons’ collections of luxury fashion
and lifestyle brands with up to 60%* off all year round. This is outlet shopping as you’ve never known.
KILDARE VILLAGE,
DUBLIN

Dublin
KILDARE VILLAGE
BICESTER VILLAGE
London
Brussels

Antwerp
MAASMECHELEN VILLAGE
Frankfurt
Cologne
WERTHEIM VILLAGE

Paris
LA VALLÉE VILLAGE

INGOLSTADT VILLAGE
Munich

Milan
LAS ROZAS
VILLAGE
Madrid

LA ROCA VILLAGE

FIDENZA VILLAGE
Bologna

Barcelona

BOUTIQUES
across
VILLAGES
ANYA HINDMARCH, BELSTAFF,
CALVIN KLEIN COLLECTION, CATH KIDSTON,
CLASS ROBERTO CAVALLI, DIANE VON FURSTENBERG,
MATTHEW WILLIAMSON, MISSONI, MULBERRY,
PAUL SMITH and many more

PLAN YOUR VISIT

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Download the free Chic Outlet Shopping® app

or plan your journey at:

www.ChicOutletShopping.com/planyourvisit
LONDON Bicester Village | PARIS La Vallée Village | MADRID Las Rozas Village | BARCELONA La Roca Village
MILAN/BOLOGNA Fidenza Village | BRUSSELS / ANTWERP / COLOGNE Maasmechelen Village
FRANKFURT Wertheim Village | MUNICH Ingolstadt Village | DUBLIN Kildare Village
Chic Outlet Shopping® is a registered trademark of Value Retail PLC. © Value Retail PLC 2011

11/11

*off the recommended retail price

PASSPORT
Insider Itinerary

WHY DO IT YOURSELF?
Calgary-based Virtuoso travel advisor Jodi Fox orchestrated this epic – and comprehensive – 17-day tour of eastern and
southern Africa for a group of her clients, from cocktails on the edge of Ngorongoro Crater to game drives on the Serengeti
and a nighttime tour of Victoria Falls. Read up on this trip of a lifetime and ask your own travel advisor to re-create it for you.

DAYS
1-3

The trip began in Tanzania, kicking off with a game drive in
Arusha National Park.

The group spent two nights in a lodge built around a 700-yearold baobab tree in northern Tanzania’s wildlife-rich Tarangire
National Park.
DAYS
4-5

DAYS

Next up: two nights at Tanzania’s Ngorongoro Crater Lodge,
perched on the edge of its lush namesake caldera. During
a game drive on the crater’s floor, the group picnicked in the grass,
explored a fever tree forest, and spotted zebras, elephants, and other wild inhabitants. A
VIRTUOSO ADVANTAGE
bonus arranged by their advisor: sundowner
A private dinner, guided nature walk,
and travel pack of bath products.
cocktails on the crater’s rim and a performance by Masai dancers.
6-7

The safari concluded with a dramatic flourish in Serengeti National Park, site of the 2-million-strong annual wildebeest, zebra, and
gazelle migration.
DAYS
8-9

The journey’s southern Africa leg commenced in Johannesburg
with a look at the city’s – and the country’s – tumultuous recent
past and two nights at The Westcliff hotel.
DAYS
10-11

VIRTUOSO ADVANTAGE

Room upgrade at time of booking (subject to availability), breakfast
daily, one afternoon tea for two, and one adjoining room for children
under 18 at a 50 percent discount.

During a three-night stay in
Cape Town’s Cape Grace hoVIRTUOSO ADVANTAGE
tel, the group took a cable car ride to the
Room upgrade on arrival (subject to availability), breakfast
top of Table Mountain; hopped a ferry
daily, complimentary minibar, and a bottle of wine or a
whiskey tasting. Kids receive a personalized jar of sweets.
to Robben Island, where Nelson Mandela was once imprisoned; and had a
privately guided tasting of Paarl, Franschhoek, and Stellenbosch wines. On top
of that, Jodi arranged a private whiskey tasting at Cape Grace.
DAYS

After a flight to Livingstone in Zambia, the group checked into The
Royal Livingstone Hotel on the banks of the Zambezi. That night,
they tiptoed out to Victoria Falls for a look at the “moonbow.” One Zambezi canoe trip, a lunch with elephants, and a helicopter ride over
VIRTUOSO ADVANTAGE
Room upgrade on arrival (subject to
Victoria Falls later and the group
availability), breakfast daily, and one
said goodbye to Africa.
afternoon tea for two.
DAYS
15-17

Grand Total From $13,000 per person, based on a group of 14 to 16, including
accommodations, meals, and guides.

“I planned this entire
itinerary around the full
moon to give clients the
unique celebration of seeing
the ‘moonbow’ over Victoria
Falls. Experiences like this are
really special and often overlooked when planning
your own travels.”

– Jodi Fox
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(TREE) Blaine Harrington III/Alamy, (SPRINGBOK) Awie Badenhorst/Alamy
(FALLS) Chris Howes/Wild Places Photography/Alamy

12-14

hawaiian classic elegance
Creating a personal retreat for guests, Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa’s guest
rooms and spacious suites were recently refreshed. Blending the many influences of
the Island, colors honor the blue of the sea, white of the sand, and ochre of the land.
The fresh new look is reflective of the resort’s graceful grandeur.
With the exclusive Suite Delight package Virtuoso guests receive a 5th night free, $100
resort credit, orchids spread in guest room, a poolside cabana for a day, daily breakfast
buffet for two, an appetizer at Stevenson’s Library, one night, complimentary daily spa
access for two, and VIP status on new suite bookings.
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

HYATT name, design and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt Hotels Corporation. ©2010 Hyatt Hotels Corporation. All rights reseved.

BON VOYAGE

Top tables
Party-ready Privée.
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Perhaps the biggest surprise on the world’s
largest cruise ships – Royal Caribbean
International’s 6,400-passenger Oasis
of the Seas and Allure of the Seas – is the
intimate 14-person chef’s table in the
Concierge Lounge. Its five-course, winepaired menu ($95) has proved such a hit
you’ll need to make reservations before
setting sail.
Oceania Cruises’ 1,250-passenger
Marina features one of the prettiest little
dining rooms at sea: Privée. The private
space for ten is done up in white and red
with throne chairs illuminated by a glass
chandelier and menu selections from the
ship’s steak house and Italian restaurant.

Move on up

CABANA TIME
Holland America Line’s
2,106-passenger Eurodam and
Nieuw Amsterdam offer The
Retreat, bookable by the day or
week ($45 on port days, $75 on
sea days, and $299 for the week).
The curtained spaces are perfect
for pairing sea views with frozen
grapes and Champagne.
The Alcoves on Celebrity
Cruises’ new 2,886-passenger
Celebrity Silhouette feel like a front
porch at sea. The nicely furnished
cabanas open to the ship’s lawn,
where passengers can play classic
yard games, picnic, and go barefoot in the grass ($99 on port days,
$149 on sea days).

A village-within-a-ship enclave,
Norwegian Cruise Line’s Haven
has offered privacy to the likes of
Oprah and Reba McEntire. Though
the arrangement varies by ship,
on the 4,100-passenger Norwegian
Epic you never really have to leave
the complex, which includes a pool,
gym, sauna, restaurant, and bar, all
exclusively for use by The Haven’s
guests. There’s 24-hour butler
service too.

Sneak in a break from
the kids on Disney.

Holland America’s
breezy Retreat.

DAYDREAM
READY
For an indulgent afternoon, head to possibly the most
lavish spa villas at sea atop Seabourn’s 450-passenger
Odyssey, Sojourn, and Quest. Accommodating two to four
guests, the villas feature open-air living rooms, daybeds
for two, private sunning areas, and double bathtubs.
Two-and-a-half-hour visits, including a spa treatment,
start at $650 for two.
Spa villas also give parents a break on Disney Cruise
Line’s 2,700-passenger Disney Magic and Wonder. Moms
and dads can sign up solo or as a couple for sessions that
include a 105-minute treatment of their choice and a hot
tub soak, followed by fresh fruit and tea on the private
deck ($199).

Prefer Sazeracs to mojitos? Royal Caribbean International’s 3,114-passenger Voyager of the Seas departs on eight-day western Caribbean
voyages round-trip from New Orleans. Mardi Gras recovery cruise, anyone? Departures: Multiple dates through April 7, 2012; from $449.
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After a rousing round of applause for the Queen Elizabeth Theatre Company,
it was off to the Queen’s Room for a night of ballroom dancing.

St. Petersburg & Baltic Explorer — 14 days
QUEEN VICTORIA

QUEEN ELIZABETH

Roundtrip Southampton — June 29, 2012

Roundtrip Southampton — July 13, 2012

*
Balcony fares from: $4,895

*
Balcony fares from: $4,995

®

FEEL FAMOUS. SAIL CUNARD.

TM

V I RT U O S O
E XC LU S I V E
Receive up to $300
On Board Credit†
per stateroom

For reservations, contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

†Up to $300 On Board credit is based on double occupancy and applies to the first two guests in a Balcony stateroom only.
*Fares are based on Balcony Stateroom (Category A4) for Queen Victoria’s 06/29/12 and for Queen Elizabeth’s 07/13/12 St. Petersburg & Baltic Explorer voyages. Fares apply on a space-available basis at
time of reservation, were correct at time of going to print and are subject to change. Fares for other categories not shown may vary. Fares are per person, do not include air travel, are voyage only, based on double
occupancy and apply to the first two guests in a stateroom. These fares do not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth guests. This offer is capacity controlled and may not be combinable with any other public or past
guest discount. Offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Fares quoted in U.S. dollars. Government fees
and taxes range from $125 - $135, are additional, per person, and may be higher for Canadian residents. At the time of printing, no fuel supplement is in effect for advertised voyages. Cunard reserves the right to
impose a fuel supplement in the future. Offer may be withdrawn at any time without notice. Please refer to the applicable Cunard brochure for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all reservations. Certain
restrictions apply. This Advertisement was distributed by an independent travel agency, not by Cunard Line. Ships’ Registry: Bermuda. ©CUNARD 2012.

BON VOYAGE

Anchors Aweigh

Six new cruises for the year ahead.
THE SHIP

WHY WE LOVE IT

American
Safari
Cruises

Eight days between Maui and
Hawaii. Departures: Multiple dates
through December 29; from $4,995.

The 36-passenger
Safari Explorer.

Lanai, Molokai,
Molokini.

Whales and wild Hawaii on an inti-

Crystal
Cruises

A 12-day voyage from Rio to Buenos
Aires. Departure: February 20; from
$6,040.

The 922-passenger
Crystal Symphony.

Rio (overnight) and
São Paulo, Brazil;
Montevideo,
Uruguay.

Perform with a samba school in a
legendary Rio Carnaval parade –
or watch the action from a VIP box

Marseille,
France;
Positano,
Italy.

Chef Jacques Pépin hosts demonstrations, Q&A sessions, and, of
course, dinners in his namesake
restaurant on this gourmet sailing.

Oceania
Cruises

Ten days in the Med from Barcelona
to Rome. Departure: May 12, 2012;

The 1,250-passenger
Marina.

from $5,299.
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mate, yachtlike ship.

(not included in cruise fare).

California dreaming minus
the traffic, with a quick hop
to Ensenada.

Princess
Cruises

A seven-day survey of California,
round-trip from Los Angeles.
Departures: Multiple dates March
24 through October 13;
from $599.

The 2,670-passenger
Sapphire Princess.

Silversea
Cruises

Vancouver to Tokyo on a 16-day
Pacific Ocean crossing. Departure:
September 6; from $7,798.

The 382-passenger
Silver Shadow.

Kodiak, Alaska;
Kamchatka, Russia;
Hakodate, Japan.

American Contract Bridge Leaguecertified “life masters” lead playing
sessions and lectures for beginner and intermediate players, plus
provide opportunities to earn ACBL
master points.

STAR
CLIPPERS

Sail the Baltic on an 11-day roundtrip voyage from Stockholm.
Departures: June 30 and July 21;
from $3,398.

The 170-passenger
Star Flyer (pictured
above).

Saint Petersburg,
Russia; Visby, Sweden; Hangö, Finland.

It’s a clipper – breezing into Baltic
capitals under massive sails, of
course.

VIRTUOSO LIFE

Santa Barbara, San
Francisco (overnight), San Diego.

(MOLOKINI) Douglas Peebles Photography/Alamy
(CARNaVAL) Enrique Marcarian/Reuters/Corbis

THE CRUISE

Enchanting Hawaii
Few places on earth boast such dramatic, natural beauty and so many wonderful things to do and
experience as Hawaii. It’s time to relax and enjoy every moment of these enchanting islands.

MAUI

OAHU

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fairmont Kea Lani, maui

Moderate Suite
Every 5th night free
Deluxe daily breakfast buffet for two at Kea Lani Restaurant
Welcome arrival amenity

5 nights from $1239 per person

HaLeKuLani

Ocean View Room
$250 air credit
Welcome amenity
Daily buffet breakfast for two
Upgrade to Oceanfront Room, if available, at time of booking
Daily newspaper and Wi-Fi
Admission to the Bishop Museum, Honolulu Academy of the
Arts, The Contemporary Museum, and Iolani Palace

4 nights from $1319 per person

For reservations, please call your

travel advisor

Offers are valid on new bookings only. Prices shown are per-person, land only based upon double occupancy. Air credit is one per booking, not per person and each traveler must purchase a Travel Smart Plan or travel waiver. Book
by 12/11/12 for travel now through 12/16/12. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements
on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any), and other restrictions may also apply. Offers are not valid for Group Travel. Some booking and travel dates may vary. Other promotions and departure dates available which may
result in a different rate and/or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offer. Classic Vacations CST: 2079429-20.
689-1111

SUITE TALK

Beauty
Mark

Philippe Starck’s all-white
interior infuses serenity throughout the new
spa at the 149-room Royal
Monceau – Raffles Paris.
The eight-treatment-room
sanctuary focuses on facials,
which begin with a skin
analysis and end with a Clarins makeup session, but traditional massages and body
treatments are also available – as are hot and warm
saunas, a Turkish bath, an
ice fountain, and swimming
lessons in the naturally lit
30-yard pool. Doubles from
$1,180, including breakfast
daily, a $115 dining credit,
and 4 pm checkout.

Cure
for The
Common
Cold
The Tides Riviera Maya celebrates 2012’s arrival with a new beachside wood-burning grill and 11 additional oceanfront villas, each
featuring private plunge pools, outdoor showers, and hammocks
shaded by thatched roofs. The 41-room hideaway promises personal
renewal as well, including a shaman blessing on arrival and a choice
of locally made soaps using Yucatán ingredients. Oceanfront villas
from $1,405, including breakfast daily, a tequila and ceviche tasting, and
a $50 spa credit.
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Fancy this: The new laconium
(aka less intense sauna) and
(left) pool at Royal Monceau.

This issue:

Jaguar
Suite

London’s 1,832-square-foot
Jaguar Suite features an
expansive balcony and sportscar-inspired wallpaper.

Ultimate
upgrade

Inside our favorite splurge-worthy hotel suites.

Purrfect
Night’s Sleep
Among its 86 rooms, London’s 51 Buckingham Gate recently
debuted a car enthusiast’s dream den, the Jaguar Suite. Detailed
by the luxury automaker’s designers, the sporty two-bedroom
features ebony-veneered doors, a fireplace modeled after the
Jaguar’s signature rear window, and plush leather-upholstered
furniture from sofas to headboards. Vintage Jaguar photographs
and pop-art-inspired auto images decorate the suite, which also entitles guests to a complimentary bar, butler service, and a chauffeur
for airport and about-town jaunts – in a Jaguar, of course. Jaguar
Suite from $8,126, including breakfast daily, Internet access, tickets
to The Queen’s Gallery, and 20 percent off spa treatments.

Siesta time: An oceanfront villa at The Tides.

Bristol Buenaventura.

PHOTO CREDIT

Twice as nice
In February golfers can tee off at the 122-room Bristol Buenaventura’s
Jack Nicklaus-designed course. The Pacific Ocean resort celebrates
the new 18-hole course in tandem with improvements at its sister
property, the formerly 56-room boutique Bristol Panama, which
nearly triples in size this month with a 111-room tower that includes
two-bedroom condos, a lap pool, fitness center, top-floor bar, and a
spa, expected midyear. Bristol Buenaventura doubles from $272, including breakfast daily and a $50 resort credit. Bristol Panama doubles
from $235, including breakfast daily, one afternoon tea for two, and
Internet access.

J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 2
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Haute
Couture
Hotel

From top left: The designer, his hotel,
and the sleek guest rooms inside.
Fun fact: The building forms
an A-shape.

A look at Giorgio Armani’s eponymous hotel
in the heart of Milan’s fashion district.
By Lee Marshall

7 reasons to check in on your next
trip to Milan:
Location: If you want to be in the heart of Milan’s fashion district,
only the Four Seasons can rival the Armani’s privileged position.
1

Lifestyle manager: Armani Hotel Milano’s butlers-by-anyother-name are hard to beat. They act as 24-hour problem
solvers, wherever you are in the city.
2

Giorgio Armani designed every detail of the new

Armani Hotel Milano, including the sleek louvers that slice
a stunning view over Milanese rooftops into thin strips. You
sense that he wants us to focus on the warm, sober opulence of his interiors, not gawk at the scenery.
If so, it works. The hotel feels like a privileged club, insulated from the frenetic pace of the fashion and financial district surrounding the city-center
property. Although it occupies the upper floors of Armani’s Via Manzoni
superstore, the 95-room hotel is not just for fashionistas – it’s the place to
stay in Milan right now. And Milanesi are clamoring to book a table at the
seventh-floor Armani/Ristorante for Italian trattoria fare.
Spacious but intimately private rooms and suites, a seductive eighthfloor spa, the unshowy deployment of precious materials like onyx and
mother of pearl, the sense throughout that true luxury doesn’t need to
shout to make itself heard – all this makes Armani Hotel Milano more
than just another design hotel.
“I have concentrated all my efforts on delivering my personal aesthetic
vision,” Armani says of his second hotel. Rarely has total control been used
to such stylish effect. Doubles from $732, including breakfast daily, Internet
access, and a $115 spa credit.
NEW
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Details: From those sun-blocking louvers to the black shower
caps, Armani styled it all, with an eye toward ease of use as well
as looks.
3

The spa: Gaze through a glass roof from the whirlpool, or get
perfumed and pummeled in marble-lined treatment rooms with
views of Milan’s Gothic cathedral.
4

Sixth-floor guest rooms: All 16 (including two spectacular
Armani Presidential Suites) have panoramic, bamboo-fringed terraces.
5

Bamboo Bar: Beautiful people, cool cocktails (check out the
Apple Pie Caipirinha), backlit onyx walls, and city views.
6

Two Armani Signature Suites: On two levels linked by a
dramatic curving staircase, these dolce vita sisters feature
(in 211) a private cinema room and (in 214) a private gym.
7

FRONT-ROW SEATS FOR PARIS

WEAR IT HERE

FROZEN

TREAT
Cozy up for a grand winter
journey across Russia, with love.
BY MARIKA CAIN
FASHION STYLING BY MAYA JUDD
FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL

Exeter International’s journey from Moscow
to Vladivostok on the Trans-Siberian Express is a Julie
Christie epic with James Bond thrills: 15 days crossing
eight time zones and miles of mountains, taiga, desert,
and steppe aboard a classic train. Departure: February
18, 2012; from $13,795, including all meals, accommodations, and activities.

THE highlights
Day 2: Board the blue-and-gold Golden Eagle
in Moscow.
Day 3: Swoosh across Suzdal’s snow-covered landscape in a troika, an open horse-drawn sleigh.
Day 7: Take the frost off your nose with a trip to a
bathhouse, or banya, for a steamy introduction to
Irkutsk, with its classic wooden architecture and
tasty blini.
Day 8: The train winds its way past the frozen
expanse of 5,315-foot-deep Lake Baikal.
Day 10: Linger over lunch in a Mongolian yurt
in Ulaanbaatar.
Day 14: The train pulls into Vladivostok, the end of
the Trans-Siberian line on the Sea of Japan.
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Clockwise from top: A troika
drive, Moscow’s stylish chill,
Lake Baikal, and caviar blini.

(troika) Ilya Naymushin/Reuters/Corbis, (MOSCOW) Scott S. Warren/National Geographic Society/Corbis,
(LAKE baikal) Matthieu Paley, (BLINI) Barry Wong

THE TRIP

THE LOOK

Tom Ford Astrid sunglasses, $170, www.
eyesave.com

Moore and Moore
Moscow hat, $50, www.
mooreandmoore.co.uk

St. John cashmere
cape, $995, www.
neimanmarcus.com

Tuleste Market
necklace, $170, www.
tulestemarket.com

St. John cavalry twill
riding pant, $495, www.
neimanmarcus.com
Lauren by Ralph Lauren
leather military button glove,
$68, www.ralphlauren.com

Tuleste Market Dylan
bag, $445

Eric Michael Daniella
boot, $299, www.the
birchstore.com
J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 2
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CITYTO
CITY
TO
GO
GO
alfresco bar, with 360-degree
views from 925 feet up.

ADDRESS BOOK

SHOP

Marina Bay Sands is
home to Louis Vuitton Island
Maison 8 , recently opened
on a freestanding island. For
something homegrown, stroll
the Muslim Quarter’s Haji Lane,
chockablock with young designers’ boutiques – don’t miss
dressmaker Soon Lee 9 and
lifestyle emporium Pluck 10 .

STAY The 608-room Ritz-

See-worthy: The Peter Marinodesigned Louis Vuitton Island Maison.

SINGAPORE
SWING
From stuffy suit to city sophisticate in one
fell swoop. By Elizabeth Woodson

EAT One by-product of the

country’s famously strict hygiene
standards: possibly the world’s
safest street food. For a onestop introduction, head to the
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Singapore Flyer’s newly opened
Singapore Food Trail 3 ,
where hawkers serve up
chicken rice, fish balls with
noodles, satays, and other
traditional eats. Chinatown’s
Restaurant André 4 puts
an haute take on Asian fusion with local celebrity chef
André Chiang’s elaborate
tasting menu.

DRINK

Seedy Duxton
Hill has been reinvented as a
glitterati stomping ground.
Sabio 5 is the spot for tapas
and glasses of albariño in a
chic, mod-meets-Moorish space.
Next door, caviar bar Buyan 6
pours infused vodkas and wines
from its $5 million collection. Our
favorite of the city’s rooftop-bar
love affair: 1-Altitude Gallery
and Bar 7 , the world’s highest

Clockwise from top right: A taste of
Sabio, MOCA, and Food Trail delights.

LAURYN ISHAK

GO for

Overly sanitized
Singapore has loosened its tie
with a slew of glitzy casinos and
sexy bistros, bars, and boutiques.
Its cultural scene is also booming:
January 12 through 15 marks the
second Art Stage Singapore, an
Art Basel-type event held at massive Marina Bay Sands 1 . New
galleries have opened, including
the Museum of Contemporary
Arts 2 in a nineteenth-century
army barracks, and, come June,
visitors can take a turn about
the new Gardens by the Bay, a
250-acre series of green spaces
opening in the heart of the Marina
Bay District.

Carlton, Millenia Singapore 11
wrapped up a top-to-bottom
renovation last year flaunting marble and faux shagreen
finishes, a multimillion-dollar art
collection, and spectacular Marina Bay views. Sybarites love the
527-room Mandarin Oriental,
Singapore 12 , which just debuted
a new spa featuring Chinesemedicine-inspired treatments.
The new 100-room Fullerton
Bay Hotel Singapore 13
features rich leathers,
polished rosewood, and
velvet chairs by Hong
Kong-based designer
Andre Fu.

1 Marina Bay Sands 10 Bayfront
Avenue; 65/6688-8868
2 Museum of Contemporary Arts
27A Loewen Road; 65/6479-6622
3 Singapore Food Trail
30 Raffles Avenue
4 Restaurant André 41 Bukit
Pasoh Road; 65/6534-8880
5 Sabio 5 Duxton Hill;
65/6223-4645
6 Buyan 9/10 Duxton Hill;
65/6223-7008
7 1-Altitude Gallery and Bar
1 Raffles Place; 65/6438-0410
8 Louis Vuitton Island Maison
2 Bayfront Avenue; 65/6788-3888
9 Soon Lee 73 Haji Lane;
65/6297-0198
10 Pluck 31/33 Haji Lane;
65/6396-4048
11 Ritz-Carlton, Millenia
Singapore Doubles from $355,
including breakfast daily and a
$40 dining credit.
12 Mandarin Oriental, Singapore
Doubles from $299, including
breakfast daily, a glass of
Champagne, and afternoon tea
once during stay.
13 Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore
Doubles from $419, including
breakfast daily, a $70 dining credit,
and in-room Internet access.

Have you ever awakened
to a new world every
morning of your
vacation?
Have you ever taken a cruise that brought you sweeping views every moment of every day? Or delivered
you right to the heart of the cities, towns and small quiet villages to experience the sights and sounds,
the people and the cultures there? Have you ever taken a cruise where on shore excursions, and
on-board amenities are all included? Have you ever had a vacation that satisfied your mind, body
and soul? Here in the sanctuary of ourworld-class ships, we gracefully
deliver the world to you, and you to it. Sit back. Relax. Enjoy.
And be spoiled with a cruise unlike any other, upon the ships of Avalon.
to ta k e a c ru i s e vacat i o n l i k e n o ot h e r , co n tac t yo u r v i rt u o s o t r av e l a dv i s o r .

Scan the code to experience Avalon

Leg en dary

r iver

cru is e s .

i ns p ir e d

d e s ig n .

INTERVIEW

The Virtuoso Life
Randy and Debbie Lewis’ travel advisor green-lights life in the fast lane.
Interviewed by David Hochman

‘‘I

ve managed to live my
life driving fast cars,
drinking great wines,
and visiting the most
incredible places on earth,”
says Randy Lewis, who raced
Indy cars for 23 years before
establishing Lewis Cellars, a
small family winery in Napa
Valley, in 1992. In their 60s,
he and his wife Debbie are still
ambitious, fearless travelers
who value adrenaline as much
as fine cabernets. Fortunately,
so does their Virtuoso travel
advisor, Vicki Upchurch.

Q&A

When did
you get the
travel bug?

Sounds like you still enjoy
a good thrill ride. Everest
by helicopter?

“That was Debbie’s idea. I had a
bad race accident in 1982 so I’m
not much of a technical climber,
but my wife has always wanted
to see Everest in person. Vicki
arranged for us to fly up on an
ex-military helicopter straight
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Clockwise from top: Morocco by
camel, the Lewises in Nepal, and
Mount Everest’s Khumbu Icefall.

(KHUMBU) Peter McBride/Aurora Photos/Corbis

“My dad
was a doctor
in Atlanta
when I was growing up, but we
didn’t really leave the South.
Between a few different colleges,
I bummed around Europe and
fell in love with it. Then when I
started racing, I’d do the Grand
Prix tracks by day and the great
towns of Europe by night.”

Long, sunny days in Greece. Romantic
evenings in Italy. Historic wonders from
the holy lands to the Black Sea. This is
Holland America Line’s Mediterranean.
Enchanting itineraries filled with diverse
sights and extended or overnight visits
make this your chance to not only
experience Europe, but to treasure it.

10 Day Gems of the Baltic
ms Eurodam

6/24 & 7/14/12
Roundtrip Copenhagen

Ocean-view from

$1,999*

12 Day Mediterranean Empires
ms Nieuw Amsterdam

7/18 & 8/23/12
Rountrip Venice

Ocean-view from

$2,299*

10 Day Mediterranean Enchantment
ms Noordam

enchanting
explore the best of europe

Spacious, Elegant Ships
Gracious, Award-Winning Service
Worldwide Itineraries
Extensive Activities and Enrichment Programs
Sophisticated Five-Star Dining

6/17 & 9/5/12
Roundtrip Rome

Ocean-view from

$1,699*

14 Day Scotland & Norway
ms Rotterdam

6/2/12
Roundtrip Rotterdam

Ocean-view from

$2,499*

For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

*Sample fares are per person, cruise only, based on double occupancy in the minimum categories. Airfare is additional. Fares are in US dollars. Taxes are additional and range from $106 to
$181. Holland America Line reserves the right to re-instate the fuel supplement for all guests at up to $9 per person per day should the price of light sweet crude oil according to the NYMEX
increase to over $70 per barrel. Fares based on Eurodam 6/24/12, Nieuw Amsterdam 7/18/12, 8/23/12, Noordam 6/17/12, Rotterdam 6/2/12 sailings, Virtuoso group rates. Additional sailings and
rates available. Amenities based on double occupancy and may vary per ship & sailing date. Offers are subject to availability and may be altered or withdrawn at any time without prior notice.
Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.

INTERVIEW

Angkor Wat and (inset)
Morocco take two –
with faster steed.

to the Khumbu Icefall. We had
tea and a little soup in plain view
of Everest. The day started off
cloudy, but up there it was crystal clear. Unbelievable!”
Is it true that you and your
wife vacation with your
travel advisor?

“Absolutely. We’re big motorcyclists, and we did a trip together
to the Dolomites and another
across Wisconsin. We also visit
Vicki and her husband in Aspen,
where they live, since we all love
to hike and bike and ski.”
As a winemaker, what’s
your favorite wine region?

“It’s hard to beat the Rhône. J.L.
Chave is one of the greatest wineries anywhere. If we go south
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WHERE
NEXT?
in Rhône, there’s Châteauneufdu-Pape; I can’t imagine a finer
afternoon than tasting my way
through a few of their barrels.
As for restaurants, you can’t do
much better than Maison Troisgros in Roanne.”
Do you have a travel
motto or trip style?

“Go where people don’t look
like you. As much as we can,
we like to be, let’s say, the
only Caucasians at lunch in
some remote Chinese village.
Or maybe someplace in Ho
Chi Minh City where there’s
a wedding banquet we just happen upon. I’m happy enough
going to a nice hotel like The
Dorchester in London, but I
don’t necessarily like looking

over my shoulder in Nepal and
seeing someone from, you
know, California.”
Where does the race
car driver in you like
to hit the road?

“These days, I’m a motorcycle
or bike guy. I did a bicycle trip
along the Tour de France course
in the French Pyrenees, where
I rode challenging climbs on
the Col d’Aubisque and Col du
Tourmalet. On another trip I did
small climbs, biking through
the cute hill towns of Provence,
such as Bonnieux, Ménerbes,
and Lacoste. Debbie prefers
to meet me at the end of those
trips – conveniently enough,
just as the Paris part of the
journey begins.”

“Galápagos,
Sicily, then
Kenya and
Tanzania.”
Don’t you ever just read
a book on the beach?

“That’s not as fun for me. I do
love to dive, though. One of
my favorite memories is being
underwater in Palau next to a
10,000-foot wall. You’re tied
to dead coral with a fishhook
on your vest to keep you from
drifting away in the strong current. You look up, and you’re
surrounded literally by dozens of
sharks and tunas weighing hundreds of pounds. Your heart’s
pounding. You’re completely
alive. That’s a vacation.”

TKTKTKTKTKTKTK
TASTING
NOTES

The

bull
And The
BEAR
Our cocktail of the moment.
By ANTHONY DIAS BLUE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL
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STYLING BY BRITTANY WINTER

W

ith its origins in the whiskey sour –

a classic late-nineteenth-century concoction
that spawned a diversified portfolio of variations – the Bull and the Bear suits the season.
Its bourbon whiskey glow, mellowed with a touch of winter citrus, will warm you – whether you’re consulting the
weather report or managing your investments.

We Know
AUSTRALIA

TASTING NOTES
Our contemporary version nods to the
Gilded Age with top-shelf ingredients:
Cointreau (the Rolls-Royce of triple secs),
Rose’s Grenadine (for a rosy hue and just
the right amount of sweetness), and your
choice of blue-chip bourbon.
Invest in a standard 80-proof bottle
or choose one of the high-octane, barrelstrength bourbons available these days;
each will change the flavor – as well as the
kick – of this cocktail to suit your taste and
the occasion.

1

2

3

MAKE IT

1½ ounces bourbon
¾ ounce Cointreau
1 tablespoon Rose’s Grenadine
Juice of ½ lime
1 maraschino cherry
1 orange slice
Combine bourbon, Cointreau, grenadine,
and lime juice with a scoop of crushed ice
in a shaker. Shake and strain into a chilled
cocktail glass. Garnish with fruit.

4

5
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RECOMMENDED BOURBONS

A Luxury Australian Escapade

9 nights from $8,640* per person (land only)

Indulge in the breathtaking beauty of the Great
Barrier Reef from your private plunge pool.
Retreat to a luxury lodge nestled within the
Blue Mountains in Wolgan Valley. Marvel at
the Sydney Opera House and Harbour Bridge.
Experience this, or create your own Australian
Luxury Adventure.

For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor
*Terms and Conditions Apply

1. George T. Stagg Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey ($70) Uncut, unfiltered,
and bottled at cask strength (a heady 142 proof), this limited release from Buffalo Trace Distillery is composed of barrels more than 18 years old.
2. Russell’s Reserve ($35) An ideal mixing bourbon, made by master distiller Jimmy Russell and his son Eddie, at Kentucky’s Wild Turkey Distillery.
3. Basil Hayden’s ($37) At a moderate 80 proof, this bourbon should appeal to Scotch drinkers.
4. Hudson Four Grain Bourbon ($40) Contrary to popular myth, not all bourbon comes
from Kentucky. Made from corn, rye, wheat, and barley, this mellow selection hails from Tuthilltown Distillery in New York’s Hudson River Valley.

5. Jefferson’s Presidential Select ($80) A rare bourbon with finesse, bottled with stock
produced during Louisville’s Stitzel-Weller Distillery’s final year of operation.
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11 - N I G H T I TA LIA N & FRENCH RIVIERAS & BALEARIC ISLANDS

longerSTAYS. moreOVERNIGHTS. nightTOURING.
Friday 9:00am Monte Carlo
Enjoy your ﬁrst glimpse of
the French Riviera

Friday 11:00am Monte Carlo
Hear the roar of Formula 1 cars
racing in the streets

OVERNIGHT AT
MONTE CARLO, M ONACO

Friday 10:00pm Monte Carlo
Enjoy an evening of gaming opulence

A Z A M A R A GI VE S YO U MOR E TIME
TO
W H ERE WE TA K E YOU

love

On Azamara Club Cruises®, we know it takes time to fall in love with a destination.
So we offer longer stays, more overnights and night touring at destinations
around the world to let you tap our vast knowledge of every port and truly

Sunday 2:00pm Monte Carlo
Fall in love with this beautiful city

experience the culture. We call it Destination ImmersionSM, and it allows our
guests to not only visit a port, but also authentically experience a destination.
Discover the value of an Azamara voyage and ﬁnd out just how much you’ll love
Monte Carlo and everywhere else we take you.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
ASIA
•
SOUTH AMERICA
•
H O LY L A N D
•
BRITISH ISLES

•

GREEK ISLES
•
BEST
WESTERN EUROPE
•

O F I TA LY
•
F R E N C H & I TA L I A N R I V I E R A
S C A N D I N AV I A & T H E B A LT I C S
•
WEST INDIES

Azamara Club Cruises is a proud member of the Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. family of cruise lines.
Activities shown are conceptual, and will change depending on itinerary. ©2011 Azamara Club Cruises. Ships’ Registry: Malta.

GLOBAL GOURMET

SPILL THE BEANS
For the price of a cup of coffee ($1) a day you can improve lives around
the world – starting with yours. And it’s got nothing to do with charity.
By ROWAN JACOBSEN PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL

Do the
Right Thing

C

offee geeks, rejoice! A new Golden Age is upon us. as little cafés of enlight-

enment spark across the country from Portland, Oregon, to Portland, Maine, darkness is lifting from the land.
By darkness, of course, I mean dark roast – that stuff that tastes like charcoal and dominates
the offerings in the megachains that rule every street corner and have been denying you free Wi-Fi for a
decade. Yes, until the 1990s, dark roast (or French roast, as it’s often called in America but certainly not
in France) was never considered good coffee. It was what European roasters did to
mask the flavor of defective beans. Good beans received a light or medium roast to Best brew yet, step 1:
highlight their enchanting aromas. Bad beans were baked to carbon to produce a
Know your beans.
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Direct Trade: Coffee
that a roaster buys directly
from a farmer. Generally this
means the roaster has an
ongoing relationship with the
farmer, who tailors his practices to suit the roaster’s
requests and, in return,
receives significantly more
money than he would on the
commodity market.
Fair Trade: Fair Trade
beans sell for a higher price,
with the premium paid
directly to coffee farmers so
they can earn a livable wage.
Fair Trade has no incentive
for quality.
Organic: Coffee grown
without pesticides, herbicides, or fungicides. Not
necessarily a sign of quality.
Rainforest Alliance:
Coffee from farms that
include areas maintained
as rain-forest habitat.
Bird-Friendly: An
exacting certification,
developed by the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center,
that ensures coffee trees are
farmed organically beneath
a diverse canopy of larger
trees, providing high-quality
habitat for birds and other
wild species.

STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

Coffee-shop jargon can
get as muddied as a cup
of French press. Here’s
what it means.

Be one with the moment. Be one with this Hemisphere’s largest barrier reef. Be one with this Caribbean
gateway to the Maya world. As one of the last unspoiled places, you’ll feel an intimate connection to
authentic experiences in Belize. All just a two-hour flight from the U.S., in the only English-speaking
country of Central America. To learn more, visit TravelBelize.org and call your Virtuoso travel
advisor for reservations. And just be, in Belize.

M o T H E r NA T U r E’S
BEST KE pT SECrET

GLOBAL GOURMET
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uniform, palatable, burnt taste.
Imagine coffee experts’ shock when
Americans, trained to believe that such
strong roasts were what sophisticated (i.e.,
French) palates drank, embraced dark
roast. And imagine the coup for the companies. No longer did they need to pay extra
for good beans – they could just buy cheap
beans, roast the life out of them, and charge
a premium.
“Prior to 2000, most consumers hadn’t
ever experienced truly exceptional coffee
and simply didn’t know that it existed,” says
Geoff Watts, buyer for Chicago’s Intelligentsia Coffee. “Quality was associated with
additives [such as milk and flavored syrups]
or roast styles [like French roast] rather
than actual intrinsic bean quality.” That’s
all changing fast, thanks to a handful of
upstart coffee roasters such as Intelligentsia who, a decade ago, began to do something unthinkable. Instead of just buying
their beans from importers, as had always
been done, these young, coffee-obsessed
entrepreneurs decided they wanted to
travel to the coffee plantations in Central
America, South America, and Africa. They
wanted to know the coffees. They wanted
to meet the farmers.
What they found scared them: The coffee
industry was in collapse. The typical coffee
farmer was a small landholder, and he was
going broke. Coffee is a commodity crop,
traded on the world market just like oil (the
only commodity larger than coffee), and
oversupply was causing prices to plunge.
Worse, the tastiest coffees in the world
earned only a few cents more per pound
than standard ones. With no incentive to
grow excellent coffee, farmers converted
their farms to whatever variety of tree produced the most beans, regardless of flavor.
Enter the coffee upstarts. Geoff Watts
and his peers cut through the ranks of
wholesalers and importers and began to
work directly with the farmers, a system
coined “Direct Trade” by Intelligentsia.
They paid their farmers more – sometimes a
lot more – and in return the farmers concentrated on quality, not quantity.
It worked. Today, the “specialty coffee”
world is full of dazzling and diverse coffees.
According to Kenneth Davids, founder of
Coffee Review, “There have never been, in the
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history of North American specialty coffee,
Sumatras as extraordinary as the best that
I’ve tasted from North American roasting
companies over the past few years. There
has never been as exceptional a group of
natural, dried-in-the-fruit coffees as those
that are beginning to come out of southern Ethiopia. Over the past several years
I’ve cupped classic Central American wetprocessed coffees from small North American roasters that have won no awards, yet
are as pure, clean, and distinctive as any I’ve
ever tasted in my previous 40-odd years of
association with the industry.”
Watts credits this to the “renewed focus
on coffee growers as artisans, which resonated with many consumers already used to
that idea in other food categories like beer,
wine, and cheese.” Like wine, coffee is one
of those products that can taste very different depending on when and how it’s grown.
Altitude is important. Grow coffee in the
Guatemalan lowlands and it will taste muddy,
but at 5,000 feet, where the air is thinner
and the nights are cooler, it will taste nutty
and chocolaty. Variety matters too. Guatemala is dominated by a variety called Bourbon that’s known for creamy nuttiness; but
Ethiopia, the birthplace of coffee, still contains numerous wild species that give the

Step 2: The
daily grind.

Step 3: Pour it on, elegantly.

country’s coffees their distinctive aromas
of peach, ginger, and lemon. Finally, process
is vitally important. In most of the coffee
world, the red coffee fruit (which resembles a cranberry) is immediately stripped
away after harvest so the beans inside can
quickly dry, but certain countries such as
Yemen maintain their tradition of allowing
the fruit to dry around the bean, resulting
in some fermentation, which makes the coffee taste “winey” – a style always popular in
the Middle East and now in fashion in the
United States.
Whatever the region and process, the
keys to preserving the unique qualities of
any particular coffee are to keep each farm
or cooperative’s beans separate (not blended
as most importers do), roast them gently, and
treat the beans right once you buy them. For
that, you’re going to have to upgrade from
your Mr. Coffee. But fear not; primo brewing
equipment is surprisingly affordable, and,
unlike wine, the best coffees on the planet
will still run you only a dollar or so per cup –
a small price to pay for daily enlightenment.
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PAMPER YOURSELF

From the falling snow at Caesars Qua Baths to the Turkish Hammam at
Palms Place, discover your ultimate bliss at our world-class spas and salons.

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

NATURE

With ideal temperatures, the outdoors is always in. Explore the Red Rock Canyon,
Hoover Dam bridge or the Grand Canyon by foot, kayak, airplane, helicopter or even a donkey.

®

VisitLasVegas.com

Check out VisitLasVegas.com, and plan your next amazing Vegas adventure. Or contact your travel agent to customize an adventure
just for you!
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WAKE-Up CALL

Six coffee regions to perk up your
morning, plus tips on bagging beans
and brewing a perfect cup of joe.
• VARIETALS
Colombia Extremely high-elevation valleys
in the Andes yield coffees that beautifully
balance cocoa, natural sweetness, and fruit –
the Burgundies of the coffee world.

Travel like a movie star.
We don’t want to drop any names but let’s just say
more than a few Medjet cards make their way down
the red carpet. The stars know whether they are at
Sundance or Cannes, Medjet is just a phone call
away. That kind of peace-of-mind is priceless.
With a Medjet membership, you too can travel like
a movie star. If you become hospitalized more than
150 miles from home, Medjet will arrange medical
transfer to the hospital of your choice. All you pay is
your membership fee.
Best of all, with Medjet memberships starting at $95
you don’t have to be an Oscar nominee to afford it.

Ethiopia Coffee’s birthplace holds wild
varietals that have never truly been domesticated, producing unusually aromatic coffees
with zingy acidity and citrus and ginger notes.
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Guatemala Guatemala’s coffees are classically smooth, nutty, and cocoa scented,
thanks to the old-school Bourbon varietal still
grown there – a result of the country’s civil
wars, which prevented farmers from importing newer high-yield, worse-tasting varietals.
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Kenya High altitudes, volcanic soil, a unique
varietal, and superb processing result in what
many consider the world’s finest coffees, with
a distinctive blackberry-blueberry tartness.

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Monsooned Malabar The British began
growing coffee along India’s Malabar Coast in
the 1800s. The coffee developed a reputation
for syrupy, full-bodied flavor, with hints of
wood and spice, but when modern shipping
significantly reduced the time it took for the
beans to reach Europe, the unique flavor disappeared. Turns out, the secret was months
of aging in wet sea conditions. To reproduce
them, Malabar beans are now aged in special
warehouses exposed to the monsoon winds
and their torrential rains. If you dislike acidity
in your coffee and love richness, Monsooned
Malabar is your dream come true.

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

Sumatra Coffees famous for their musty,
earthy, portlike quality that comes from poor
drying conditions and techniques, which
produce some fermentation and mold. Many
consumers love this flavor, while some coffee
producers consider it defective.

hotel

• ROASTERS
The original Direct Trade roaster, Intelligentsia has cafés in Chicago and Los Angeles »

esprit saint Germain
paris

FEEL AT HOME ON PARIS LEFT BANK
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Discover
Switzerland’s
peak experiences

S

ource of some of the world’s
best ideas — milk chocolate,

the Red Cross and direct democracy, to
name three — Switzerland packs a polyEuropean punch, and its different regions
offer distinctly different experiences.

Lake Lucerne Region
Classic Switzerland with a Soundtrack
Imagine a perfect postcard from Switzerland: An old
town with cobblestone streets, stone turrets and covered bridges
nestled along a deep blue lake surrounded by flowering meadows
and limestone peaks. Now, add an incomparable score by Arturo
Toscanini. Welcome to Lucerne.
Known as “Music City” and “Festival City,” stunning
Lucerne has been hosting annual music gatherings since 1938.
In the spring, summer and fall, leading orchestras, legendary
conductors and virtuoso soloists from around the globe convene
in Jean Nouvel’s concert hall, equally famous for its phenomenal
acoustics and exquisite architecture. The city also hosts jazz, blues
and funk, comics and folklore festivals.
With your cultural appetite sated, discover the region’s
Alpen pleasures, often from the comfort of a boat, train or gondola.
Explore Lake Lucerne by paddle steamer; thread the chestnut and
almond trees along the sunny slopes of Mount Rigi aboard Europe’s
oldest mountain railway; summit Mount Pilatus, where a medieval
dragon was said to live, via the world’s steepest cogwheel train; and
venture into the moorlands of the UNESCO Biosphere Entlebuch
with its captivating karst formations, cave systems and peat bogs.

Chapel Bridge on
Lake Lucerne

Bern
Luxury meets UNESCO
The romantic Swiss capital owes its appeal to the
unity of its urban landscape created by its sandstone buildings,
countless cobbled alleyways, Renaissance decorative fountains
and towers and turrets from the Middle Ages. All these treasures
are enclosed by the bend of the Aare river, curving round the old
town like a protective shield. Today, the old town is regarded as
one of the most extraordinary and best preserved examples of
medieval town planning in Europe and is recognized UNESCO
World Heritage.
Behind the historical façades, you’ll find everything
from ultra-modern shops with international brands and fashion
boutiques to exquisite local specialist stores. The cellar shops
of the old town were used for storage but today these vaulted
cellars are fashion boutiques, art galleries and wine stores.
Home to some of Switzerland’s leading museums and
galleries, such as the world’s most important Klee collection
at Zentrum Paul Klee, Bern is considered a true citadel of art
and culture. Due to its central location, the City of Bern is the
gateway to the Alps. Stay in Bern and discover Switzerland!
Bern

special advertising section

Vitra Haus
near Basel

View of Zürich

Zürich

Basel

Artsy, Trendy, Cosmopolitan

Switzerland’s Capital of Art and Culture

Set aside your old ideas of Zürich as an immaculate,
conservative island of financiers. Switzerland’s largest city packs
an urbane punch into an easy-to-navigate metropolis where
residents with extremely high standards fuel a flourishing art,
shopping and gastronomic scene.
The avant-garde has always percolated just below Zürich’s
surface. After all, the revolutionary Dada art movement was
founded here in 1916. Today, the city is home to more than
50 museums, 14 of which are devoted to art, including the
Kunsthaus Zürich (Museum of Fine Arts), and more than 100
art galleries. Outdoor sculpture and significant architecture —
including the Heidi Weber Pavilion, Le Corbusier’s final design —
reward the alert pedestrian.
Not to be missed are two churches, prominent in the
skyline: Grossmünster with its Christmas stained-glass window
by Augusto Giacometti and Fraumünster with five stained-glass
windows by Chagall. If all this fine art gives you a serious luxury
jones, no worries. Top-flight shopping along Bahnhofstrasse and
beyond includes plenty of luxurious silk, watches and designer
boutiques.
And while Zurich’s art nourishes the soul, the city’s
top-flight restaurants and stylish cafés nourish the body. The full
gourmet spectrum is available here: Enjoy classic “Rösti” potato
pancakes with sliced veal in an authentic traditional guildhouse
restaurant in the 2,000 year Old Town one day and sample tapas in
a renovated brewery the next. Delicate Luxemburgerli macaroons
and decadent hot chocolate make a sweet accompaniment to the
nightly Plan Lumière, when the city is bathed in breathtaking light.

Nestling in the three countries corner where
Switzerland, Germany and France meet, Basel is a pocketsized metropolis that combines proverbial Swiss quality with
a multicultural population.
The city sparkles with culture. Nearly 40 museums,
with their long-established permanent collections and
spectacular special exhibitions, are the foundation of Basel’s
reputation as a city of art.
As one of the most beautiful and best-preserved old
towns in Europe, Basel’s Old Town is far more than a mere
backdrop. You’ll experience history firsthand in the heart
of the city. The Old Town is divided by the River Rhine:
Grossbasel and Kleinbasel. Both sides of the city have their
own unique charm. Kleinbasel entices with the Rhine bank,
which invites you to linger and relax at the first rays of
sunshine. Grossbasel captivates with its cozy hideaways and
winding alleys.
Basel is an architectural mecca. Exciting contrasts
are created by the presence of classical patrician houses
and mediaeval churches side by side with modern buildings
designed by major international architects such as Herzog &
de Meuron or Renzo Piano.

Old Town
in Bern

Kunsthaus Zürich
(Museum of Fine Arts)

Riverside dining
in Basel
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Cathedral Saint Pierre
in Geneva

Hiking near
St. Moritz

Geneva

St. Moritz

Where Politics Meet Picturesque

Where Stars Glitter Night and Day

		 Join the global set by hubbing your journey in sleek,
cosmopolitan Geneva, where manicured parks and the world’s
tallest water fountain provide a picturesque setting for Europe’s
UN headquarters and other international organizations.
Fruit, flower and flea markets rub shoulders with some of
the most sought after labels in the world. Shop shoes, perfume or
leather in the Rues-Basses or fine jewelry and watches in the Rue
du Rhône.
Culturally, this city on the westernmost fringe of
Switzerland has much to offer. International artists perform in
the Grand Théâtre and Geneva Opera House, and an extremely
diverse range of museums such as the “Musée international de
l’horlogerie”, a watch museum with a collection of jewellery
watches and musical clocks, and the International Museum of the
Red Cross and Red Crescent, which provides insight into the work
of these humanitarian organisations, invite city guests.
A rewarding excursion destination is Mont Salève, which
is situated in neighbouring France. The cableway lifts visitors to
an altitude of 1,100 meters in less than five minutes, giving rise
to outstanding vistas across the city of Geneva, Lake Geneva, the
chain of Alps, the Jura and Montblanc.

It can be hard to know where to point your camera in
St. Moritz. Royals, supermodels, and Hollywood stars distract
from the stunning high altitude lake and craggy mountains. But
it’s precisely that thrilling mix of VIPs and natural splendor (this
is a place where polo matches are played on a frozen lake) that
make St. Moritz a go-to haunt. The resort is famous worldwide
also for its sublime location in the heart of the upper Engadin
valley with its many sparkling lakes and the extremely photogenic
quality of light.
Best-known as a ski capital and host to two winter
Olympics, there’s plenty to do after the snow melts — from brandspotting on Via Serlas, home to Chanel, Gucci, Bulgari, Chopard
and Pucci, to carriage rides and caviar tastings. Well-maintained
hiking trails thread the lush forests; joggers (including world-class
endurance athletes, of course) put in miles on the trails around the
various lakes; others kiteboard or windsurf across their surfaces.
A legendary nightclub scene, luxe spas and rubbing shoulders with
jet-setters fill out the corners of any agenda here.
Remember to pack your Dolce & Gabbana sunglasses,
St. Moritz spoils with 322 days of sun each year.

Window shopping
in Geneva

Badrutt’s
Palace Hotel
in St.Moritz
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Fly Swiss to Switzerland
A Premium Carrier with Quality Service
Start your vacation the moment you board the plane.
Flying Swiss International Air Lines, Ltd. (SWISS) is more
than just traveling from one destination to the other. It’s about
experiencing the innovative measures being taken to ensure
complete comfort, relaxation and making passengers feel at home.
SWISS offers convenient service from Boston, Chicago, New
York, Newark, Los Angeles, Miami, Montreal and San Francisco.
As of March 31, 2012, SWISS will offer A340 service from
Newark International Airport complete with SWISS First, SWISS
Business and SWISS Economy.
The new Airbus aircraft are
environmentally friendlier
and their award-winning cuisine
makes it a brand new flying
experience. Plus they offer a
multitude of entertainment
options and ways to plug-in for
your relaxation and convenience.
Menus are designed by top Swiss chefs participating in the
“SWISS Taste of Switzerland,” inflight catering program. This
program puts the spotlight on Switzerland’s culinary talents by
offering SWISS First and SWISS Business guests food specialties
from a select region in Switzerland from a top chef of that region.
Guests currently are enjoying menu selections from the St.
Moritz region. Outstanding cuisine combined with a selection of
distinctive wines, quality champagnes, and fine teas and espresso
make for a satisfying culinary experience.
SWISS, Switzerland’s national carrier flies to 72 destinations
in 38 countries and they are now an approved Virtuoso supplier
so you can rest assured that your Virtuoso travel advisor can book
you the best flight at the most competitive rate.

GoldenPass Line
at Lake Geneva

Swiss Pass
Past, present, and future,
it’s the best way to get everywhere
Anyone who has ever visited Switzerland will tell you that
its public transportation service, known as Swiss Travel System,
is one of the finest worldwide. Fast, efficient and frequent, it
connects even the most remote places. The trains, buses, boats and
urban transportation systems weave a dense network, carrying
visitors and locals anywhere they wish to go.
The best way to discover Switzerland is to travel with a
Swiss Pass. The Swiss Pass entitles visitors to unlimited travel
on Swiss Travel System’s network of trains, buses, boats, urban
transport system and also includes free travel on most of
Switzerland’s scenic routes, like the Glacier Express, Bernina
Express, GoldenPass Line or Wilhelm Tell Express. The Swiss
Pass gives visitors free entrance into more than 400 museums in
Switzerland. And in addition, Swiss Pass holders are entitled to a
generous 50% discount on most mountain top rides by cable car or
cogwheel train. Children under 16 years of age travel completely
free if accompanied by at least one parent.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for a great 2-for-1
promotion for the Swiss Saver 4-day Pass and Swiss Saver Flexi
4-day Pass valid for travel in April to May and September to
November 2012.
Many Tour Operators run customizable trips to
multiple destinations in Switzerland throughout
the year. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for
more information.

For more information on Switzerland, visit
www.MySwitzerland.com

GLOBAL GOURMET

• COFFEE ESSENTIALS
Believe it or not, the most flavorful way to
make coffee is what we grew up on: drip.
Well, not quite – most automatic drip machines don’t heat water enough for a proper
extraction, and they don’t filter it through
the grounds quickly enough. The result is the
equivalent of muddy, oversteeped tea. For
a better brew, boil the water in a kettle and
then pour it over the grounds. Two systems
that get it right are the Hario V-60 Dripper
Cone ($22; developed by the coffee-obsessed
Japanese) and the stylish, hourglass-shaped
Chemex Brewer (page 71; $40).

From left: Single-origin coffees from Intelligentsia, Stumptown, and Terroir.

and sells coffee and brewing equipment online.
888/945-9786; www.intelligentsiacoffee.com.

and New York. 503/230-7797; www.stump
towncoffee.com.

The pride of Portland, Oregon, Stumptown
has a reputation for acquiring some of the
most rare, exquisite, and pricey coffees in the
world. It sells a handful of coffees online, and
its café locations have expanded to Seattle

Specialty coffee’s most exacting roaster, Boston’s George Howell Coffee Company offers
a single-estate coffee line, Terroir, as well as
brewing equipment online. 866/444-5282;
www.terroircoffee.com.

The best improvement you can make to home
coffee is to repurpose your blade grinder
(which just whacks the beans into a wide
range of grain sizes) as a spice mill and buy a
burr grinder, which grinds the beans once, to
whatever size you specify. There are a lot of
burr grinders out there, including some very
expensive ones, but the Capresso Infinity
(page 70; $100) does the job.
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Biking, hiking and family adventure vacations
in the world’s most incredible places. Travel in style
and in good hands with our expert trip leaders.
CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

TKTKTKTKTKTKTK
STYLE
& DESIGN

CASHMERE
KINGDOM

How one man saved an Umbrian town from oblivion –
with style to spare. By ALI BAsye

I

f the Italian hamlet of Solomeo were magically

transported to, say, Kansas, its medieval architecture would
fast become the state’s slickest tourist attraction, with spas and
boutiques popping up faster than Chianti grapes in September.
But in Umbria – where Solomeo has rested on a forested hilltop since
the Middle Ages – charming villages with rich histories are as common as olive trees and espresso bars. Despite its fourteenth-century
castle, ancient churches, and desirable proximity to popular Perugia and bucolic Lake Trasimeno, Solomeo slipped under the radar
during the last century and faded into a ghost town. Its population
dropped to a few hundred locals, businesses closed, and the town
was largely forgotten.
That all changed in 1985 with the arrival of designer Brunello
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Clockwise from top left: The designer’s
color inspiration, Brunello Cucinelli, and
Solomeo’s castle and church.

Cucinelli, who imagined an enlightened future for the forgotten village and its remaining inhabitants. His then-small fashion house
produced classic cashmere sweaters daringly dyed in bright, primary colors and needed a larger production facility to accommodate
growing demand. Solomeo, beautiful, tranquil, and struggling,
needed a life force.
To that end, Cucinelli began slowly buying up the fortressed hilltop and transforming it into elegant company headquarters. He
hired almost all of the town’s residents, eliminated the punch clock,
and gave them their own keys to come and go as they pleased. As
his company took shape, his designs evolved too. The rainbow hues
were all but abandoned for a sophisticated palette of neutrals, especially grays, and the sweaters expanded into a full line of men’s and

Discover the best way to see the world.
Nothing compares to the river. Where else, but on the river, can you journey into the heart of the world’s greatest cities and
towns, and discover the true nature of the land? Comfortable and convenient, it offers a greater variety of destinations than
you could encounter any other way. Spend less time getting there and more time being there. Little wonder that river cruising
is the fastest-growing segment of the travel industry.

2013 Romantic Danube

8 Days from Nuremberg to Budapest
aboard NEW Viking Prestige
from $1,656 per person

2013 Portraits of Southern France
8 Days from Chalon to Avignon

aboard Viking Europe or Viking Neptune
from $1,356 per person

2013 Grand European Tour

2013 Imperial Jewels of China

aboard NEW Viking Aegir or Viking Embla
from $3,362 per person

aboard NEW, all-veranda Viking Emerald
from $2,542 per person

15 Days from Amsterdam to Budapest

2013 Rhine Getaway

8 Days from Basel to Amsterdam
aboard Viking Helvetia
from $1,156 per person

12 Days from Shanghai to Beijing

2013 Waterways of the Czars

13 Days from St. Petersburg to Moscow
aboard fully refurbished Viking Rurik
from $3,746 per person

2013 Dates at 2012 Prices: Up to 2-FOR-1 cruise plus international air discounts.
Hurry — Offer expires February 29, 2012.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today.
THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®
Note: $1,656 per person Romantic Danube CAT E price is based on double occupancy March 24, 2013 Viking Prestige departure. $3,362 per person Grand European Tour CAT F price is based on double
occupancy, March 16 or 23, 2013 Viking Aegir or Viking Embla departures. $2,542 per person Imperial Jewels of China CAT F price is based on double occupancy, July 3, 10, 13, 20, 23 or 30, 2013
Viking Emerald departures. $1,356 per person Portraits of Southern France CAT E price is based on double occupancy Nov 3, 6 or 10, 2013 Viking Europe or Viking Neptune departures. $1,156 per
person Rhine Getaway CAT E price is based on double occupancy, November 3, 10 or 17, 2012 Viking Helvetia departures. $3,746 per person Waterways of the Czars CAT EX price is based on double
occupancy Sept 29, 2013 Viking Rurik departure. Cruise/tour fares are per person, double occupancy and in U.S. dollars. Up to 2-for-1 cruise and international air discounts are considered a single offer.
International air does not have to be purchased to get cruise offer. Must request offer EBD at time of booking. Book with deposit by 2/29/2012 and pay in full by 5/31/2012; call for details. Valid on
new bookings only as of 12/1/11, subject to availability and may not be combinable with any other offers except Past Guest Travel Credit and Referral Rewards Credit. Viking reserves the right to correct
errors and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time, and without prior notice. Air seats are limited; discounts are subject to change and are not guaranteed until full payment of air
is received. Additional terms and conditions apply. For Passenger Ticket Contract and offer restrictions, contact your travel agent for complete details. Offer expires February 29, 2012. CST#2052644-40

STYLE & DESIGN
Haute and homegrown: The Solomeo
boutique and (below) an employee at work.

“As a rule of thumb,”
Cucinelli says,
“we should all try
to find a little poetry
in our work.”
women’s clothing – almost all of which is
crafted by hand in Solomeo’s castle-cumfashion house – as well as jewelry, handbags,
and shoes. Each season’s collection emphasizes the company’s cashmere roots, but
innovative draping, artisanal details, and
flattering silhouettes complement and even
elevate the lush fabric. The “Cucinelli look”
is unmistakably rich (literally: a single scarf
can easily cost four figures) but also embodies a timeless chic that looks effortless, like a
work of fine art.
“It’s important for us to always rediscover
beauty and be inspired in whatever we are
doing,” the 59-year-old designer says. “As
a rule of thumb, we should all try to find a
little poetry in our work.”

Suede jacket,
$5,295; sweater,
$1,075; pant, $835;
bag, $2,045. Canvas
and leather bag,
$2,685.

“It’s yachting, not cruising”Enjoy the difference.
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Today, Brunello Cucinelli generates
more than $200 million in sales annually,
yet Solomeo remains refreshingly underdeveloped. The town has just one sit-down
restaurant, and opportunistic spas and
competing boutiques have yet to arrive.
The Cucinelli factory serves as not only the
town’s center of industry, but also its sole
tourist destination. In addition to renovating the castle, Cucinelli transformed an old
farmhouse into a commissary producing
healthy, locavore cuisine that is open to all
(Cucinelli employees take 90-minute, subsidized lunches there daily). He also built a
first-rate library, theater, and soccer pitch,
as a continuation of his efforts to “give tangible form to [his] humanist dream.”
Visitors can arrange for free 30-minute
factory tours that include a walk around
the restored palazzo and new cultural centers. Perhaps the most tempting attraction
is the discount at the factory store, where
previous seasons’ collections can be had
for about 30 percent less than what shoppers would pay at Cucinelli’s 40 eponymous

boutiques or high-end retailers. But if Cucinelli’s styles are a bit pricey, it is because
they are designed to be worn for life – and,
yes, to support the life of Solomeo.
“Whenever I’m designing, I think about
excellent quality, craftsmanship, and cre-

ativity, but also that the clothing reflects
the subtle and refined lifestyle we are trying
to uphold and create,” Cucinelli explains.
It’s an ethos – and a shopping experience – that travelers would be hard-pressed
to duplicate elsewhere.

COzY uP TO CuCINELLI

How to see Solomeo, where to stay if you go, and where to buy at home.
Go Complimentary guided tours
explore the Brunello
Cucinelli factory and
foundation, including the library, the
theater, and the town
itself. Schedule in
advance. Piazza Dalla
Chiesa 6, Solomeo;
39-75/669-7078;
comunicazione@
brunellocucinelli.it.

STAY The Hotel
Brufani Palace sits
on a Perugian hilltop
about 25 minutes
east of Solomeo. It is
built above Etruscan
ruins, some of which
can be viewed from
the hotel’s glassbottomed swimming
pool. Doubles from
$140, including
breakfast daily.
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Hunt for truffles, take
Italian cooking classes, and rest your head
in a room overlooking
the Umbrian hills at
the nine-bedroom
private country house
Palazzo Terranova.
An hour north of Solomeo, the villa sleeps
18. From $4,050 per
night, including breakfast daily.

SHoP Stateside,
look for Brunello
Cucinelli’s wares
in his stand-alone
boutiques at Florida’s
Bal Harbour Shops
and South Coast
Plaza in Costa
Mesa, California, as
well as at Bergdorf
Goodman and Neiman Marcus stores
nationwide.

SEABOURN
THE DES TIN ATION IS E VERY BIT A S IMPORTANT
A S THE JOURNE Y.

To begin your journey on the World’s Best Small-Ship Cruise Line,*
contact your Virtuoso travel specialist.

2012 DATES

ITINERARY

DAYS

FROM/TO

FARES FROM

SEABOURN PRIDE
JUL 12

RUSSIA & BALTIC DISCOVERY

15

Stockholm to Amsterdam

$6,299

JUL 27

RUSSIA & BALTIC EXPLORATION

16

Round-trip Amsterdam

$6,699

SEP 22

HARBORS OF WESTERN EUROPE II

14

Dover to Lisbon

$5,499

ADRIATIC GEMS & VENICE

10

Round-trip Venice

$3,899

SEABOURN SPIRIT
JUN 4,^ 14, 24, JUL 4, 14, 24, AUG 3, 13, 23

SEABOURN LEGEND
MAY 10,^ JUN 7, 27, AUG 6, 26, SEP 15

IDYLLIC RIVIERAS & SPAIN

10

Rome to Monte Carlo

$3,199

MAY 28,^ JUN 17, JUL 7, 27, AUG 16, SEP 5, 25

MEDITERRANEAN ISLES

10

Monte Carlo to Rome

$3,599

OCT 5, 25

MEDITERRANEAN WONDERS

10

Rome to Monte Carlo

$3,499

^

SEABOURN ODYSSEY
MAY 5,^ JUN 9, JUL 7, AUG 4, SEP 8, OCT 6

TURKEY & GREEK ISLES

7

Istanbul to Athens

$2,999

MAY 12,^ JUN 16, JUL 14, AUG 11, SEP 15, OCT 13

GREECE & ADRIATIC WONDERS

7

Athens to Venice

$2,999

MAY 19,^ JUN 23, JUL 21, AUG 18, SEP 22, OCT 20

DALMATIAN COAST & GREEK ISLES

7

Venice to Athens

$2,999

JUN 30,, JUL 28, AUG 25, SEP 29, OCT 27

GREEK ISLES & TURKISH TREASURES

7

Athens to Istanbul

$2,999

^

SEABOURN SOJOURN
MAY 24

BALTIC & ST. PETERSBURG SOJOURN

12

Round-trip Hamburg

$5,299

JUN 5

NORWEGIAN FJORDS SOJOURN

10

Hamburg to Copenhagen

$5,299

JUN 15,^ JUL 13, AUG 6, 20

ST. PETERSBURG & THE BALTIC

7

Copenhagen to Stockholm

$3,899

JUN 22,^ JUL 20, AUG 13

ST. PETERSBURG & THE BALTIC

7

Stockholm to Copenhagen

$3,899

JUN 29

MAJESTIC FJORDS & NORTH CAPE

14

Round-trip Copenhagen

$7,499

JUL 27

SCENIC NORWAY & FJORDS

10

Round-trip Copenhagen

$5,499

SEABOURN QUEST
MAY 25,^ AUG 17

AEGEAN ISLES & TURKEY

7

Istanbul to Athens

$3,499

JUN 1

GOLDEN GREECE & ADRIATIC

7

Athens to Venice

$3,699

JUN 15

MEDITERRANEAN QUEST

11

Rome to Barcelona

$5,699

JUL 6,^ JUL 27, SEP 7

MEDITERRANEAN JEWELS

7

Barcelona to Rome

$3,899

JUL 20,^ AUG 31

MEDITERRANEAN ISLAND QUEST

7

Rome to Barcelona

$3,899

AUG 3, SEP 14

ITALY & GREEK TREASURES

7

Rome to Athens

$3,899

AUG 10,^ SEP 21

GREEK ISLES & GOLDEN TREASURES

7

Athens to Istanbul

$3,699

^

*According to the over 6,000 travel advisors of Virtuoso Travel Network, and readers of both Travel + Leisure and Condé Nast Traveler. ^Fares based on this sailing date. All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double
occupancy, subject to availability, and valid only for residents of the Americas. Some suite categories may not be available. Government taxes and fees of $54.19 to $374.49 per person are not included. Fares are not combinable with any other offer,
may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without prior notice. Seabourn reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement for all guests, without prior notice, if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70.00 USD per barrel, and
may collect such a supplement even if the cruise fare has been paid in full. Certain restrictions apply. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2011 Seabourn.
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JORDAN
WHY Go NoW
The Arab Spring may have
brought democracy to
the Middle East, but
most of the newly liberated countries aren’t yet
primed for tourists. Stable
Jordan is. “There’s security everywhere, including
car checks at hotels,”
explains Jay Johnson of
Garden Grove, California.
“It really makes you feel
safe.” With a history of
biblical proportions and
a long track record of
peace and stability,
Jordan is arguably the
Arabian Peninsula’s most
compelling destination.

The TRip It’s tough
to decide whether the
highlights of Cox & Kings’
new eight-day itinerary
are the cultural stops, like
the spot on the banks of
the Jordan River where
Jesus was baptized, or
the scenic ones, such
as Wadi Rum’s flittering
desert sands. But most
visitors agree that one
stop is simply unforgettable: sixth-century Petra,
a city hewn straight into
the rosy sandstone cliffs.
AdVisoR Tip
You have to see Petra by
night. “The pathway is lit up

with candles, and the darkness and twinkling lights
give a sense of intrigue
you don’t get during the
day,” says Johnson. He also
notes that delicate baklava
and traditional sweets from
Amman-based Zalatimo,
which come in beautiful
tins, make great gifts
for those back home – if
you don’t eat them first.
Departures: Multiple dates
through 2012; from $1,835.

Rock of the region: Highlights in travel-friendly
Jordan include Wadi Rum.

J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 2
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THAILAND & LAOS
WHY Go NoW
“Southeast Asia is the big
pick for 2012: Not only is
it exotic, it’s also affordable,” says New Yorkbased Bob Watson. And
don’t be deterred by the
recent flooding in Bangkok. The north of Thailand
remains unscathed, and
the recent misfortune
may cause prices to
tumble this year.

L’Éléphant, the matriarch of Luang Prabang’s
restaurants, which serves
a blend of French and Lao
classics,” says Watson.
And don’t shy away from
jaew bong, the classic
Lao appetizer of dried
water buffalo skin and
chilies. Departures: Any
day through 2012; from
$5,660.

Laos’ Kuang Si Falls, a
popular day trip from
Luang Prabang.

AdVisoR Tip
“Everyone should have
at least one meal at

Mario Weigt/Anzenberger/Redux

The TRip Take in two
of the region’s lessertraveled gems – starting
from Chiang Rai, in northern Thailand’s Golden
Triangle, and floating
peacefully down the

Mekong River to reclusive
and friendly Laos – on
Absolute Travel’s customizable 11-day journey.
A traditional low-slung,
wooden Lao river barge
ferries you to Luang
Prabang, and a floating
boutique hotel scoots
you upriver to the fine
pre-Angkorian temples
at Vat Phou. For a postcruise repose in Bangkok,
try the riverfront Siam,
opening this spring with
39 suites and villas reminiscent of the Mekong.
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TASMANIA
WHY Go NoW
Long considered an isolated backwater, arresting Tasmania has found
its groove in the last few
years as an adventuretravel getaway. It’s an
island of “small Englishstyle country roads linking
national parks – the perfect walking destination,”
raves Saratoga, California’s Lynda Turley Garrett.
And with the arrival of
several new eye-popping
lodges, including chic
Saffire Freycinet, you can
now get your outdoor fix
with plenty of indulgence.

AdVisoR Tip
Thirty minutes north of
the resort at Bicheno, the
nightly walk to see the
fairy penguins, so-named
for their diminutive
stature (barely a foot tall),
shouldn’t be missed. “You
literally need to watch
where you walk,” says
Turley Garrett. “There can
be thousands of them,
and you might just step on
one!” Departures: Any day
through March 31, 2013;
from $2,005.

The glass half full:
Freycinet National Park’s
Wineglass Bay.

(Tasmania) Steve Parish/Steve Parish Publishing/Corbis, (ireland) RAINER JAHNS

The TRip You’ll see
both the refined and the
wild sides of Tasmania on
The Tailor’s four-night

exploration of the island’s
eastern half. Start with
gallery tours and wine
tastings (Tassie has
gained acclaim for its rieslings and chardonnays) in
Hobart, the pocket-size
European-style capital
in the shadow of Mount
Wellington. Then it’s off
for a couple of nights
in the bush at Saffire
Freycinet, a 20-suite
glass-and-steel creation
overlooking Great Oyster
Bay, where you can set
out on bush walks in
Freycinet National Park,
sail quiet Wineglass Bay,
and take a half-day excursion to Schouten Island
(an exclusive perk for The
Tailor’s Virtuoso guests;
typically $250 each).
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IRELAND
WHY Go NoW
For Europe first-timers and
those seeking an Englishspeaking destination, this
is the year to visit Ireland.
The country’s economy
has been hit hard (though
the Irish spirit is hardly
dented), so prices are
low and hotel rates have
stayed steady. “With the
2012 Olympics in London,
Ireland is a great alternative to all the hoopla,” says
Deborah Barth of Birmingham, Alabama.

The TRip Say what
you will about lush landscapes and good-natured

rascals, it’s the country’s
elaborate castles that we
love. Brendan Vacations’
11-day trip lets you stay
in some formidable
fortresses. This counterclockwise tour by private
motor coach hits some
of Ireland’s most iconic
spots: Galway’s medieval
cobbled streets, twelfthcentury Kilkenny Castle,
and the stately Cliffs of
Moher, to name a few.

AdVisoR Tip
“While in Killarney, you
must stop at Murphy’s
Ice Cream for some of
the best you’re ever likely

to have,” Barth suggests.
“And wherever you go, if
you order a Coke, ask for
a pint. Otherwise you’ll
end up with a dinky glass.”
Or play it safe and order
a Guinness. Departures:
Multiple dates, May 3
through October 4; from
$3,285.

Killarney National Park’s
fifteenth-century Ross
Castle. Legend has it that
every seven years the
original owner rides its
grounds again.
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RIVER CRUISING
WHY Go NoW

The TRip Avalon

Main, and Danube rivers
gives a broad perspective
on Central Europe, with
port calls in four capitals
(Amsterdam, Vienna,
Bratislava, and Budapest).
There’s a host of cultural
activities (a guided tour
of the Van Gogh Museum,
a wine tasting in Austria’s
up-and-coming Wachau
Valley), and each port’s
central locale – these
rivers were once the
continent’s highways –
makes exploring on your
own easy.

Waterways’ 14-night
cruise from Holland to
Hungary along the Rhine,

The 164-passenger Vista’s

spacious suites feature a
wall of windows that slide,
turning the room into an
open-air balcony. “It’s like
booking a riverfront hotel
in every town you visit,
except you only have to
unpack once,” McCabe
says. “But book early:
These cabins will sell out
first.” Departures: Multiple
dates, March 28 through
October 23; from $3,799.

Budapest’s Parliament
building and Chain Bridge
in the foreground.

AdVisoR Tip
SIME/eStock Photo

A raft of new European
river-cruising ships debuts this year, and Avalon
Waterways’ Visionary and
Vista are two of the finest.
Plus, because you pay
for cruises in advance,
it’s an economical way to
see the continent. “You
get to see Europe, which
is very expensive these
days, at U.S. dollar rates,”
notes Damian McCabe of
McLean, Virginia.
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WHY Go NoW
“This is a true milestone,”
says Sarasota, Florida’s
Ryan Hilton. “It’s the first
time a safari of this nature
is being offered to travelers, so no matter how
many times you’ve visited
the continent, it’s unlike
any African experience
you’ve had.”

The TRip Wilderness
Safaris’ seven-day adventure in Odzala-Kokoua
National Park features
two new six-tent camps,
the first with trekking
access to completely
wild groups of gorillas
and the second where
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you’ll spend time in close
proximity (as near as 22
feet) to groups that are
habituated to humans.
Inspired by local Pygmy
dwellings, the tents are
stilted constructions (for
better game viewing) of
sustainable hardwoods,
bamboo, and raffia palm
matting, elegantly outfitted with vintage leather
and wood furnishings.

AdVisoR Tip
“I’ve been gorilla trekking
in Rwanda and Uganda,”
Hilton says, “but there’s
so much more to this
area. Odzala-Kokoua
National Park and the

surrounding wildlife areas
hold exceptional populations of some of the most
threatened species on the
continent. To know that
travelers can safely experience this unique destination and contribute
to a proven sustainable
conservation operation
is exciting.” Departures:
Multiple dates, May 3,
2012, though January 9,
2013; from $6,000.

Lowland gorilla safaris:
Less work than mountain
trekking, all the reward.

(COLOMBIA) Radius Images/Corbis, (GORILLAS) Frans Lanting/Frans Lanting Photography

REPUBLIC OF CONGO

COLOMBIA
WHY Go NoW
In recent years, Colombia
traded its bad-boy reputation for regal coffee plantations, colonial grandeur,
and gleaming beaches.
“When people think of
Colombia, they think of the
violence of the past,” says
Vancouver-based David
Lowy. “But now it’s a safe,
historic, and fascinating
destination.”

The TRip Start
Adventure Associates’
16-day tour with a few
sophisticated days in
Bogotá before transferring
to Cartagena, the UNESCO

World Heritage town whose
colonial facades and laidback Caribbean air inspired
Gabriel García Márquez’s
Love in the Time of Cholera.
The real showstopper,
though, is a two-day trek
to the Lost City of the
Tayrona, fifth-century ruins
that are every bit the equal
of Machu Picchu – except
for the crowds.

AdVisoR Tip

Lowy says. “Other favorites: the sky bar at Hotel
Cartagena de Indias and
chartering a boat (make
sure it has a sunshade) to
beat the heat on coastal
excursions.” Departures:
Any day through 2012;
from $3,947.

Saint Peter Claver’s
church and museum rises
above Cartagena.

“One of my top clients
loves Cartagena’s Vera
restaurant for its chicness
and considers it one of
the best Italian meals
you’ll have outside Italy,”
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BRAZIL
WHY Go NoW

privacy all the more. Situated 800 miles north in
the Baía de Camamu ecosanctuary, this 16-room
escape is perched in thick
Atlantic forest laced with
lagoons and palm-lined
strands where you can
surf and dive in solitude.

AdVisoR Tip

The TRip Spend three
nights in Rio with Ladatco
Tours’ customizable
eight-day beach getaway,
where you’ll make the
requisite climb to Christ
the Redeemer and visit
Ipanema’s Hippie Fair –
the city’s throngs will let
you appreciate Kiaroa
Eco-Luxury Resort’s

“When focusing on sun,
sand, and nightlife, make
sure you don’t miss Rio’s
cultural side,” says King.
“Take a morning walking
tour of the Metropolitan
Cathedral, Cinelândia, and
the CCBB (Cultural Center
Bank of Brazil), followed
by lunch at Confeitaria
Colombo, a sophisticated
Victorian tearoom, or one

of the outdoor cafés on
Praça 15 square. If it’s
Sunday, be at São Bento
Monastery by 9:30 am
for the monks’ Gregorian
chants.” Departures: Any
day through 2012; from
$4,975.

Brazilian bronzer:
Ipanema Beach.

SIME / eStock Photo

“Brazil is getting a lot of
attention right now,” says
Leawood, Kansas’ Michael
King. “The economy is
strong and preparations
for the 2014 World Cup and
2016 Olympics are under
way. There’s a buzz both
with the locals and travelers eager to experience it.”
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GoldLeaf Service

Your holiday photos
should look like these.

GoldLeaf Service Cuisine

GoldLeaf Service

Everywhere you look in the Canadian Rockies, you’re guaranteed a memory - the stunning scenery, the abundant wildlife, or, if you
remember to look down, the gourmet food served in our two level GoldLeaf dome coach on the luxurious Rocky Mountaineer train. Let us
whisk you across plunging gorges, over memorable mountain passes, through Jasper and Banff National Parks. We travel between Vancouver
and the Canadian Rockies, and only during daylight hours, so you’ll never miss a single breathtaking sight along the way.
Stay & Play FREE*— Book a qualifying Rocky Mountaineer vacation between January 3 and March 31, 2012 and receive a FREE
additional hotel night in Vancouver plus your choice of a FREE dinner or sightseeing tour.
Enjoy Fairmont Hotels & Resorts throughout your vacation by selecting Rocky Mountaineer GoldLeaf Service with Fairmont Deluxe.

For information and reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

Canada’s Western Mountain Region
*Stay and Play offer available with a qualifying 6 night vacation package. Some conditions apply.
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London makes the perfect playground for
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THE POND
a milestone celebration.

BY JILL BECKER

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RAYMOND PAtrick
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MY

advisor can tell you my wine preference, WHAT

I’m allergic to, and that I don’t like crowds. She’s even privy to the fact that I often use a white-noise machine to
help me sleep. Strangely enough, I’ve only met her once in person – for about an hour one day late last year in her
safari-themed office.
The owner of an Atlanta-based Virtuoso travel agency, Jean Pickard handled all the logistics of an eight-day
trip to London in honor of my 50th birthday. Thanks to her, I saw a London I wouldn’t have otherwise – and, more
important, she did all the work. In fact, the only planning I did was to pick where I wanted to go to celebrate the big
day. London has always held a top spot on my must-see list: It boasts diverse and acclaimed dining, a thriving theater scene, fantastic shopping, and a storied backdrop that appeals to someone who grew up in a land of modernday high-rises and cookie-cutter strip malls. Plus, the city has been busy getting ready for both the Queen’s Jubilee
and the 2012 Olympics, and I was eager to see it before the hordes descend.

My friend Michelle and I took
it easy the first few days, with treatments
at the hotel spa; shopping and high tea at
Fortnum & Mason, London’s oldest and
most treasured department store; a late
lunch at The Orange, a cozy spot serving modern European fare; a starlit stroll
through the chic Belgravia neighborhood;
and a ride on the London Eye, complete
with glasses of Champagne to toast the
spectacular panorama from 40 stories up.
Jean had suggested we hire a private
tour guide, and while I initially resisted
the idea (the thought of having to stand
around listening to someone rattle off a
rote script of inane facts was less than
appealing), it ended up being one of my
favorite parts of the trip. To secure the
guide and finesse other travel details,
Jean worked with her contact there, a
personal concierge service called Sincerely Paul.
Our guide, Deborah Charles, is one of
London’s certified Blue Badge guides,
all of whom undergo an intense qualification process and two-year education
and training program. Having her as our
escort was like being on a field trip with
one of those teachers in school who actually made learning fun. She’s passionate
about her homeland and has a Britannicalike knowledge about everything from
the inner workings of the Tower Bridge
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Clockwise from top left: London time, essence
of The Orange, Casa Brindisa, door-to-door
service at The Savoy hotel, Piccadilly Circus
street scene, and a tea set and service at
Fortnum & Mason.
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“Don’t hold back on telling your travel advisor about your
likes and dislikes. It’s what makes the trip feel like it was
orchestrated, as opposed to just happening.”
– Jean Pickard

Clockwise from top left: London
shopping finds, the changing of
the guard at Buckingham Palace,
Tower Bridge, Mango Tree
satay, and Oxford students.

to the royal hierarchies of fur (yes, there
is such a thing). Traveling with Deborah
was also a bit like being a rock star, as her
shiny Blue Badge earned us such privileges as skipping lines and slipping in back
doors at Westminster Abbey and the
Tower of London.
Those two landmarks were part of
our initial all-day, London-like-a-local
itinerary that had us hopping on a bus,
the Tube, and even a boat down the
Thames. We learned that the best spot
for watching the changing of the guard
at Buckingham Palace is a walkway behind the Victoria Memorial, for good
bangers and mash you can’t beat The
Clarence pub in Whitehall, and the
name Big Ben actually refers to the largest of the five bells atop the landmark
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Clock Tower, not the tower itself.
One day, we took the train to Oxford
for a tour of the city and its famed university, where, Deborah pointed out,
a young Bill Clinton didn’t inhale. We
toured the campus (with special admission into one of the buildings with
a huge dining hall where scenes from
Harry Potter were filmed), lunched on
fish-and-chips at the centuries-old
Turf Tavern, and stopped to snap photos at a shop with a sign proclaiming
“Keep Calm and Eat More Pies.”
Windsor Castle, about an hour’s trek
from London, was our third and final destination. It was a typically overcast London day, which made viewing the Queen’s
primary residence somehow more fitting.
After watching the Windsor version of
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• Shopping followed by afternoon
tea in St James’s Restaurant at
Fortnum & Mason
• Spa treatments (the perfect
jet-lag cure)
• Dinner at Theo Randall
• Late lunch at The Orange
• Leisurely stroll through Belgravia
• Champagne “flight” on the
London Eye
• Private city tour that includes
Westminster Abbey, the Tower of
London, and Buckingham Palace
• Lunch at The Clarence pub
• Boat ride on the Thames
• Private tour of Oxford
• Afternoon tea at The Savoy
• Day trip to Windsor for a guided
tour of Windsor Castle
• Dinner at Casa Brindisa
• Explore Borough Market
• Dinner at Mango Tree
• A showing of Yes, Prime Minister
at the Gielgud Theatre
• Lunch at Sussex Pub
• Shopping at Harrods and
Covent Garden
• Dinner at Dean Street Townhouse
• Late-night people-watching in
Piccadilly Circus

Virtuoso advisors have worldwide onthe-ground contacts, such as Sincerely
Paul, the on-site company that arranged much of this trip, from transfers to guides. Customizable eight-day
London itineraries similar to this start
from $9,200.
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the changing of the guard – a little smaller in
scope and much easier to see up close – we
headed through the main archway into the
royal grounds. As we meandered through
the sprawling 900-year-old complex, Deborah shared insights on everything from the
castle’s building techniques (incorporating bits of flint into the mortar helped ward
off invaders) to the meticulous details of
Queen Mary’s childhood dollhouse (with
features such as hot and cold running water
and working toilets, it puts Barbie’s Dream
House to shame).
Having a personal tour guide
wasn’t the only thing Jean arranged that
I wouldn’t have conceived of myself. Her
thoughtful planning and attention to detail not only secured priority boarding for
us on the London Eye, but our spin around
the observation wheel took place right as
the sun was setting on the Thames. Before
catching a show one night (Yes, Prime Minister, a stage version of the popular BBC
sitcom), we dined on Thai food at Mango
Tree, whose special pre-theater menu
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ensured we got to the play on time (don’t
miss the chicken satay starter). We took
afternoon tea at The Savoy and found it a
wonderful way to wind down after a long
day of sightseeing.
Through my advisor’s connections I
was personally greeted by, and had drinks
with, not just the general manager of The
Milestone Hotel, where we stayed for three
nights, but also the executive director of the
entire Red Carnation hotel group. She filled
my itinerary with tidbits like “Check out the
new fashion statements on Carnaby Street”
and “Pop over to The Goring hotel just
behind Buckingham Palace for afternoon
drinks.” Roses, chocolate cake, and other
birthday goodies mysteriously showed up in
my hotel room.
It was in the chauffeured car back to
Heathrow, however, that I realized Jean’s
greatest accomplishment: She just may
have found a new cure for jet lag – and an
ideal way to prepare for a new decade –
thanks to those restorative spa treatments she oh-so-strategically scheduled
that first day.

From left: Tea at
The Milestone, lighting up the London
Eye, The Egerton’s
martini maestro, and
(opposite) The InterContinental London
Park Lane.

Voted “World’s Best”
More Times Than Any Other
Tour Operator. Ever.

London
Lodging

Be they historic icons or ultramodern
towers, these hotels are fit for a queen.

With just 28 rooms, The Egerton House
Hotel has a cozy, neighborhood feel. Be sure
to stop in at the bar for a martini, prepared
tableside by the hotel’s dyed-in-the-wool bartender, Antonio, who’s so well known and such
a character, he only needs one name. Doubles
from $409, including breakfast daily and martinimaking lessons with Antonio (complete with
certificate), plus two martinis.
More traditional, The Milestone Hotel
comprises a tidy, narrow townhouse with
62 individually styled rooms with names like
English Rose and Princess Suite. Some have
clawfoot tubs and cozy terraces; mine had a
canopy bed and views of Kensington Palace.
Expect standout service: It’s the sort of place
where the doorman, front desk clerk, and even
a random staffer you’ve never seen before will
always greet you by name. Doubles from $399,
including guaranteed room upgrade at time
of booking, breakfast daily, and Champagne
afternoon tea for two once during stay.
The InterContinental London Park Lane’s
modern, could-be-anywhere exterior doesn’t
exactly ooze Britannia, but my suite’s floor-toceiling windows did look out toward Buckingham Palace and the daily procession of the
Queen’s Horse Guards prancing by on the way
to their royal posts. Doubles from $409, including room upgrade at time of booking (subject to
availability), breakfast daily, Internet, and access
to Club InterContinental lounge.
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The Micato Advantage…
Winner, “World’s Best Tour Operator” by Travel+Leisure.
( A record eight times. )
Winner, two “World Saver Awards” by Conde Nast Traveler.
Educational Initiatives and Overall Winner.
The Micato One for One Commitment: For every booking,
we send an African child to school.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details.
Voted “World’s Best Tour Operator & Safari Outfitter”
Travel+Leisure “World’s Best Awards”
The Eight-Time Winner
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All Hands
On Deck
A family of
eight test-sails
a travel advisor’s
cruising truths.
By Elaine Glusac

Lounge act: A cruise offers
something for everyone.
J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 2
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y mother is not the
cake-and-candles type.

To see her sit through a rendition of
“Happy Birthday” is like watching a
cornered cat, ready to bolt at the first
note. And presents? “At my age I’m trying to give it all away,” she says.
The surprise is she loves to celebrate. She likes nothing better than
to have her loved ones around her. She also loves to travel. My parents are the only people I know outside the military who have been
to Yemen by choice. They had a potluck wedding reception in 1957
so they could spend their few nickels on a three-week East Coast
honeymoon. They successfully transmitted this wanderlust to their
middle child, me, now a professional travel writer, as well as to my
two well-traveled siblings.
For her 80th, fittingly, Mom requested we celebrate – without candles – abroad. She chose Scandinavia, homeland of her parents, and
invited us children and our families.
The inevitable scheduling conflicts met generational reluctance.
A cruise, frankly, sounded snoozy to the adventure-minded majority, but six of us – my two siblings and I, my brother-in-law, my husband Dave, and our 11-year-old son Seth – accepted, provided we

Holland America Line’s Ryndam.
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kept the trip to a week. We opted for a cruise departing from Dover,
England, last August aboard Holland America Line’s 1,260-passenger Ryndam, a ship big enough to offer nightly entertainment but
small enough to keep the focus on family.
Enter Julie Weinberg, a travel advisor in Grosse Pointe Farms,
Michigan. Julie and her mother, Phoebe, who owns the agency,
have been arranging travel for my parents for 30 years. As usual,
my parents knew what they wanted: cabins with verandas, close to
one another. A table for eight nightly, at 6 pm, not 5:45 as the ship offered. Plus flights, airport transfers, and pre-cruise hotels. For Julie,
our week at sea represented months of planning, consultation, and
advice (see sidebar on page 107). Her first words on family reunions:
“Take a cruise. There’s something for everyone.”
She meant floor shows and spas and exotic ports and dining
variety. Still, as happy as we were to celebrate together, the younger generation, myself included, wasn’t sold on a surface-skimming
port-a-day trip. But for the greater family good, we tested – and ultimately proved – Julie’s arguments for cruising with eight sets of sea
legs. Here are her five cruising truths.

truth
number

Do the shuffle: The
author’s family at play.

Cruising is easy.

Logistics are always the hurdles of travel.
And the bigger the group, the more hurdles
arise. Consider the perfect pre-cruise day
we had planned in London – museum, dinner, Shakespeare – which is foiled by my dad’s malfunctioning cell phone that divides the pubgoers of our group from
the theater ticket holders. Showing eight people around
London is complicated.
Cruising, by comparison, is easy. The next day we stage a
reunion aboard a bus to the seaport of Dover, 70 miles east.
We sail through cruise terminal check-in and onto the
Ryndam to our neighboring cabins on deck 9, convenient
to each other as well as the elevator. Then, in a pack, we explore the ship – first the gym, then the spa. When we come
across the basketball court on the top deck, a family game
breaks out, a friendly match that amps up once sibling rivalry kicks in. From happy hour in the 12th-deck bow bar, it’s
a short stroll to the main restaurant on the stern for a fourcourse meal, followed by a musical revue in the lounge. For
stimulation, it’s hard to compete with a stay in a city, but for
togetherness, the ship wins with breezy charm, no cell service required.

1

Do It:

This summer
Holland America
Line will assign
four ships to the
Baltic and northern Europe in
itineraries that
approximate the
one described
here. The Ryndam will sail 14day journeys to
Scandinavia and
Saint Petersburg,
Russia, in and out
of Dover, England. Departures:
June 9 and July 7;
from $2,199.

truth
number

Togetherness is a funny (ha-ha) thing.

Experiencing a cruise ship during a day at sea is a little like listening to each member
of the family talking at once. Your attention is pulled in dozens of directions. On our
first full day on the North Sea, I’m instantly afflicted by attention deficit disorder:
yoga or Pilates? Hit the steam room with Dad or the coffee shop with Mom? Kids’
club for Seth or pickup Ping-Pong? Cooking class for me or photo-editing workshop?
I pass the poolside paperback readers en route to an 8 am yoga class with my mother and sister.
Afterward, we hit the coffee bar/library – already my favorite place on the ship – for cappuccinos and
chat. I leave them to rendezvous with Dave and Seth. Then, with my brother, we join five Scottish
boys, each sporting Justin Beiber haircuts, in a basketball shootaround (my brother wins with his
junior varsity form still intact, but I’m pretty excited to come in third). Just before my 60-minute
bamboo massage at 1 pm I learn cha-cha lessons are starting and actually consider cutting the rubdown short. Later my sister and I torture our husbands with a spinning class. They make fun of our
eggbeater cycling style but later they are sore, which makes us happy.
In port the next day, we remain somewhat fragmented, but collectively reason we can’t blow it in
Hälsingborg, Sweden. After all, it’s a small port with a pedestrian center. We would only need transportation to one sight, Sofiero Palace, a few miles out of town, and thus we choose to forgo the ship’s
organized tours.
Aboard public bus 12 to the palace, we pay the Swedish-speaking driver cash for the fare – but he
can’t accept cash. My first credit card is rejected for no associated PIN number. So is the second,
and the third. As eight people fish for more plastic, he waves us on in halting English, “Welcome
to Sweden!”
On the return trip we play dumb and get the same freebie, forging our newest family fable. Sure,
rhododendrons gorgeously encircled the palace, its tower was imposing, and the fish with lingonberries at an outdoor café was delicious. But you meet the nicest people on the bus.

2
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Cruises are a great way to
see many places quickly.

Our advisor had billed cruising as a floating resort
and a great way to see a lot in a short amount of time.
Our first port day – a doubleheader combining the
aforementioned Hälsingborg and nearby Copenhagen, Denmark –
gives us a chance to test her proposition.
After Hälsingborg, we’re only back on board for two hours when
the ship docks at Copenhagen for an overnight call. We not only have
the opportunity to spend a night in one of the world’s most magical
cities, but an entire ensuing day. We head straight for Tivoli Gardens,
the nineteenth-century-vintage amusement park that inspired Walt
Disney, which is most enchanting in the evening, when thousands of

3

Skagen sights: A medieval church
and (right) dining in the Danish town.
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lights outline ponds, Moorish-inspired buildings, and roller coasters.
There’s a free Joe Cocker concert that night, and the park is packed,
exciting the blues fans among us, frustrating the sound sensitive.
Still, we have one extra day to get it right, using the city’s canal
boat system to shuttle from design shops in the smart Christianshavn borough to architecture-ogling in the royal district to a traditional smørrebrød lunch in the café-lined port of Nyhavn. By our
departure, though we’ve only skimmed Copenhagen’s surface, we’ve
cached enough memories – Seth smashing china plates with a baseball on Tivoli’s midway; the rest of us sampling every flavor on the
brewhouse menu at Bryggeriet Apollo – to feel comfortable leaving
for the next destination in a living, and wonderfully luxurious, geography lesson.

PHOTO CREDIT

truth
number

truth
number

Some conquer;
others nap; all win.

4

(MEDIEVAL CHURCH) Thomas Kranenberg/AGE PHOTO STOCK, (RESTAURANT) Yadid Levy

From my veranda on morning five, I spy an austere medieval
church in the dunes surrounding the northern Danish town of
Skagen – buried up to its second story in shifting sand. If that’s
not a mystery that demands inquiry, I don’t know what is. Our advisor had mentioned that cruise lines’ shore excursions can be a great way to get a port overview,
leaving enough time to explore independently afterward. Skagen – who’s heard of
Skagen? – provides our test.
The eight of us sign up to pedal the cycle-centric resort town in a moderately
active tour we judge appropriate for all members of the family, since we bike regularly at home. Led by a local resident, we learn Skagen was the Dutch impressionist
equivalent of Normandy, a rural retreat that nurtured a colony of nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century painters. Persistent winds, like those that overwhelmed
the buried church, which was closed in 1795, still shift the landscape, yet Skagen remains a popular vacation village of red-tile-roofed cottages amid the heath.
Despite many stops, the three-hour ride exhausts my parents, revealing an energy gap between the generations. While they return to the ship, the rest of us keep
our rentals, including our youngest, who leads the posse north two miles to Grenen,
where the Baltic meets the North Sea in an arrow-tipped sandbar.
Back at Skagen, our group inevitably fractures into smaller and wayward sets, a
pattern initially disappointing – I desperately want to see the Skagens Museum with
my mother, a painter, but she’s too tired. By Oslo, our final port, we’ve accepted our
differences and agreed on a plan: Together we will visit sculpture-filled Vigeland
Park and the relics at the Viking Ship Museum. Then my brother-in-law, an avid
skier, aims to see the city’s new Nordic jump. My sister wants to shop. Dave and I
target the seafront fortress and pedestrian city center. Our ambitions meet the perfect conveyance aboard the city’s hop-on/hop-off bus, a circuit linking major tourist sites on our wish list.
By midday, we split up. Some return to the boat to relax; in his quest to experience
the local culture, Dave goes so far as to eat herring, raw. Recounting our activities at
dinner as the wooded shores of Oslo Fjord slip by, it seems both camps – the conquerors and the slackers – got what they sought of the day. We call it a win-win, until sometime later the blackjack table rewards the nappers’ approach.

A Plan for
the Clan
A travel advisor’s tips for the
perfect family cruise.

According to Julie Weinberg,
cruises are an ideal way for multigenerational groups to vacation together. Here are her planning tips:
Trust the advisor to match the
ship to the group. With the range
of ships available – from 6,400-passenger leviathans to boutique
yachts – there’s virtually something
for everybody, but it takes in-depth
knowledge of the market to make the
right match.
Be prepared to share the
group’s details. How old are the
kids? What does everyone like to do?
Are you city people or sun seekers?
When do you want to go? What’s your
budget? The more information you
can provide, the better the match.
Determine your deal breaker
and let the advisor worry about it.
For us it was a dinner table for our
family alone at 6 pm. The cruise line
initially put us on a waiting list for
the request, but that wasn’t acceptable. Julie’s Virtuoso connections
got us not only the time and table we
wanted, but guaranteed it months
before departure.
Think globally. The Caribbean is
the most popular place to cruise, but
groups with varying interests should
also consider more offbeat itineraries.
For example, island-hopping cruises
between Athens and Istanbul offer a
combination of sun and culture.

truth
number

One week is
not enough.

Before the cruise, take a look
at the bookable extras the cruise
line offers. Many shore excursions,
reservations at specialty restaurants,
and spa treatments can be booked in
advance. Excursions can wait, but spa
treatments in particular fill up.

5

Who doesn’t say this about
vacation? But how many
say it about their family? I
certainly never expected to rue disembarkation, but I was wrong about short being
sweetest. Instead, the combination of togetherness and diversion not only bonds our
family, proven in teary good-byes, but also
starts chatter about a reunion of the reunion.
At sea, of course. And for longer.

Hoops at sea.

Don’t be turned off by formal
nights. They are fewer in the cruise
industry in general and now seem to
encompass everything from tuxedos
to jackets without ties. Many cruise
lines call for “country club casual”
throughout the voyage.
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Setting Sail

Seven cruises sure to make your next family reunion a hit.

Celebrity Cruises
The 2,850-passenger Celebrity Solstice
Where: 12-day round-trip Mediterranean
cruise from Barcelona, with stops in
Naples, Venice, and Dubrovnik
When: Nine summer departures beginning
April 29
Why: Famed European ports, including
Venice overnight
All-Ages Appeal: Glass-blowing shows and
the ship’s top-deck lawn
Price: From $1,799

Disney Cruise Line
The 2,700-passenger Disney Wonder
Where: 7-day cruise round-trip from
Seattle to Alaska, with stops in Skagway,
Juneau, and Ketchikan
When: Summer departures weekly from
May 28 through September 3
Why: Wildlife aplenty off the ship, Disney
dazzle on board
All-Ages Appeal: Whale-watching at all
hours, gold rush lore in Skagway
Price: From $917

Crystal Cruises
The 922-passenger Crystal Symphony
Where: 15-day cruise from Copenhagen
to Stockholm, with stops in the Norwegian
Arctic
When: July 8
Why: Fjords, mountain hiking, glaciers,
and the long days of Nordic summer
All-Ages Appeal: Catching king crabs,
spying herds of reindeer, and the lineup of
college-age musicians entertaining as the
ship’s “emerging artists”
Price: From $8,680
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE: Complimentary
Voyager Club perks (available only through
your advisor) include a hosted reception,
shipboard credit, and an excursion in picturesque Bergen, Norway, with lunch
on Holmen Island

Norwegian Cruise Line
The 2,138-passenger Pride of America
Where: 7-day cruise round-trip from Honolulu, with stops in Maui, Hawaii, and Kauai
When: Weekly departures year-round
Why: Island-hopping at its easiest
All-Ages Appeal: Sailing past the lavaspewing Mount Kilauea in the evening
Price: From $799

Cruising the Med on Celebrity Solstice.
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Princess Cruises
The 3,080-passenger Caribbean Princess
Where: 7-day round-trip cruise from San
Juan to the southern Caribbean, with stops
in Saint Thomas, Tortola, Dominica, and
Barbados
When: Multiple departures through April 15
Why: Classic Caribbean spring break with
some offbeat port calls
Disney Wonder in Alaska.

All-Ages Appeal: Poolside movie screen-

ings, river tubing on rugged Dominica
Price: From $1,099

Regent Seven Seas Cruises
The 700-passenger Seven Seas Mariner
Where: 8-day cruise from Istanbul to
Athens, with stops in Mykonos, Ephesus,
and Santorini
When: June 26 and July 13
Why: Greek ruins balanced by beach time
All-Ages Appeal: Greek mythology and
Santorini’s black sand
Price: From $5,999
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE: Excursions
on these Voyager Club sailings (complimentary membership is available only
through your travel advisor) include
a tour of Ephesus and a memorable lunch
in Kusadasi, Turkey
Royal Caribbean International
The 6,400-passenger Allure of the Seas
Where: 7-day western Caribbean cruise
round-trip from Fort Lauderdale, with stops
in Jamaica and Cozumel, Mexico
When: Multiple departures year-round
Why: Day trip to historic Falmouth, Jamaica
All-Ages Appeal: Pool surfing, aquatic
shows, and a Coney Island-inspired
Boardwalk
Price: From $749
Going Greek aboard Regent’s Mariner.
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FLANDERS, IT’S IN BELGIUM.
Whether you’re into gastronomy or horticulture, or simply have a passion for history and architecture, Flanders has something
for everyone. Be amazed by the flower carpet on the Grand Place in Brussels, made up of 1 million begonias. Discover romance
in medieval Bruges, go biking along the canals in cozy Ghent or indulge in some retail therapy in Antwerp, fashion and diamond
capital. And with the world’s best chocolate and beer, what more do you want? For all the latest events, great deals and packages,
go to www.visitflanders.us. For reservations, please call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
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GOOD REASONS

to Take a River Cruise
RiveR cRuising is the fastest growing segment of the travel industry, thanks to a new generation
of forward-thinking, boundary-pushing companies like Viking River Cruises, AmaWaterways and Avalon Waterways.
Look forward to compelling itineraries, a casual vibe and cool new ships with all the bells and whistles.

1

Many of the world’s great cities
and towns were developed along
rivers (think Paris, Vienna, St.
Petersburg). On a river cruise, you
glide right into the heart of these
historic destinations, gaining an
up-close perspective of cities not
accessible to ocean cruisers.

Viking River Cruises is introducing six
Viking Longships in 2012. Catering to just
190 passengers, these innovative new
vessels feature full-sized staterooms —
three quarters of which open to a full-size
verandah, French balcony or both. Space is
limited — all inclusive prices start from
$1,656 per person.

3

2
Avalon Waterways understands
that no two travelers are alike.
Their MyAvalonSM option allows you
to customize your cruise to suit your
individual tastes — from bed
configurations and excursions to
special celebration and drink
packages.

Discover more about river cruising with AmaWaterways,
AmaCello

Avalon Affinity

4

You can be as active as
you like. You’ll awake each

6
7

5

Pamper yourself on an AmaWaterways
voyage. European vessels feature a sauna
and masseuse. Ships on the Mekong offer a
full-service spa with a range of Eastern and
Western-style treatments. You’ll also find a
fitness area on AmaWaterways ships in
Europe, Russia and the Mekong so you can
stay in shape as you explore the world.

Roasted lamb loin with red wine demi-glace.

Dungeness crab cakes with tarragon aioli.
Expect to eat very well on a Viking River
Cruises voyage. Foodies can even get
complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks
onboard with lunch and dinner for 2012.

River cruising offers an intimate and engaging
vacation experience, taking you into the tiny
villages off the radar of most travelers. You’ll sail
alongside storybook castles, dramatic gorges and
bucolic vineyards. The guest list is small. The
ambience is convivial. The experience is unforgettable.

9
Indulge your passion for food and
wine. AmaWaterways’ 7-night cruise
through the wine regions of France
features a call in Lyon and three nights
in Paris. The March 26 departure includes
winery visits and wine-oriented shore
excursions.

morning in a new destination.
Whether you’d prefer to
explore independently or
join an excursion, our river
partners offer complimentary
bicycles for discovering at
your own pace.

8

Want to try river cruising on for size? Avalon Waterways
invites you on a four-day “A Taste of the Danube” itinerary,
priced under $1,000. Sailing between Vienna and Budapest,
explore the romantic Wachau Valley, famed for excellent
Austrian wines. Enjoy calls at Melk, Dürnstein and
Bratislava. Add a two-night Vienna extension for just $410.

10

River cruising is a tremendous value. Not
only are meals and accommodations included,
but fares [typically] include guided sightseeing,
visits to UNESCO World Heritage Sites, VIP
access to key attractions, nightly entertainment,
complimentary wine and beer with dinner, and
more.

Avalon Waterways and viking River cruises!
Viking Longship

Call your Virtuoso
travel advisor today!

WILD ALASKA

PHOTO CREDIT

Mountain-size adventure in the land of the midnight sun.
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY BROWN W. CANNON III
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Reflective scenery: Mirror
Lake and majestic Denali.
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A

laska, the 49th state in the union,

capped summit 20,327 feet above sea level. For the next
two days I hiked the spongy tundra near Wonder Lake
and rode a bike along Denali Park Road to photograph
moose, caribou, and Muldrow Glacier. But I couldn’t take
my eyes off the mountain and the razor of a ridgeline that
ran from the valley floor to the apex of the North Peak.
Denali graced the landscape for my entire stay.
Since then, I have fly-fished for silver salmon in Redoubt Bay and watched a 600-pound grizzly sow and her
cubs hunt for fish 50 feet away. I have flown into the vast
Chugach Mountains to watch million-year-old pieces of
tourmaline-blue ice calve into Lake George at the base of
Colony Glacier and landed in a small plane on a narrow
beach to hike amid grizzlies in Katmai National Park.
I have seen the northern lights in Chena, guzzled beer
with the locals at the Salty Dawg Saloon on the Homer
spit, surfed the tidal shift in Sitka’s Halibut Cove, dogsledded with professional dog musher and clean-energy
champion Gwen Holdmann, and walked the ice floes in
Barrow at North America’s northernmost point. In Alaska there is magic in the land. Once you step off the plane
you connect to it.

PHOTO CREDIT

is the number-one state for adventure. To understand how vast this corner of the world is,
combine the landmasses of Texas, California,
and Montana – and then some. Now take that
90,000 square miles of wilderness and add the
highest mountains in North America, fierce
weather, grizzly bears, the northern lights, man-size halibut, fly-in lodges, endless hiking, and glacier landings.
Since the Denali Highway’s completion in 1958, millions of travelers have made their way to Denali National
Park in hopes of seeing Denali (also known as Mount
McKinley). Some have lucked out, but many have not:
The mountain is often shrouded in clouds, as it was during the three months before my first visit. To get to Camp
Denali from Anchorage, I took a seven-and-a-half-hour
train ride, overnighted at the park entrance, and then
embarked on a daylong bus ride to the end of a 95-mile
dirt road. As I stepped out of the van and stretched, the
blanket of clouds that had cloaked Denali suddenly lifted.
There are moments when it seems the world isn’t capable
of another surprise. Then the clouds part to expose a snow-
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Redoubt Bay days
(clockwise from top left):
Lodge tackle, sockeye
salmon, typical transport,
and grizzly cubs.
Opposite: Bay scene.
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In alaska there is
magic in the land.
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Into Denali (clockwise from
top): The Alaska Range,
caribou antlers,
and the train to Denali.
Opposite: Hiking in
the mountain’s gaze.
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Colony Glacier on Lake
George in half-million-acre
Chugach State Park.
120
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“Start with the appetizer: an
Inside Passage cruise. Then add a
land tour for the main course: the
wild, untamed expanse that is the
real Alaska. Enlist your Virtuoso
advisor to arrange a helicopter
flight to the top of a glacier for
a dogsledding adventure.”
– Laura Kaufman, Dallasbased advisor

•
•

!
•
*On select voyages. †Restrictions apply.
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directly
forSail
example,
or the
directly from London, for example, or the Kiel Canal into the Baltic. On board you’ll enjoy a lifestyle of
Kiel Canal into the Baltic. On board you’ll enjoy a lifestyle of pampered indulgence — a butler for every suite,
pampered indulgence — a butler for every suite, cuisine by Relais & Châteaux, an ambiance of European
cuisine by Relais & Châteaux, an ambiance of European sophistication… and the relaxed ease of all-inclusive
sophistication… and the relaxed ease of all-inclusive fares. All-inclusive luxury has been the cornerstone of
fares. All-inclusive
has been the cornerstone of Silversea since the very beginning.
Silversea
since the luxury
very beginning.

DATE

DAYS

May 8

12

May 20
May 30

FROM/TO

Ultra-luxury ships of 296 or 382 guests
• All suites with butler service, most with
verandas • Culinary partnerships with
Relais & Châteaux and Slow Food. • Fine
wines & liquors • Included gratuities

SILVER
SAVINGS
FARES FROM

ECONOMY
CLASS AIR
FROM

BUSINESS
CLASS AIR
UPGRADE FROM

PASSPORT TO
LUXURY ONBOARD
SPENDING CREDIT

SHIP

VOYAGE

Monte Carlo to Rouen

Silver Cloud

1213

$6,088

FREE

$999

$1,000

10

Rouen to Copenhagen

Silver Cloud

1214

$5,108

FREE

$999

$1,000

12

Copenhagen to London

Silver Cloud

1215

$6,263

FREE

$999

$1,000

Jun 11

12

London to Copenhagen

Silver Cloud

1216

$7,158

FREE

$999

$1,000

Jun 23

17

Copenhagen to Copenhagen

Silver Cloud

1217

$9,988

FREE

Call for Quote

$1,000

Jul 10

16

Copenhagen to London

Silver Cloud

1218

$8,398

FREE

$999

$1,000

Jul 26

9

London to Reykjavik

Silver Cloud

1219A

$5,198

FREE

$999

$1,000

Aug 4

9

Reykjavik to London

Silver Cloud

1219B

$5,198

FREE

Call for Quote

$1,000

Aug 13

14

London to Monte Carlo

Silver Cloud

1220

$8,118

FREE

$999

$1,000

May 1

12

Monte Carlo to Southampton

Silver Whisper

4210

$6,088

FREE

$999

$1,000

Jul 16

10

Stockholm to Southampton

Silver Whisper

4219

$7,038

FREE

$999

$1,000

Jul 26

9

Southampton to Lisbon

Silver Whisper

4220A

$6,318

FREE

$999

$1,000

Aug 4

9

Lisbon to Southampton

Silver Whisper

4220B

$6,318

FREE

Call for Quote

$1,000

Venetian Society guests enjoy an additional 5% savings

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: These offers are available on new bookings for these select 2012 sailings only. Bookings that are cancelled and re-booked do not qualify. Fares are cruise-only, in US dollars, per guest, based on double occupancy in a Vista Suite
and include port charges, government fees and taxes. Fares are capacity controlled, are likely to increase, and do not guarantee suite availability due to limited inventory. Additional restrictions may apply. Round-trip Economy Air Packages: Offered from
select US and Canadian gateways for a limited time only. Includes round-trip air plus transfers on embarkation and disembarkation days. Additional restrictions may apply. Business Class Air Upgrade offer is one-way based on round-trip travel, available
only from select gateways and applicable only to the transoceanic portion of international flight itineraries. Economy Class will be substituted when Business Class is not available. Additional restrictions may apply. Onboard Spending Credit is per doubleoccupancy suite and offered only once to guests sailing on consecutive voyages. Single-occupancy suites receive 50% of the applicable Onboard Spending Credit. Onboard Spending Credit is valued in US dollars, regardless of booking currency. Onboard
Spending Credit may not be redeemed for cash or used in The Casino, and any unused portion will be forfeited. Additional restrictions may apply. All fares, savings, offers, itineraries and programmes are subject to change without notice. All information
contained herein is accurate and in effect at time of publication. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors and omissions, and to cancel any offered product or service in the event of such error or omission. Visit Silversea.com for complete Terms &
Conditions. Ships' registry: Bahamas.
SA11625

WILD ALASKA

go north

This page and opposite:
Bear-watching in Katmai
National Park.

Make a break for Alaska.

Go Celebrity Cruises’
eight-day journey through
Alaska on the 1,814-passenger Celebrity Century begins
and ends in Vancouver, B.C.
In between, spot sea lions
in the Inside Passage, spy
on humpbacks at Icy Strait
Point, and watch apartmentbuilding-size icebergs calve
off massive Hubbard Glacier.
Departures: Multiple dates,
May 13 through September
9, 2012; from $709.

Take your mouse ears to the
Last Frontier with Disney
Cruise Line’s eight-day Inside Passage sailing aboard
the 2,400-passenger Disney

Wonder. Travel round-trip
from Seattle with stops
in Ketchikan, Tracy Arm,
Juneau, and Skagway.
Departures: June 4, 11, 18,
and 25, 2012; from $2,666.
Explore some of Alaska’s
far-flung reaches by private
Cessna 185 with Entrée
Alaska. Touch down on a
deserted beach for a picnic,
train your lens on the magnificent Chugach Range from
above, and spy on grizzlies
on the Katmai coast during
a six-day expedition around
Prince William Sound and
Wrangell-Saint Elias National
Park. Departures: Any day

Where in Our World would you like to go?
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Pampered Adventure on the Wild Side
by ladatco tours
• Argentina • Belize • Bolivia • Brazil • Chile • Colombia • Costa Rica • Ecuador •
• El Salvador • Guatemala • Honduras • Nicaragua • Panama • Paraguay • Peru • Uruguay •
• Antarctica • Falkland Islands •

Galapagos

from late May through midSeptember; from $9,390,
including flights, guides,
and accommodations.

the more special. Departures: Multiple dates, May
20 through August 26, 2012;
from $2,899.

Holland America Line’s 14day cruise and tour aboard
the 1,260-passenger Statendam takes travelers from
Vancouver, B.C., north to Anchorage with stops at some
of Alaska’s most majestic
points: Ketchikan, Juneau,
and Glacier Bay, for starters.
A trip inland takes you from
Anchorage to Talkeetna, at
the foot of Denali, Alaska’s
shy giant. The 20,327-foot
behemoth is often shrouded
in mist, making sightings all

Knightly Tours’ nine-day
trip into Alaska’s wild backcountry includes adventures
in Denali National Park via
dome-top train (and a stay at
Denali Backcountry Lodge),
bear viewing at Redoubt
Bay Lodge, scenic flights
around the region, and more.
Departures: Any day, June
5 through August 20, 2012;
from $5,799, including accommodations, some meals,
and four flightseeing trips
between lodges.

ADVENTURE-ASSOCIATES.pdf

1

11/15/11

After sailing Alaska’s coastal
wilderness on an eight-day
Lindblad Expeditions
cruise aboard the 62passenger National Geographic Sea Lion, travelers
can add seven days on land
at the remote North Face
Lodge in Denali National
Park. Hike with naturalist guides, paddle out on a
blueberry-picking expedition
by canoe, fish for salmon,
or venture out on a bike
ride, all in the formidable
shadow of the Alaska Range.
Departures: Cruises, May
12 through 26, 2012; from
$5,990. Denali extension
from $5,390.

11:26 AM
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QUICK ESCAPE

Something to

Whistle About

First tracks on Whistler’s Frontier Pass
and (bottom) après-ski in the village.

I

n Park City last year, I realized I needed to get

back to Whistler. As a Vancouverite I’d skied it plenty, probably
half a dozen times a year, but the Utah skiers’ questions sounded
like Esperanto:
“What’s the glass-bottom gondola on the Peak 2 Peak like?”
“Um, you know what glass bottoms are like ... awesome,” I noncommittally replied.
They asked about new glades and the thrill of trying out the Olympic bobsleigh tracks. One inquired about my best time on the iconic
Peak to Creek run – I was too embarrassed to say that the last time I
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skied it, skinny skis that checked in at 217 centimeters were cool. So
was A Flock of Seagulls.
It’s not that I don’t know Whistler. Many Vancouverites can tell you
the best time to leave the city to avoid the traffic or where to score the
best free parking by the Creekside gondola, but at some point we began
to treat the local mountain like a chore to hustle the family to, pack in
some skiing, and retreat to the comfort of home before dinner. So I
decided to make a change: take a few days and embrace the resort,
stroll the village, finagle dinner reservations. After 25 years of skiing
at Whistler, I was finally going to take the time to visit Whistler.

(skiers) Randy lincks, (FLAG) Rob Howard/CORBIS,
(APRèS-SKI) Giovanni Simeone/SIME/ESTOCK PHOTO

Great. White. North. British Columbia’s top ski resort puts the
truth in a name. By Neal McLennan

The most complete experience you can have

Galápagos 360º
 Enrich

your life with beauty, wildness
& the seldom-seen

 Discover
 Explore

the islands & the undersea

with our team of top experts

 Learn

with a Lindblad-National Geographic
Certified Photo Instructor

TM

See, do and learn more with
Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic.

Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor for details.

QUICK ESCAPE
its enormity means you’re always discovit, is the 2010 Olympics’ most utilized reering new runs, even new climates. Whisminder. It shares the same cliff-hugging tertler’s regular season stretches deep into
rain and gorgeous views of Howe Sound as
May, but the glacier is actually open for skiits predecessor, without the white-knuckle
ing through late July. Visit in the summer
episodes – mountain to your right, ocean to
and you can mountain bike in shorts in the
your left, two logging trucks coming right at
morning, then ski the afternoon away while
you – that used to be part of the commute.
gazing at the green golf courses below.
These days, other than the view, the most reMany locals avoid the pedestrian-only
markable thing about the trip up is just how
village or whine about its crowds, but in no
unremarkable it’s become. Traffic flows at a
time I’ve parked my car underground and
quick pace, and low elevation (Whistler Vilam walking to dinner. It’s the last time I see
lage is at only 2,200 feet, 200 feet lower than
the car for three days, which is something
Tucson) means snow on the road is rarely a
you take for granted at Whistler. The best
problem – try saying that on Colorado’s Inpart: There’s none of the claustrophobia
terstate 70 to Summit County, Vail,
Aspen, and Winter Park. Less than
an hour and 45 minutes after leavThree new reasons To love
ing West Vancouver, the “Welcome
whisTler This season
to Whistler” sign comes into view.
1. Whistler
2. Ski and
3. Free Wi-Fi
At 8,171 skiable acres, North
Blackcomb
snowboard
at Whistler’s
America’s largest ski area owns
Live, an app
classes are
Roundhouse
its throne by a wide margin (it’s
allowing you to
now limited to
Lodge and
more than four times the size of
view trail maps
a maximum of
Blackcomb’s
Sun Valley, for example). But it’s
and track runs,
four (adults) or
Rendezvous
not just size, it’s variety. Whistler
total vertical,
six (children).
Lodge.
Blackcomb, as the two-mountain
and max speed
resort is officially called, features
in real time.
17 on-mountain restaurants, and
The “new highway,” as locals call

A NEW RUSSIAN
EXPERIENCE
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In June 2012 Silversea is offering
two exciting opportunities to start or
end a cruise in the wonderful city of
St. Petersburg. Exeter will enhance
this experience with a pre or post
cruise journey through Russia’s
great treasures including a visit to
the Hermitage Museum when it is
closed to the public and access to
the Grand Kremlin Palace in Moscow
which is always closed to the public

Pedestrian-only Whistler Village.
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Four Ways to Experience Europe with Tauck

Yellow Roads of Europe Go off the beaten path to experience a real
taste of daily life in cities and towns across Europe, following scenic
by-ways to tastings at private vineyards, chef-hosted cooking classes,
dinners at family-owned châteaus and palaces, concerts and lectures...

Small Ship / Riverboat Cruises All-inclusive cruises aboard intimate

Small Group Culturious Trips Averaging 20 guests, our four culturally

Tauck Bridges Family Travel Designed for families of every

immersive trips in France and Italy are all about sight-doing, not just
sight-seeing, with hands-on activities that inspire new discoveries,
energize body and mind, and recharge your spirit for adventure.

generation to share together, six carefree trips include fun ways to
explore Italy, London, Paris, the Alps and the Danube River, with
scavenger hunts, spy walks, mask-making, biking, train rides...

yachts in the Mediterranean, Aegean and Black seas and on customcrafted riverboats along inland waterways ensure uncommon access,
personalized service and club-like advantages on land and at sea.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

QUICK ESCAPE
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commonly found at on-mountain resorts,
where after a day or two you see the same
faces everywhere and start to feel like Jack
Nicholson two months into a hotel babysitting gig.
Navigating the dinner menu at Araxi restaurant is a bit of a trick – the crisp mountain
air puts you in a rangelands-venison-andpolenta mood, but I’m booked to slip into
a full spandex suit at the sliding center the
next day, and a wave of self-consciousness
sweeps over me. I go for the arctic char and,
against all logic, a dessert of Okanagan
poached pears with sour cream ice cream.
Whistler Sliding Centre is massive and
more than a bit intimidating, as is skeleton –
rocketing headfirst down this drop of doom
on a tiny sled – but in short order the staff
conveys two pieces of great news: The public
does only the bottom third of the run, and
the full spandex suit? Not required. Then,
just as I’m about to exhale, they sneak in one
last little tidbit: Sleds may reach 60 miles an
hour (if that’s too daunting, you can also opt
for a piloted bobsleigh). The first run is a bit of
a blur, literally, but as I jump up at the finish
to tackle my second run, I almost wish I had
opted for the full Spiderman look (at 40) to
shave off a few seconds.
The following day it’s back to my comfort
zone, the slopes, but with a twist. For a few
hours of sleep, skiers can trade the ritual of
standing in line with the masses for Whistler’s Fresh Tracks program. Up to 650 new
friends have “trekked” into the village (it’s
all of 90 seconds from the slopeside lodging) to board the gondola at 7:30, an hour
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before the general public. The morning
starts in the Roundhouse, Whistler’s mountaintop lodge, for a huge breakfast (included
in the ticket) while we anxiously await the
bell ring and call of “Runs are open!” – at
which point everyone drops their croissants
and barrels out to ski untracked snow.
The next 60 minutes is a gold rush for skiers, schussing runs that seem snowed on just
for us, and thanks to the limited tickets and
high-speed quads, in an hour you can get in
what would’ve been a full day’s worth of vertical not long ago. The rest of the day feels
like you’re playing with the house’s money.
On Blackcomb Glacier’s Spanky’s Ladder,
the snow is Utah fluffy. There’s a bite in the
air up top, but as I descend toward the village,
I’m forced to open my jacket as it gets warmer
(an 18-degree temperature swing from top
to bottom is commonplace here). Halfway
down Blackcomb, I stop at the two-mile Peak
2 Peak gondola, wait for the special glassbottom car, and finish the rest of the descent.
It’s a varied bag of perfection.
Near the end of the trip, I snag the peak
chair to the top of the mountain. I have a
snappy new set of Völkls and some bellsand-whistles boots destined to help set a
personal best on the 5,020-vertical-foot,
four-mile Peak to Creek run. Five minutes
in, I realize that no amount of gadgets will
reverse the sands of time. I ease out of my
tuck, ski the rest of the run at a leisurely
pace, then click out of my skis and head to
Dusty’s for a pint and a spot on the patio to
reflect on what an amazing mountain Whistler is, again.

TOShI KawanO

Whistler’s trails include
80-plus miles of Nordic skiing.

BREAK FOR B.C.

The foolproof plan for a great time at Whistler.
STAY The Fairmont Chateau Whistler’s opening in 1989 in many ways
signified Whistler’s transformation from local phenomenon to international destination. Its 550 rooms and location are still the tops – a short
stroll to the village but far enough to get a good night’s sleep. Doubles from
$399, including breakfast daily, a martini, and a martini shaker.

A stone’s throw away, the 273-room Four Seasons Resort Whistler
took the Fairmont’s trend and ran with it. Its ski locker looks like a
Prada boutique, and its Sidecut restaurant is half mountain man
(there’s a 52-ounce porterhouse on the menu), half Manhattan (a
200-bottle wine list – 30 by the glass). Doubles from $405, including
breakfast daily and an $80 dining credit.
Go Horizon & Co.’s seven-day trip features private transfers from

Vancouver Airport, suite accommodations in the heart of Whistler
Village, and a three-day lift pass. When not on the slopes, skiers can
set out on guided snowmobile and dogsled excursions. Departures:
Any day through April 3, 2012; from $3,300, including some meals.
EAT Unlike many of the last decade’s restaurants that opened flashy

rooms with Krug- and Cristal-heavy wine lists, Araxi has been around

Queen of the valley:
The Fairmont Chateau Whistler.

since 1981, yet every year ranks as one of Whistler’s two top dining
rooms. Its competition: close neighbor Bearfoot Bistro. Both restaurants transcend the confines of ski resort dining and establish themselves as rightfully among British Columbia’s best. Araxi: 4222 Village
Square; 604/932-4540. Bearfoot: 4121 Village Green; 604/932-3433.
For a more casual night out, make like a local and head just south of the
village to Creekbread, a barnlike pizza joint that’s perennially packed and
serves the valley’s best pies. 2021 Karen Crescent; 604/905-6666.
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Airy spaces that include all the right, tasteful details. Roomier than you thought?
Favorites and soon to be favorites served in 10 distinctive restaurants.
Didare
youNO
say wow?
There
FOLIOS
Celebrity iLounge◊ featuring MacBook® Pro workstations and a for
staff1/2-page
of experts. Surprised?
ad pages.
Terrific.

Because we believe every moment of your vacation should be measured by just how far it takes you from the ordinary.
That’s modern luxury.◊
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
MacBook® Pro is a trademark of Apple Inc. Additional charges may apply to Celebrity iLounge◊ services. ©2011 Celebrity Cruises, Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador. 11026570 • 11/2011

GREAT OUTDOORS

BETTER BY BIKE
Solo cycling through Burgundy with a guardian angel a phone call away.

A

s the waiter wheeled A cart to our table, our

fellow diners hushed their conversation. They could sense
something special was about to happen. He proudly displayed the metal tag affixed to the leg of a fowl, engraved
with a number proving the bird’s authenticity. Carving artfully, he
divided the spoils onto two plates, an overly elaborate tableside presentation for a roast chicken with mashed potatoes. But this was no
mere chicken: It was a blue-footed Bresse, the first livestock recognized by the French government with the same AOC designation
given to the country’s finest wines and reputedly the best chicken on
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earth. These valuable birds (they sell for more
than $100) come only from Bresse, near the Two-wheeled touring
in Burgundy.
border of Burgundy, and while they show up
as specials at fancy eateries, almost no restaurant makes a habit of
serving them. A tip from our guide during a pretrip briefing led us to
the exception – this bistro in the Hôtel de Beaune.
We had enjoyed previous group cycling trips with Butterfield &
Robinson, renowned for its skilled guides, so we were immediately
intrigued by the company’s radical change of gears: the introduction
of self-guided trips. Which is how we found ourselves celebrating

PETER ADAMS/GETTY IMAGES

BY LARRY OLMSTED

Experience Classic Hawaii
“The Gathering Place” – Oahu is a great island to bring
friends or meet new ones. You’ll find variety at every turn,
from the ancient to the modern.

“The Garden Isle” – Kauai embraces the senses like no
other destination with its pristine beaches, emerald valleys,
tropical forests, and jagged cliffs with cascading waterfalls.

The Kahala hoTel & ResoRT

The sT. Regis PRinceville ResoRT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mountain View Room
Every 4th night free
Welcome lei greeting & Oshi Bori towel upon arrival
One bottle of champagne and chocolate dipped strawberries upon
arrival
Daily breakfast buffet for two at the ocean front Plumeria Beach
House
Chenille Kahala robe, yours to keep
Complimentary daily parking
Complimentary upgrade to a Lanai Room or Partial Ocean View
Room upon availability at time of check in
Complimentary late check-out if available

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mountain Garden Room
Every 5th night free
Welcome lei greeting
Welcome beverage
A distinctive, personalized welcome amenity
Daily Hanalei Bay Breakfast for two at Makana Terrace
Oshi Bori towel
Guaranteed upgrade at time of arrival Mountain Garden Room to
Ocean View Room

5 nights from $1809 per person

4 nights from $929 per person

For reservations, please call your

travel advisor

Offers are valid on new bookings only and are not combinable with other offers. Sample prices are land only, per person, based on double occupancy. Actual prices may vary based on travel dates and availability. Book by
12/11/12 for travel through 12/16/12. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, seasonal surcharges, taxes, resort fees
and other restrictions may apply. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on free night offers. Classic Vacations CST: 2079429-20.
690-1111
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our 20th wedding anniversary with a sixday trip through Burgundy, starting in the
regional capital (and mustard capital!),
Dijon, then pedaling through the world’s
most famous vineyards in the Côte de
Nuits to charming medieval Beaune, heart
of the region’s wine trade. From here we
rode out of the vineyards and into the hills
of the Hautes-Côtes de Beaune and Ouche
River valley to our final stop, Relais & Châteaux’s Abbaye de la Bussière – home to an
acclaimed Michelin-starred restaurant
where we would celebrate our last night.
B&R’s excellent detailed itineraries include specific routes, hotels, and restaurants along the way, with special tours and
activities throughout. Travelers stay in
everything from a medieval duke’s private
hunting lodge to centuries-old wineries.
Self-guided travelers get to experience these
same carefully chosen accommodations,
as well as enrichment experiences and the
knowledge of local experts. In Beaune, our
guide met us at the hotel for a walk through
history: a tour of the city’s most prized
sight, the 800-year-old Hospices. Two days
later, we attended a wine tasting, focused on
the varietals that make Burgundy unique,
led by a Burgundian winemaker who does
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Is self-GuIded
CyClInG for you?
With less coddling, B&R’s self-guided trips
are not ideal for those on first-time cycling
vacations and are best suited to those who
actually cycle for fun at home. But ultimately
they are self-guided, not unguided.
Each trip begins with a meet-and-greet
with a guide, who delivers the bicycles to the
first hotel and fits each rider. He or she goes
over the route maps and itineraries, answering
questions – like where to eat Bresse chicken
– and suggesting personal favorites. Should a
question, problem, or even a flat tire arise
during the week, the guide’s assistance is
always just a phone call away.
You’ll wish for the support van only in
bad weather, but when you miss it, you
really miss it.
You might miss the guides themselves
for haggling or translation, but the detailed
maps are a fine substitute for their logistical guidance.
There are no other guests, which is a
mixed blessing. You might miss out on
interesting conversation, newfound dinner
companions, and pleasant riding partners,
but sometimes it’s nice to be on your own.
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Rue des Forges in
Dijon, Burgundy’s capital city.

tastings for larger groups – except she came
to the hotel and conducted the hour-long
tasting just for us.
Along with making many new discoveries
on our trip, we proved once again that travel
is better by bicycle. Here’s why.

Earn that beef bourguignon
with miles of pastoral cycling.

 An Observant Pace

A bicycle gives you the time and proximity
to take in details hidden from a car or train:
the monstrous flowers cultivated in yards
across Tuscany or the ripe grapes hanging
on vines throughout Bordeaux and the Loire
Valley, so close to the road you could literally reach out and touch them. You can actually smell the bread as you pass bakeries and
glance longingly into the window displays
of chocolate shops. Traveling by bike means
spontaneous stops for espresso at roadside
cafés and provides an instant catalyst for
striking up conversations with locals.

 A Well-Earned Appetite

A day of cycling means hunger and, thanks
to all the exercise, assuages the guilt after

Welcome to Magical
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PRECIOUS JOURNEYS KENYA:
9 Days / 8 Nights from $6,290*

QUINTESSENTIAL
KENYA:
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NON-BLEED, make
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from
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A fully inclusive luxury flying safari visiting private
conservancies adjacent to Samburu and the Maasai
Mara with a focus on preservation and sustainability.
Enjoy an exclusive visit to the
Sheldrick Wildlife Trust for the
opportunity to foster an orphaned
rhino or elephant in your name.

Explore Kenya in style from the elephant-rich marsh
of Amboseli and the unique wildlife of Samburu to
There are NO FOLIOS
the great herds and predators of the Maasai Mara.
1/2-page
adtopages.
Virtuosofor
Exclusive:
Upgrade
a private visit to the
Sheldrick orphanage OR
complimentary hot air
ballooning in the Mara.

To plan your Magical Kenya safari today,
contact your Vir tuoso Travel Advisor
www.MagicalKenya.com

*Terms and conditions apply. Subject to availability.

Get behind the wheel of this
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give your vacation a little
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GREAT OUTDOORS

Great whites:
The Montrachet appellation
produces storied white wines.

decadent meals. After all, cycling trips tend
to be most popular in regions famous for
food: the gourmet areas of Italy, France,
and Spain. Burgundy has the most regionalized of all French cuisines, and we made it

GO Because self-guided
trips require support staff
nearby, they are offered only
in Butterfield & Robinson’s
most popular destinations,
Tuscany and Burgundy. Both
offer six-day biking and walking itineraries costing 40 to
45 percent less than guided
trips. Requiring no other
group members, self-guided
trips are unscheduled, offered on demand, and subject
to hotel availability. The
company moves your luggage
between hotels as needed.
Departures: Burgundy trips
through 2012; from $3,495
per person, including accommodations, breakfast daily,
a few other meals, a Michelinstarred final dinner, special
tours and activities, bicycles
and accessories, and detailed
route maps.
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a point to try all of its most famous dishes,
not just the prized Bresse chicken. In Dijon,
we had the famed red wine stew, beef bourguignon; in Beaune, the other famous red
wine stew, coq au vin. No dish symbolizes

New for 2012: Alpine Adventures’ self-guided biking trips
in Switzerland with various
itineraries. Travelers can take
a customized spin along the
Rhine route, with its mellow elevations, or the Rhône
route, which begins (if you
wish) with a quad-burning
climb through the 8,000-foot
Furka Pass. Guides meet travelers at the airport (Zurich or
Geneva) to fit them with bikes
ranging from road cycles to
tandems and electric bikes.
Support teams transport
luggage between hotels, so
all you have to do is put foot
to pedal and go. Departures:
Any day from April 1 through
October 15, 2012 (Furka Pass
opens June 1); from $1,100
(Rhine, six days) and $1,900
(Rhône, ten days), including
accommodations, breakfast

daily, and phone support. Bike
rental from $250.
During Southern Crossings’ three-day self-guided
cycling tour through the
Hawke’s Bay region of New
Zealand’s North Island, travelers log between 12 and 28
easy miles per day, taking in
ocean beaches, wineries (and
their wares), and farmland.
After a bike fitting – complete
with panniers, jackets, water
bottles, and maps – and
route briefing at the Napier
airport, cyclists pedal off into
the green yonder. Support is
a phone call away – including pick-up service for cases
of wine purchased en route.
Departures: Any day through
2012; from $770, including
accommodations, bikes, and
luggage transport.

Ian Shaw/aLamy

You know
you want me.

Burgundy quite as much as its indigenous
snails, and we had escargot the classic way,
baked with garlic and butter, as well as in
soups and salads. We sampled a classic Burgundian appetizer found on nearly every
menu here – but virtually nowhere else –
eggs poached in red wine sauce. The wines
of Burgundy, made almost exclusively from
pinot noir and chardonnay grapes, were
not too bad either, and in the Côte de Nuits
we pedaled past dozens of small wineries
whose tasting rooms welcomed cyclists.

 Guides – Present or Not

In some popular cycling destinations, especially emerging hot spots like Vietnam
and China, guides’ coddling and translation skills come in quite handy, but in
easier-to-navigate tourist locales such as
Western Europe, forgoing the guides can
add to the sense of adventure – and make a
trip much more affordable. This requires a
small amount of self-sufficiency, since on
guided trips it is quite possible to be blissfully ignorant of all things mechanical, but

without guides it behooves riders to know
how to change a tire. Traveling alone also
has romantic appeal, which is why my wife
and I opted to go solo for our anniversary,
though we were hardly roughing it. Just as
on the fully guided trips, we had detailed
daily route maps and tips, and B&R moved
our luggage from one wonderful hotel to
the next. The hardest luxury to live without
proved not to be the guides, but rather their
van, which delivers snacks and drinks along
the routes while refilling water bottles and,
in terrible weather, offers the option of driving rather than cycling. Still, the absence
of the van was an excellent excuse to stop
in at more patisseries and boulangeries. For
us, going self-guided was the best of both
worlds: a private and romantic luxury vacation planned by experts, accompanied only
by our guardian angel.

 Unparalleled Access

Burgundy is legendary wine country, yet
from main roads you see little of the grapes.
Our tiny, off-the-beaten-path lanes carried
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Tuscany at its most romantic
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A 16th-century villa, a stone’s
from Florence
forthrow
1/2-page
ad pages.
Only 37 rooms with captivating views overlooking the Arno river
Book through your Virtuoso Travel Specialist a minimum of 3
nights and receive a 50 minute wine therapy massage
Experience the charm of a luxurious country residence

us through some of the most famous and exclusive vineyards on earth: Montrachet, Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, Richebourg,
and La Tâche. We never could have found
these rides on our own, and guided or unguided, the most important thing travelers
get from an outfitter is the routes themselves. Even using the most detailed maps
to plan your own ride, you’ll inevitably encounter nonexistent shoulders, gravel or
dirt surfaces, heavy traffic, or construction
detours. Not so with B&R, whose guides selected our routes for cycling ease and awe,
not for getting from A to B in the straightest
line. We rode narrow vineyard work roads
with virtually no motorized traffic beyond
the occasional slow-moving tractor. We
went for an hour at a time without seeing a
single car, and some days we encountered
more runners than motorists. Every day we
had two or three options of different lengths
and difficulty, from 15 to 66 miles, and our
maps were annotated with suggestions for
coffee, snacks, sights, and shops along the
way. There was never a dull moment.

PROMOTION

Virtuoso Life Exclusive Offers

cruise + tour

There’s simply no substitute for expert advice and personal service. As Virtuoso affiliated travel advisors,
we are members of the most prestigious and established travel network in the world. We are proud to offer insider
connections, industry expertise, and added value that you can’t find anywhere else. With Virtuoso, your holidays
are transformed from do-it-yourself trips to customized travel experiences. Rely on us for everything from a quick
weekend getaway to the trip of a lifetime.

Best of the Baltic

Imagine scaling a rock-climbing wall as you glide from Copenhagen to
Stockholm. Or playing basketball as you sprint from Tallinn to Gothenburg. Welcome to Royal Caribbean
International®. Cruise a 12-night Scandinavia and Russia voyage aboard Jewel of the Seas®. Sailing roundtrip from
Harwick, England, you’ll also enjoy an overnight in St. Petersburg and a call at Helsinki. Book a balcony or higher
stateroom and receive a complimentary dinner for two in a specialty restaurant.

Departs Harwick May 15 through August 19, 2012. FROM $2,339 per person, double occupancy. Must book by March 7, 2012
to take advantage of complimentary dinner offer.

Luxury Yacht–STYLE Cruise in Alaska Meet Alaska and its wildlife
at eye level on American Safari Cruises’ seven-night inclusive adventure aboard the newly renovated 86-guest
Safari Endeavour. Spend evenings in the on-deck hot tub under the stars, and mornings paddling kayaks – on the
lookout for puffins, sea lions, bears, and eagles. The invigorating itinerary offers two days of in-depth exploration
in Glacier Bay National Park and visits to Icy Strait, Chichagof & Baranof Islands, Frederick Sound, Thomas Bay,
Ford’s Terror, and Endicott Arm.
Roundtrip cruises from Juneau depart June – August 2012. FROM $4,795 per person, double occupancy. Includes spirits and wines,
port charges,taxes and transfers. Virtuoso guests receive a one-night pre- or post-cruise Juneau stopover package at the Baranof Hotel.

Rail Journey through Southern Spain Explore Southern Spain
in style and depth with Cox & Kings. Following a two-night hotel stay in Madrid, proceed to Seville for an
illuminating six-night rail journey aboard the luxe Al Andalus. Discover Andalucía’s Roman, Moorish, and Catholic
heritage in the historic cities of Córdoba, Granada, and Seville. Marvel at the grandeur of the Alhambra, sample
sherry in Jerez, stroll the streets of Ronda, and cruise the tranquil Guadalquivir River.
Nine-day trip begins in Madrid from Fridays May 4 to November 30, 2012. FROM $5,752 per person, double occupancy. Includes
all accommodations, dining aboard the train, and many excursions. Save $400 per couple when booked by April 1, 2012.

Melbourne, Sydney & The Blue Mountains Travel beyond
Australia’s typical tourist spots on Swain Tours’ 10-night town-and-country adventure. Discover the designers,
street art, and interesting architecture hidden in Melbourne’s back streets and laneways. Venture into Sydney’s
exclusive harborside residential areas. Observe koalas and kangaroos in their natural setting. Marvel at the
famous Three Sisters rock formation in the World Heritage-listed Blue Mountains. Trip features four nights in
Melbourne and three nights each in Sydney and the Wolgan Valley.
Departs on selected dates through December 31, 2012. FROM $6,385 per person, double occupancy. Includes accommodations, private airport transfers, 3 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 2 dinners, and a variety of unique tours/experiences. Excludes airfare.

Grand Tour of the Great Land Traveling via rail, jetboat, sternwheeler,
and airplane, take in the grandeur of the Great Land from the Gulf of Alaska to the Arctic Ocean. Knightly Tours’
10-day Mukluk Tour travels from Anchorage all the way to top-of-the-world Barrow where you’ll overnight at the
edge of the Arctic. Adventure includes jetboat safaris on the Talkeetna and Susitna Rivers, two nights in Denali
National Park, and a cruise on the Chena and Tanana rivers.
Anchorage-to-Fairbanks tour departs May 15 – September 15, 2012. Must book and deposit by February 29, 2012. FROM
$2,749 plus $199 tax per person, double occupancy. Virtuoso guests receive an upgrade at Talkeetna Alaska Lodge and dinner
on Luxury Dome rail.

tour + hotel

PROMOTION

2012 Summer Games in London Excitement is building for the 2012 Summer
Games in London. One of the decade’s hottest sporting events, it will feature 26 sports from gymnastics, track,
and cycling to fencing, hockey, and swimming.
The best way to see and do it all? Book Horizon & Co.’s Summer Games package through your Virtuoso travel
advisor. In addition to premium accommodations, daily breakfast, and your choice of events, Horizon & Co.
will arrange customized day trips outside of London, as well as excursions further afield within the U.K. or
across Europe.
Six-day package also includes on-site host and concierge services; welcome Summer Games kit; seven-day
London TravelCard; and private airport transfers. Plus, as an esteemed Virtuoso guest, you’ll enjoy a private London Eye Champagne Experience.
Six-night Summer Games package is available July 26 – August 12, 2012. Fares: Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
for a customized quote.

Morocco by Private Car Morocco is a fascinating country; one that ranks high
on travel wish-lists. To maximize your time and enhance your appreciation, book a private car tour with
Escapade Vacations, an Isramworld Company. Their six-night “Royal Cities of Morocco” trip visits all the
must-sees: Casablanca (starting point), Rabat, Moulay Idriss, Volubilis, Meknes, Fes, Beni Mellal, and Marrakech.
Or opt for the expanded, nine-night “Best of Morocco” tour which adds Midelt, Errachidia, Erfoud, Merzouga,
Todra Gorge, Ouarzazate, and the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Ait Ben Haddou.
Both trips include deluxe hotel accommodations; daily breakfast; private transfers and touring with an Englishspeaking driver/escort; sightseeing; hotel taxes and service charges. The nine-night tour also includes three
dinners plus a dinner show in Marrakech.
Virtuoso guests receive a complimentary room upgrade, subject to availability; dinner at Palais Suleiman; entrance
to Marrakech Museum and Dar Mnebhi Palace Museum. In addition, Virtuoso clients booking the nine-night tour
enjoy an excursion by horse and carriage to Jardin Marjorelle.
Departures available through November 30, 2012. Tours must be booked by June 30, 2012. Six nights FROM $3,015 per
person, double occupancy; nine nights FROM $3,909 per person, double occupancy.

Lavish Hideaway on Mexico’s Riviera Maya Located on one
of the Yucatan Peninsula’s most desirable stretches of beachfront, just 45 minutes from the Cancun airport, the
Royal Hideaway Playacar offers discriminating guests a first-class vacation experience – akin to a private villa stay.
The exclusive adults-only getaway is known for its über-attentive staff that stands ready to fetch you a drink or
hand you a plush towel by the pool. The best part: This is an all-inclusive resort, so rates include everything from
gourmet meals (choices include six à la carte specialty restaurants and a dinner theater) to unlimited top-shelf
alcoholic beverages, daily activities, evening entertainment, watersports, and Internet service.
Spend your days as active – or not – as you wish. The resort features an oversized cascading infinity pool and relaxation pools as well as bi-level oceanfront solarium decks for leisurely sunbathing. There’s also a lavish spa offering
rejuvenating treatments for an additional fee.
Take advantage of Pleasant Holidays’ five-night package, which includes all hotel taxes. In addition, Virtuoso
guests receive an upgrade upon arrival, if available; one $70 spa credit per room; priority restaurant reservations;
and complimentary or discounted parking for the duration of stay.
Valid January 29 – April 3, 2012. Five nights all-inclusive FROM $2,187 per person.

DOSSIER

QUESTIONS
FOR: Ken

Fish

The president of private custom touring
company Absolute Travel talks hats, tango,
and enlightened beings.
➊ Travel motto? Travel light and with a smile.

Q&A

➋ My idea of a grand adventure: Life.
➌ Necessary travel extravagance? The right hat for
any occasion.

➎ Place that most surprised me: The Old City in Varanasi, India.
The enlightened and the despondent side by side, but which
one is which?

➏ The next big thing in Southeast Asian travel? Our wellness
journeys to Thailand, Bali, and India. Travelers can expect karmic
cleansing sessions with a past-life regression therapist, spa treatments with therapeutic herbs, and, of course, yoga – but replace
that cramped studio you’re used to with fresh air and a backdrop of
abandoned ruins and rice paddies.
➐ If I could go anywhere in the world this weekend: Buenos Aires,
to tango with my wife into the night.
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➍ My go-to getaway: Amankila Resort, Bali. The ultimate luxury
resort in my favorite destination.

SOUVENIR

“Take the vaporetto from
Venice to Massimiliano Schiavon’s Murano workshop (get off
at Colonna). Your Virtuoso advisor
can arrange for you to receive
20 percent off the price of the
artist’s glass.”
– Roberto Agostini,
Dallas-based
advisor

THE FIND: MURANO GLASS
Contemporary art from the Italian island known for its baubles.

Since the late thirteenth century, the island of Murano, just north of Venice, has been synonymous with gorgeous
glasswork. Visit the studio of sixth-generation Murano glassmaker Massimiliano Schiavon for one-of-a-kind
pieces with a contemporary twist. Virtuoso vase (we’re flattered!), $11,000; www.massimilianoschiavon.com.
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What’s your

RETURN on LIFE ?
TM

Ask the advisors at any
Virtuoso afﬁliated travel agency.
®

Now, more than ever, the time you spend with family, friends, and even yourself is your most valuable
investment. To ensure you’re spending it wisely, take advantage of our personal knowledge, expertise,
and connections around the globe to design your custom travel experiences.
There’s never been a better time to invest in your life.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in learning more about
the advantages of being a Virtuoso traveler, please contact us today at (800) 401-4274
or (817) 870-0300 outside of the U.S. or email us at travel@virtuoso.com.

www.virtuoso.com

As always, thank you for referring your friends and family.

May your New Year and all those to come be filled with
good health & extraordinary travel happiness.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in speaking to
one, please, contact us today at (800) 401-4274 or travel@virtuoso.com.

What are your travel dreams?
Take the survey at
www.virtuoso.com for your
chance to win a 12-day
Crystal cruise or $1,000 cash!
Sweepstakes open to U.S. residents.*
See page 27 for details.

www.virtuoso.com/VLapps

* If outside of the U.S., sweepstakes does not apply. Non-U.S. residents
are invited to take the survey at www.virtuoso.com/traveldreams.

